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Rice to headline commencement
Kenneth F. Hackett, Pierre lmbert,
and Sister Elizabeth S. White,
RSCJ.
"Among American universities,
Boston College has played a unique
role in preparing its graduates for
careers in public service," said
Jack Dunn, University spokesman.
"In welcoming Secretary Rice, we
seek to celebrate her commitment
to diplomacy and public service as
well as her distinguished career in
the field of higher education."
President George W. Bush first

By

Tom Wiedeman
Heights Editor

U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice will deliver the
keynote address at the 130th Commencement Exercises for the Class
of 2006 on May 22, the University
officially announced today.
Rice, just the second female
secretary of state in U.S. history,
will receive an honorary Doctor
of Laws degree along with three
other honorary degree recipients:

Condoleezza Rice

hired Rice as national security adviser for four years before tabbing
her to replace Gen. Colin Powell as
secretary of state in January 2005.
Before that, Rice had spent four
years as Provost of Stanford University, where she controlled a $ 1.5
billion budget and was in charge of
academics for 1,400 faculty members and 14,000 students.
Though details are up in the
air, it is likely that security will
be considerably tighter than at
past commencements, with metal

UGBC

detectors and other measures possible. Rice will be the highest-profile speaker at a commencement
since then-vice president George
H.W. Bush spoke in 1982, when
his youngest daughter Dorothy
graduated from BC.
Other recent speakers have
included acclaimed doctor Paul
Farmer, former U.S. ambassador to
NATO R. Nicholas Burns, and former NBC anchor Tom Brokaw.

unites
By Alina Yaniz
For The Heights

Boston College students placed
themselves in solidarity with the
children of Northern Uganda
Saturday night when they joined
over 1,200 people in the Boston
area signed up to take part in the
Global Night Commute. The 130city event was organized to call
attention to the crisis in Northern
Uganda.
Multitudes of BC students
packed the Boston Common to
raise awareness about these children known as the Invisible Children. Between 7 p.m. and 11 p.m.,
the mostly student crowd gathered
near Park Street where they wrote
letters to their state representatives

Newly tenured professors

Bernie Zipprich
Asst. News Editor

By

For the organizers of today's
boycott, march, and rallies, it's
all about speaking out for those
who can't.
To show solidarity with the
immigrant cause, Boston College
community members are being
asked to participate in a series of
events today, which are part of the
nationwide "Un Dia Sin Inmigrantes" Day Without Immigrants. In
addition to wearing white shirts or
ribbons, students are being encouraged to boycott classes and work,
and participate instead in a series
of demonstrations throughout the

Devin

Pendas stands at
the front of his Modern
World History class in a
dark suit, lecturing his students
on the two strands of the woman's
suffrage movement, the violent
and the peaceful. As he lectures

history

Kevin Armstrong
Heights Senior Staff

Seth

Seth Jacobs

See Pendas, A4

off. His stomach was not de-

By

he wanders back and forth across
the room, hands in constant
motion, it is clear that the man
is passionate about the subject,
passionate about history. It's his
easy dialogue and note-free lecturing that best display his vast
knowledge and desire to teach.

Jacobs was all alone
and being tortured.
No, the Vietnam expert
and foreign policy guru was not
undergoing what he thought he
would only read about in books.
His fingernails were not ripped

prived of necessary nourishment,
and no tricks were played on his
mental well being.
His frazzled, curly hair was
in its usual state. His mind was
on school, but his daughter knew
that something had happened to

See Jacobs, A
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history and knowledge inside the classroom
By Dave Benoit
Heights Editor

won't be

Jacobs' enthusiasm for history brings to life the
triumphs and terrors of Vietnam

Pendas displays unmistakable passion for

Planned events
show support for
immigrants

Dining costs
explained

Arts storm the stage

By Tim Mooney
Heights Staff

Toward the end of the year, the mumbling increases. "Can you swipe for me,
I'm almost out.'' ... "What do they do with
the $500 left on my card if they don't give
"13.99 for lunch?!" Yet, while
it back?"
the Boston College meal plan system may
seem to have no rhyme or reason to the
idle observer, it is a business, focused on
customer satisfaction and dealing with all
the pressures of budgets and payrolls.

-

...

afternoon.
Events on campus begin with
a vigil on O'Neill Plaza at 11:30
a.m., where student leaders and
others will address those assembled. Participants will then travel
to Harvard Yard at 12:30 p.m. for
a rally and student walk-out. From
there they will march on the State
House and to a state-wide rally in
the Boston Common at 3:30 p.m.
Today's events fall on May Day
historically considered international workers' day.

One Size Fits All
The Residential Dining Plan requires that
students living on campus (with the exception of those in rooms with full kitchens)
purchase each semester a plan with $1,825
to be used in the dining halls and $125 in
"Residential Dining Bucks" that roll over
semester to semester. While some students
have expressed dismay that leftover dining
hall money does not roll over, the director
of BC Dining Services, Helen Wechsler,

-

Features and Arts for more.
BC Arts Festival this weekend showcased student groups' artistic abilities through performances and exhibits. See

See Dining, A
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Students participating in Saturday's Global Night Commute wrote letters to their state representatives asking for government pressure on ,anda.

boycott
today

See

Chris Maroshegyi
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By Kevin Quigley
Heights Staff

changes.

May Day

May Day,

By

With the end of the academic
year only two weeks away, recently elected student leaders in
the UGBC, AHANA Leadership
Council (ALC) and GLBT Leadership Council (GLC) are looking
forward to next semester.
Newly sworn-in UGBC President Santiago Bunce and Vice
President Justin Nunez, President
Veronica Joseph and Vice President Christian Cho of GLC, and
President Noelle Green and Vice
President Akinseye Akinbulumo
of ALC stressed communication
and collaboration as they hope
to improve relations with other
groups, the administration, and
the students.
While the new leaders recognize the necessary respect for
tradition in their respective organizations, they look to bring new
and positive aspects to the BC
community. Whether it is Green
and Akinbulumo collaborating
with the rest of the AHANA community to host BC's first ever intercollegiate AHANA conference, or
Bunce and Nunez's restructuring
ofthe UGBC, or Joseph and Cho's
goal of creating a resource center
for the GLBT community, next
year holds potential for positive

See Commencement, A5
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Senate committee blames
Bush for slow response

The Heights
Boston College

A bipartisan report by the Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee, led by Senators Collins and Lieberman, concluded Thursday that President Bush
"could have done more" to mobilize federal
resources in response to Hurricane Katrina.
The Senate committee, which interviewed 325
witnesses and reviewed more than 838,000
pages of government documents, described

ON CAMPUS

University Health Services, at the request of the MA
Department of Public Health, alerted the Boston College
community that two BC students are currently being
tested for mumps. Preliminary test results are negative.
"The likelihood of a positive diagnosis is very small and
the index of suspicion is minimal," said Dr. Thomas Nary,
director of the Health Services Department in an e-mail.
Mumps, a contagious illness caused by a virus, can be
spread through the air when a person coughs or sneezes.
Although it is usually a mild illness, it can result in complications, including meningitis (infection ofthe covering
of the brain and spinal cord), encephalitis(swelling of the
brain), and in adult males, swelling of the testicles.

BC students share lessons of
success with Waltham students
At Waltham's Northeast Elementary School last week,
lessons about success were being taught by Boston College
student-athletes. As the school kicks off its "Walk to
in which students and teachers will
School" program
carry pedometers to measure how much they've walked
among other activities the athletes spoke to students
during an assembly to tell them the importance of a
healthy mind, body, and attitude for all types of success.
"A good attitude is especially important in a team sport or
when you're working with others, because a bad attitude
can bring everyone else down," said Lia Krautmanis,
volleyball player and A&S '07, according to the Daily
News Tribune. "It's much better to be supportive."

UNIVERSITY

For the second year in a row, increases in college pronation's
fessors' salaries have failed to compensate for
rising inflation rate, according to an annual n ,rt by the
American Association of University Profes rs. "The
amount of government funding has not been i eping up
with costs of providing higher education, which is why
colleges have to cut back on professors' salaries," John
Curtis, the director ofresearch for the AAUP, told reporters. Ifincreases in salaries continue to lag behind rising
inflation rates, retention of current faculty members may
become a problem for many colleges and universities.

Foreign applications to U.S. graduate schools increased
11 percent this year, according to a survey conducted
by the Council of Graduate Schools and reported in the
Tufts Daily. The increase follows a cumulative loss of 32
percent since 2002 and reverses a several year trend of
waning application rates from abroad, following the Sept.
11 attacks and subsequent global political fallout. U.S.
government efforts to reduce and monitor immigration
after the attack also contributed to the decline. To combat
the trend, graduate schools improved online application
processes and dispatched recruiters to attract attention of
foreign students.
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to do this week on campus

1. "Leadership
Lessons from
American History"
Thursday

Time: 4 p.m.
Location: Robsham
Pulitizer Prize winner

David McCullough
marks the inauguration of the Winston
Center for Leadership
and Ethics in the first
Clough Colloquium.

Rent Star
Anthony Rapp
Wednesday

3. National May Ist
Day of Action

4. "God, Darwin,
and Design"

5. Debates on the
Heights

Today

Tuesday

Tonight

Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Robsham

Time: 11:30 a.m.
Location: O'Neill Plaza

Time: 3 p.m
Location: Robsham

Time: 7:30 p.m.

Original Broadway

Join the coalition in

cast member and
co-star of the feature
film Rent discusses

supporting immigration rights as BC
students hold a community vigil, march to
the State House, and
rally at the Boston
Common.

Professor Kenneth
Miller of Brown
University presents
"America's New Battle
Over Evolution." Miller
is one of the most visible public defenders
of evolution.

2,

his new book and
sings a song from the
musical. Book signing
to follow.

Location: McGuinn 121
Professors Mary Walsh
and James Keenan, assistant Dean of ODSD
Paul Chelsator, and
Rev. Jim Fleming, S.J.,
discuss the influence
BC's Catholic identity
has on student life.
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News Tips
Have a news tip or a good idea for
a story? Call Pilar Landon, News
Editor, at (617) 552-0172, ore-mail
news@bcheighls.com. For future
events, e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed
description of the event and contact
information to the News Desk.

Foreign applications to U.S.
grad schools on the rise this year

Report: Professors' salaries not
offsetting rising inflation rate

Editorial

-

INTERNATIONAL

Top

McElroy 113

Editor-in-Chief (617) 552-2223

Two students tested for mumps;
preliminary results 'negative'

the initial White House response as "halting
and inadequate." The Bush administration
was also accused of stonewalling the panel's
investigation. According to Fran Townsend,
the president's homeland security advisor,
however, "it was the president and his staff
that brought all the resources of the federal
government to bear." The report also scolds
Louisiana Gov. Kathleen Blanco, New Orleans Mayor Ray Nagin for failing to provide
adequate help to victims.

things

-

140 Commonwealth Ave.
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

Sports Scores
Want to report the results of a
game? Call Dan Schwartz, Sports
Editor, at (617) 552-0189, ore-mail
sports@bcheights. com.
Arts Events

Japan leading the way in
new mobile technology
Consumers in Japan can now use their cell
phone to purchase from vending machines,
buy train tickets, order a bowl of noodles,
trade stock, bid at online auctions and change

channels on a TV set. This month, users with
the latest video-capable mobile phones can
watch seven television channels on their
screens for free and digitally record television
programs. Some 20 million Japanese have
cell phones with embedded circuitry that can
function as rechargeable debit cards, credit
cards or commuter passes. The newer cell
phone models are equipped with navigation
tools, video cameras, digital music players,
and a multitude of e-wallet features that limit
the need for cash and credit cards.

The Heights covers a multitude
of events both on and off campus
including concerts, movies, theatrical performances, and more.
Call Lloyd Liu, Arts and Review
Editor, at (617) 552-0515, or e-mail
review@bcheighls.com. For future
events, e-mail, fax, or mail a detailed
description of the event and contact
information to theArts Desk.
-

Clarifications / Corrections
The Heights strives to provide its
readers with complete, accurate, and
balanced information. Ifyou believe
we have made a reporting error, have
information that requires a clarification or correction, or questions about
The Heights standards and practices,
you may contact Tom Wiedeman,
Editor-in-Chief, at (617) 552-2223,
or e-mail editor@bcheights.com.
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Police Blotter
4/26/06

-

4/28/06

Delivery

Voices from the Dustbowl
"If you could bring anyone to campus for the
commencement address, who would it be?
"

Wednesday, April 26
8:03 p.m. A report was filed in Edmond's Hall
regarding an injured child. The child was taken
to Children's Hospital by ambulance.
-

9:19 p.m. -A student filed a report in Carney
Hall regarding an egg that had been thrown at
her from a motor vehicle while standing at the
Carney Hall bus stop.
9:47 p.m. Two students in the Lower Lots
reported that an egg had been thrown at them
from a motor vehicle while standing at the
college road bus stop.
-

10:54 p.m. A student in Lyons Hall was in
need of medical assistance. After oxygen and
first aid she was transported to the hospital by
ambulance.
-

Thursday, April 27
2:07 a.m. An unconscious, intoxicated student of legal age who was unable to care for
herself was reported in the Mods. The party was
transported to the hospital by ambulance.

11:41 a.m. -A student was in the need of medical assistance in Cushing Hall. The party was
transported to the hospital.

"Bono"
Jay Verzosa,

7:36 p.m. -Three non-students were acting suspiciously in St. Mary's Hall. All three suspects
were issued trespass warnings.

?

GA&S '06

-

Advertising
The Heights is one of the most effective ways to reach the BC community. To submit a Classified, Display,
or Online Advertisement, call our
Advertising officeat (617) 552-2220

Monday through Friday.

Friday, April 28
1:33 a.m. - An off-campus student reported
that an unidentified male attempted to break
into his apartment. Boston Police spoke with
the victim and will be the lead agency on the
investigation.

"Bruce Springsteen"
Brian Heavey,
CSOM '09

Source: The Boston College Police
Department

CORRECTIONS
Please send
corrections to

"Doug Flutie"
?Pat Carey,
CSOM '09

3:36 a.m. -A report was filed in lgnacio Hall
regarding a student who had three unwanted
non-BC male guests in her room. The three
males were stopped and issued trespass warnings.
?

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published on
Mondays and Thursdays during the
academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2005. All rights reserved.

?

2:26 a.m. -A report was filed regarding a fight
on Campanella Way. The officers identified
both combatants. One party was transported to
the Infirmary to be treated for a laceration under
his right eye. The second combatant, who is a
non-student, was arrested for an outstanding
warrant out of Brighton District Court.

-

9:25 a.m. A fire alarm was activated in 66
Commonwealth Ave. The cause of the alarm
was due to a contractor testing the system without proper notification to the fire department.

To have The Heights delivered to
your home each week or to report
distribution problems on campus,
contact Dylan Hayre, Circulation
Manager at (617) 552-0547.

?

Interviews by Phil Dumontet and Lisa Cook

editor@bcheights.com
with 'correction'
in the subject line
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Le wins Asian American Scholarship
By

Pilar Landon
News Editor
The shock may still be wearing off
for her, but to those who selected Annie
Le, LSOE '07, to win this year's Asian
American Scholarship, her commitment to Boston College's Vietnamese
Students' Association (VSA) makes her
entirely deserving of the award.
Le, who served this year as co-president of VSA, learned of her scholarship
designation at a ceremony Friday amid
slideshows and recognition of other
Asian cultural club executive board
members. The scholarship program, in
its 10th year, awards a junior who has
maintained a 3.3 GPA and has shown
dedication to serving theAsian American
community with a 75 percent tuition
scholarship for his or her senior year.
Before presenting Le with the award,
University President Rev. William P.
Leahy, S.J., thanked the other four finalists for their own contributions to BC.
"Thanks for making BC a welcoming
place where everyone can be at home,"
he said.
In addition to serving on the board of
VSA, Le has also acted as the assistant
director of the AHANA Leadership
Academy and received the Vietnamese
Community of Massachusetts service
award.
Professors on the scholarship award
selection committee cited her revival
of BC's VSA chapter as one of the key
determinants in her recognition.
"Our strongest impression of Annie was how she revitalized the VSA,
which was previously not very active
on campus," said professor Billy Soo.
"She rejuvenated the organization and
made them participative while doing well
herself academical ly."
J. Joseph Burns, associate academic
vice president for undergraduate programs, also credited Le's ambition to
teach in the public school system as one
of her most impressive qualities.
"Annie was committed to teaching
and bringing the fruits of her labors
back to students," he said. "She's active
in bringing together all the Vietnamese
students from the Boston area."
"Teaching is something I've wanted
to do since middle school," said Le. "I
want to lessen the difference of educa"

parents

Shawna Gallagher Vega

Annie Le earned recognition for her commitment to revitalizing the Vietnamese Students' Association and her academic achievement.
tional opportunities for students - end
the education gap that exists because of
resource shortages." If more resources
are not allocated to places currently lacking them, Le said, people won't receive
educations or be able to go to college.
Le also encouraged people to take a
closer look at the contributions Asian
Americans are making to society.
"Asians take a lot ofbehind the scenes
positions and their work is sometimes not
noticed by others," she said. "But that's
impacted by our culture 1 was taught
to be modest," she said.
Le expressed disbelief and modesty
at being named the scholarshiprecipient
because most of the work she did was
behind the scenes, she said. "1 always
considered it unimportant, but when
people put it into perspective, it turned
out to be important."
"She's quiet, shy, but very committed
to doing the right thing," said Burns.
-

"She has the support of other students,
and it shows."
While she will continue to be active
in intercollegiate New England VSA
events, Le has chosen not to serve on
next year's executive board of VSA to
pursue other opportunities, like planning
a service trip to Vietnam. "It's just about
being involved in something," she said.
"It's on an individual basis you don't
have to be an officer to be involved."
The ceremony opened with words
from Dr. Diane Fujino, a professor of
Asian American studies at the University
of California, Santa Barbara. Fujino has
extensively studied the life and contributions of Yuri Kochiyama, an Asian
American civil rights activist.
While the scholarship is currently
not given in honor ofanyone in particular, Fujino suggested that the award be
named for Kochiyama.
"She is an example of Asian Ameri-

can activism and leadership who worked

toward social justice and equality for
a role model
for all Asian Americans and Americans
alike." Many of the ideals embodied
by Kochiyama are also apparent in the
scholarship finalists, she said.
"Kochiyama has helped the Asian
American community a lot," said Le.
"She has helped all groups attain education -and while having sixkids. ] don't
know how she had time to do it all."
Le also recognized the achievements of finalists Whitnie Low, A&S
'07, MyHanh Tran, LSOE '07, Lauren
Tran, CSOM '07, and Lindsay Varquez,
A&S '07.
"They're putting themselves out
there and showing that BC is diverse,"
she said.
"In the end, AHANA students are also
BC students-notjustAHANAstudents
at BC."

all,".said Fujino. "She is

For International Assistants, it's a small world
By

Caitlin Arnould

Heights

Staff

"If you want to have friends all over
the world, become an [international assistant]," said Sundeep Sahni, former
international student, International Assistant (IA), and BC'O5.
Saturday evening saw the first-ever
reunion of Boston College International
Assistants and students in the program's
25 year history. Adrienne Nussbaum, director ofOffice of International Students
and Scholars (OISS), organized the event
and said that the program benefits students who participate in several ways.
"This program can change your life if
you let it. It has transformed their lives.
It's wonderful justto see the impact it has
on students. It's one ofthe best leadership
programs at BC," she said.
lAs are BC students assigned to all
incoming undergraduate freshmen from
other countries for a year, in order to help
foreign students adapt to the cultural and
social divergences they encounter in their
first year abroad in Boston.
Nussbaum estimates that one out
of every four to five applicants for a
position as an IA is accepted into the
competitive program.

students whose marriage was referenced
by Ntissbaum. Joe said he met his future
wife as a sophomore. "I met my wife
through this program, so that was a really,
really nice bonus."
Another BC graduate confirmed the
possible marital benefits
for those involved in
to become an IA "to meet
one
"This is
the IA Program. "I just
good-looking girls. That
to
ways
the
best
went
to a past student's
the
case."
definitely
was
Bowley said that not only experience the world wedding," said Benaifer
did he manage to meet at- without traveling the Bhadha, former IA and
BC '04.
tractive females, but he also
world"
For Andres Nieto,
made interesting friends
BC '00, the IA Program
and learned about the world
represented an escapist
through a situation difficult
?Matthew Joe,
for him to
to recreate outside of a colInternational Assistant opportunity
participate in a college
lege campus.
and BC '99
activity unrelated to his
"it's a great way to meet
scholarly pursuits.
people in a context that
*
,
"I was on the pre-med track and not
is very chill. It's a really good time to
experience other cultures when you're enjoying it. 1 wanted to do something
in college. You're not meeting people that was closer to my heart and more
fun," said Nieto.
in an artificial scenario or a professional
Sahni was an international student
scenario they're just kids who want
from Kuwait who said that he benefited
to come here and experience the U.S.
from being in contact with his eventual
culture," he said.
IA prior to his arrival in America. Know"Marriages come out of this program
I know of at least five," said ing that when he arrived in America he
would have someone to aid him in adjustNussbaum.
Matthew Joe, BC '99, is one of the ing eased Sahni's arrival at BC.
The reunion consisted of a dinner,

picture slideshow, and several speeches
by former lAs and students. For some
participants, it was their first time seeing
each other since graduation.
Pete Bowley, BC '04, said he originally was inspired to apply

of

i

i.

i

-

-

"It was nice because I felt like someone was waiting for me when I came
here. It's good to know you have a friend.
We spent our time partying, sharing
stories, having fun," he said.
Kristi Romero, A&S '07, an international student from Colombia, said the
1A Program has fostered many of her
close relationships. She compared it to a
family, saying of her lA, "It's like having
an older sister on campus. I met my best
friends, roommate, boyfriend, everyone
through this program."
Nussbaum is aware of the close relations formed by the students through
the program and said she enjoys seeing
students learn from one another.
"I think seeing the impact International Assistants have on international
students, seeing also the lives of the helpers changed, it really changes their whole
perspective and gives them a global
perspective. That is the best part."
Joe says his experience as an IA
taught him valuable lessons about life.
"What I learned is the world is extremely small," he said. "Anything that
people experience here they will bring
back and show to their own culture. This
is one of the best ways to experience the
world without traveling the world."

Politician presents solutions to global warming
By Mike Sokolowski
For The Heights

Last Thursday, Americans for Informed Democracy (AID) hosted a
discussion titled "Oil Dependence and
Climate," with the purpose to "raise
global awareness" about the topic and
"to bring the world home."
Coincidentally, gasoline is what gets
most of the world home, and there to
address the issue of oil consumption was
former U.S. House representative, Colorado senator, and current United Nations
Foundation President Timothy Wirth.
Wirth, who has had a history of dealing with environmental issues and global
climate changes, explained in detail how
much damage has been done to the ozone
layer, what we need to do to stop it, and
gave a timetable as to when it all needs
to get accomplished.
With gasoline prices at record highs
and the topic of oil consistently on the
front page of every major newspaper,
Wirth addressed the anxiety this has
caused the American people, but indi-

This one's
for the

cated that the public has been given the
wrong point of view.
"The major problem right now is that
the government is projecting this issue as
a 'the sky is falling'or 'it's the end of the
world' sort of thing. It should really be
looked at as a time for great innovation
with regards to how we obtain energy,"
said Wirth.
America can invent another way of
obtaining energy which would be beneficial to theAmerican economy, he said.
Once Wirth had given the audience
the right mindset on how to look at the oil
issue, he delved into basic statistics about
oil consumption and the atmosphere.
With an extremely high rate of carbon
emission into the air, going from 280
pans per million in the pre-fuel-driven
world to 380 parts per million today, the
greenhouse effect is becoming more and
more significant.
"Once we get to about a doubling of
the original, or 560 parts per million, we
will see the glaciers begin to melt and
coastal areas to become flooded," said
Wirth. "Each carbon atom stays in the

air for about 100 years. If we can get the
amount of carbon to stop at a doubling
and level off, we can start to reverse the
effects of what we have done."
In order to accomplish this, Wirth said
that the world would need to decrease
carbon emission by 70 percent in the
next 50 years.
"Our goal right now is '25 in 25,' or to
decrease carbon emission by 25 percent
in the year 2025," said Wirth.
Even with this, Wirth said that the water levels would rise about eight inches
but would start to lower as the carbon
emission declined.
Wirth suggested alternative sources of
fuel as solutions to the problem. "Biofuel
is the source of energy for the future,"
said Wirth.
"President Bush is beginning to push
the use ofswitchgrass [an abundant plant
found in the Great Plains], which will be
used to create ethanol. Corn and cornstalks can also create biofuel to replace
gasoline," said Wirth.
Countries like Brazil are already running mainly on biofuel. Sixty percent of

Brazil's fuel comes from sugarcane, and
the country requires all of its cars to be
"duel fuel" capable, meaning they can
run on either gasoline or ethanol.
"In the United States right now, gasoline is selling for $73 or more per barrel.
In Brazil, ethanol is selling for approximately $35 per barrel," said Wirth.
Only one third of America's carbon
emission, however, comes from fuel.
The other two thirds come from coal
in power plants, which creates a much
more complex challenge for the United
States.
"We are looking into carbon sequestration, or the ability to capture carbon
and prevent it from being released in the
atmosphere," said Wirth.
He explained that the power plants
need to use coal there is no other plausible alternative.
With this, Wirth again said that
"America has the opportunity to invent
ground-breaking techniques that the rest
of the world can use as well. People must
speak up and pressure Washington to deal
with the global warming issue."
-

It's not often that I find myself struggling for words.
My last 83 articles, columns, and oped pieces seemed to write themselves. 1
would sit down, look over my notes, and
the prose would just flow. But when you're
staring at the computer screen for the last
time, the words don't form as easily.
Past news columnists have taken different paths. Some ignored their impending
graduation, focusing instead on the usual
hot-button issues of the week. Others
offered the customary valedictory wishes
to the senior class: Best of luck. Keep in
touch.
Not being prone to denial myself, I'll
acknowledge the obvious: We're graduating, we're terrified, and we'd sincerely
appreciate it if time could stop on May 21.
But rather than issue some trite reminiscences of our four years here, I'd like to
use my last column to say something to
our parents instead: Thank you.
At Boston College, we were introduced
to Pedro Arrupe's idea of "men and women
for others," but you were the first embodiment of that phrase in our lives. You stayed
up with us when we were sick, chaperoned
our field trips, helped with our homework;
later, you acted as our personal chauffeurs, forgave our tantrums, and took us on
campus tours. When it came time for us to
leave, you had the strength to let us go.
You showed us what the word "sacrifice" means. Many ofyou gave up personal luxuries to pay for our education. Of
course, there were those who didn't bat an
eyelash at the $40,000-plus tuition, but the
great majority of you scrimped and saved
and acquired thousands of dollars of debt,
all in the name of the diploma your son or
daughter is about to receive. My mother
emptied her retirement fund to send me
here without giving it a second thought.
Whenever 1 expressed guilt about that,
I'd always hear the same line: "When you
make your money, I know you'll support
me in the lifestyle to which I've become
accustomed." And then she'd change the
subject.
Our parents have a way of dismissing
their sacrifices, and we have a way of overlooking them, too. We see their ordinary
actions and ignore their extraordinary ones.
But as we approach graduation, we'd all do
well to reflect upon how much our parents
gave up to get us here and how much
their example has influenced our lives.
My own parents defined selflessness
for me. Now that I'm older, I marvel at the
sacrifices they've made; I honestly don't
think 1 could have done the same. When
my mother came to this country at age 18,
she made a small salary, but she still sent
money home to her family in Scotland
each week. When her father was injured
and out of work, she went without lunch
for two whole months, so she could send
more. 1 don't think she ever told them,
but she was the one who fed her brothers
and sisters and kept them in their Catholic
schools. I've never lost the image of her
putting food on their table while nothing
was on hers.
My dad bears the literal scars of
sacrifice on his back. He'd never tell you
this story (in fact, he never told me this
story), and I'm sure he won't be happy I'm
publishing it, but something so striking
should be shared. When my father was a
boy, a fire destroyed his family's New York
home. They were devastatingly poor, and
they lost what little they had. He must have
been so frightened, but when it was his
turn to escape from the blazing apartment,
my dad refused to go. The fires were burning his back, but he insisted that his mother
climb out of the window first.
Many seniors would be surprised to
know that their parents have done similar
things, for their children's benefit and that
of others. On May 22, we'll receive our
diplomas thanks to their struggles much
more than our own. In reality, it's their day,
not ours. So don't roll your eyes when they
want a 17th picture ofyou in your cap and
gown. Revel in their excitement. Personally, what I'm most looking forward to
is my 76-year-old father's reaction when
he watches the youngest of his children
become the first to graduate from college.
Now I know why the words didn't flow
so easily this time around. There simply
are no adequate words for what we owe
our parents. We'll just have to say "Thank
you" - and hope they understand.
-

-

Shawna Gallagher Vega is a staff columnist
for The Heights. She welcomes comments at

gallaghervegas@bcheights.com.
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Vietnam expert
here to stay

Rights
protest
from A1

Student organizers say that they
hope their efforts will raise awareness of what they see as "unjust"
national immigration policies and
to pressure political leaders to
enact reforms favorable to illegal

workers.
Today's events are in concert
with the latest efforts in the ongoing
national debate over immigration
reform. Intended to demonstrate
the importance of immigrants to
the country and economy, boycotts and demonstrations across
the country are planned today.
National organizers hope that by
immigrants and sympathizers not
showing up for work and refraining from purchasing anything, that
their contribution to the country
will be better understood.
Efforts on campus to get the BC
community more involved have
been spearheaded by Viet Nguyen,
A&S '08, and Steve O'Connell,
A&S '08, who founded the BC
May Day Coalition (BCMDC),
to bring together various student
and University groups in support
of immigration reform. BCMDC
organized today's rally on O'Neill
Plaza and has coordinated extensively with May Day organizations
at other universities.
"It's especially important for
college students to act," said
Nguyen. "Workers, they risk more,
because when they walk out on the
job, they could very likely lose that
job, whereas we are young college
students and don't have that much
to lose in comparison. We are actually walking out and standing up
for these workers who can't."
Concerns by immigrants that
they will lose their jobs if they
walk out for the day are very sincere and mean that nationally, the
scope of the actual boycott and
demonstrations is uncertain.
Considering immigrants' fears,
support across the country is
likely to take a variety of forms.
Even still, the breadth of events
scheduled for today demonstrates
how powerful the immigrants'
right movement has become in
recent weeks, and the degree to
which it has captured the national
spotlight.
Though an exact turnout is hard
to estimate, if the number oforganizations to support the BCMDC
is any indication, support among
the BC community is widespread.
All told, more than 25 organizations have signed on to endorse the
BCMDC and its efforts. Support
from BC Law student organizations is especially strong almost
half the endorsing groups are from
the law school.
Organizers made a special push
to garner faculty support before
beginning to advocate for the
campus-wide class boycott. Several professors have even pledged
their support by agreeing to cancel
classes today. O'Connell said that
he knew of one or two professors
tentatively planning to bring their
classes to the BC rally.
With it being the last week of
classes before final exams, BCMDC organizers are not certain
what type of showing they will get.
"We're hoping that at least people
will be able to come out to the
BC rally for the time period that
it's going on," said O'Connell. "It
would be good for people to hear
about this."
Those who do attend will be
hearing from a number ofspeakers
through the day. The BC rally will
be headlined by speakers including
Santi Bunce, A&S '07, sworn in
yesterday as president of the Undergraduate Government of BC,
students from the BC Law School,
Mary Holper from the Catholic
Legal Immigration Network, and
Kalpana Seshadri, an associate
professor in the English department, among many others.
The movement on campus grew
out of the April 10 immigration
rally in Boston which both Nguyen
and O'Connell attended. The two
returned to campus with a desire
to increase students' commitment
to justice and raise awareness of
events outside the school. They
contacted various student groups
undergraduate, graduate, and
law as well as numerous faculty
members to ask for support.
-

-

in for years, mainly America's War
in Vietnam as the topic.
her father when he arrived at Logan
On a Friday in April before
Airport to pick up his wife and Easter Break, he stands in the front
daughters, Miranda and Sophie, of the room with a long hanging
projector screen behind him. In
back from spring break in Milwaufront of him are a longer microkee a month ago.
"Miranda came up to me and phone, and about 200 students
said that mommy told her that 1 had with notebooks and pens. There
been tortured," said Jacobs with a are no maps in the room, just a
laugh. "She wanted to know why teacher and students. But it is his
Students joined over 1,200 people city-wide to assemble in the Boston Common in solidarity for the Ugandan crisis.
that happened."
power of oratory and talent of the
tongue that best bring to life the
Torture was not the issue,
though. Tenure was. Perhaps the topics that he is teaching.
On the handout sheets at the
youngster had been reading a few
too many of her father's history
front of the room, the title of the
freshman Stuart Kim, boasting dent Museveni. Because anything books. She was wrong though. lecture reads, "Enter the Gipper:
Commute, from A1
America is involved in is taken No practices of torture had been Reagan Tackles the 'Evil Ema membership of over 400. The
executed. No, just a waiting period. pire.'" He is on stage when the
into consideration," she said.
group's profile keeps members upand President Bush.
students
went
It was a period of patience that students settle in. Some pupils
and
A
of
30
BC
group
dated with new developments
Participants also made art projeventually allowed Jacobs' blood walk in late, but, for the most
way
the
as
far
as
to
walk
the
entire
place
fight
which
initiatives
in
taking
crisis,
the
inspired
by
ects
to lower to norms.
pressure
part, there is a consistency to his
Park
Street.
"We
from campus to
will be made into a book and sent to save Uganda's children.
can't
I
was not nervous,
say
speech and the students are paying
a
further
act
"I
Battle,
'09,
LSOE
has
walked
from
BC
as
including
Meghan
to various world leaders
Bush and the president of Uganda, also been tremendously impacted of solidarity. It is more real," said but when Joe Quinn called at 11:30 attention.
"One of the most embarrassone night and said the words that
by the documentary. "I saw the Christa Martens, A&S '08.
Yoweri Museveni.
1 had gotten tenure, there was ing election nights of my life, let
"It is a symbolic demonstraAt 11 p.m. they walked over movie a few weeks ago and felt
1 needed to be involved with this tion," said Allison Astuno, LSOE relief," said Jacobs. "I knew from alone Walter Mondale's brought
two miles to St. Monica's and
that moment on that I would never Reagan into the legendary status,"
said Battle. Since then, '08.
project,"
Church
in
South
Augustine's
St.
wear a tie again unless my wife
said Jacobs.
passion
There was an obvious
Boston to sleep until dawn Sunday she has been working with the
for the
me,
of
made
which
she
did
On he went to describe his
for
Invisand
determination
on
the
part
Boston
Representatives
morning.
They also took an official group ible Children to make the Global event organizers and participants. tenure recognition dinner on the reasons for believing that Reagan
fifth floor of Campanella Way handled the Soviet Union well
One BC student was even comphoto around a banner that read Night Commute happen.
She hopes that more people pelled enough that she decided Building. A display that was above but was not as adept in relating
"for fear of their lives. We have
to Latin America. Quotes come
my means, by the way."
to spend her birthday out in the
been called idealists ...," part of a like herself will work toward solvrelief was out of his mouth in the accent of
The
reason
for
his
the
crisis
in
"I
Common.
Uganda.
hope
that
will
be
commessage
ing
larger
"I was struck by the passion that now he could plant roots in playwrights, southern politicians,
bined with photos ofother banners everyone walking by tonight sees
and British heads of state.
there
is
on
and
of
the
something
going
people involved," said Sara Chestnut Hill and the surroundin each of the 130 cities. Nation"I really got interested in the
wide organizers plan to put all the realizes there is something not OK Bedford, A&S '08, who spent the ing area.
He takes the T from Waban and subject area of Vietnam when I
pictures together to make the entire with this. I hope this becomes an summer in Africa. "After expeissue that everyperson at BC takes riencing the people there, I can't walks down HammondStreet each was studying under Robert Messer
message complete.
look at another cause like this day to campus, but life was not at the University of Illinois-ChiThe movement was sparked on personally and uses the blessawareness
cago," Jacobs said. "I went to that
Invisible
we
have
to
raise
the same way. You have to look always so routine.
ings
by the documentary
When Miranda was just four school because it was the easiest
Children, now playing on the BC about the situation in Uganda," at these people and see that they
years old, Jacobs was uprooted stop on the train when I was still
have stories."
cable channels.
said Battle.
working as an actor."
Battle brought the film to her
Bedford spread these stories to from Northwestern where he had
The film focuses on the plight
Jacobs former career was in
her friends and got many of them studied for his Ph.D. and brought
ofthousands of children who must class and sparked the need for inhis family back East near where the arts, namely as an actor. He
commute four to five miles every
volvement in even more students. involved in the night as well. "This
Dan Moresco and Jillian Donohue, stuff spreads like wild fire. You he had earned his undergraduate received his Master in Fine Arts
night to sleep in the city or in hoshave to go with the momentum. A degree at Yale.
in 1989 and, for all intents and
pital basements because they fear both LSOE '09, have been workFive years later, though, Jacobs purposes, has woven his theatrical
being abducted from their homes ing endlessly to raise awareness little changemight happenbecause
and move more students to become of all this and that is why we are had his first book published on talent into the history books.
by rebel forces.
here. Being in solidarity with kids Vietnam and now has one in the
"He matches a passion for hisThousands of children have involved in the cause.
works with Cornell University tory with an engaging personality
"One of the best things you in Uganda is a very important imalready been captured and taken
Press on the topic of Laotian relaand an awesome public speaking
into the bush where many are can hear is when people come age to project," she said.
BC students also made it clear tions. Tenure was all that stood in ability," said Andrew Wolf, A&S
killed and tortured and the others up to you and ask you that even
that there are many ways everyone the way ofpermanent residence in '06 and a four-time veteran of Jaare forced to watch or many times though they can't come that night,
the area, and it remained the guilcobs' classes. "More than that, he
even participate in the killing and what can they do to help," said
can contribute to this cause. They
Moresco.
torturing.
hope that by spending the night in lotine over his head until he got is quite understanding and tolerant
of opposing viewpoints. Professor
The film first came to BC when
Event organizers are driven by the Common they will inform an word from Quinn.
"I love this place and really
JoAnne Wu, Chelsea Ray, and the fact that this is more than just even larger number of people and
Jacobs is a demanding profeshave the perfect job here," said sor, but because of his teaching
that the fight on behaif ofthese inLauren Fadely became involved an African issue. This is a crisis
Jacobs. "The campus is beautiful. style students look forward to his
in organizing the event and raising about humanity and they are doing visible children will continue until
Boston is my favorite city, and 1 classes and leave them much more
awareness throughout campus as everything they can to increase the something is done to save them.
"We want to inform people. have no plan to ever have to move enlightened about the complexities
part ofa project for their Challenge pressure on the U.S. government to
demand that the Ugandan governThe merits speak for themselves. If now that 1 have tenure."
of the world around us."
of Justice class.
He teaches these days following
His classes often include mulThey worked with the East ment work harder to resolve this.
every person could contribute with
"It's just a people issue. No one concern, that does a lot as well,"
the tenure reception without a tie, timedia presentations, ranging
Team, a group traveling the East
but still with the fervor that brought from taped transcripts of LynCoast to promote the film, and
is pro-children being killed. No said Jessica Feeney, LSOE '08.
But the fight will not end with him from his former professional don Johnson's administration to
brought the film to BC. Two one is against us," said Donohue,
life as an actor to the halls of campaign speeches from Ronald
screenings were held and 370 sturestating an important message the end of the Global Night Comdents attended. They also worked she had learned from Invisible mute. "It is going to take activism academia and into the classroom
Reagan. In a recent week, Jacobs
to organize the city-wide Global
Children podcasts.
and determination for years to as a favorite professor at Boston stated his political beliefs as libPerusi Namulwa, A&S '09, come," said Battle.
College.
eral, but insisted that his students
Commute Night.
"He has a wayof putting people make up their own minds on the
"We hope to raise awareness, moved to the United States from
"We don't want it to end here.
spark awareness in government, Uganda when she was 11 years We are going to try to do some at ease and putting others in a high political theater that is carried out
because it is one of the least old.
work with Amnesty International level of comfort for his students," in America today.
known crises in the world," said
"I have to do this. I had to bring
or start something up at BC. We are said Jared Carroll, A&S '06. "I
"I appreciate the fact that he
Chelsea Ray, LSOE '08. Ray and my flag," she said. She hoped not sure how, but we are going to
have always been impressed with really wants his students to learn
her group have already reached out
that the event will bring the U.S. keep spreading awareness," said how he connects personally with something as shown by his prepaJoAnneWu, LSOE'OB.
to a tremendous portion of the BC
students in a 200-person lecture ration for class," said Jay Hedgovernment to act on behalf of the
Students interested should visit hall."
community.
Ugandan children. "I hope this will
strom, A&S '06, and currently
A Facebook group about the influence the U.S. government to
That lecture hall is McGuinn
the Invisible Children Web site at
enrolled in Jacobs' United States
www. invisiblechildren. com.
121, a room that Jacobs has taught Foreign Policy class.
Invisible Children was started by
do something, like pressure PresiJacobs, from

today
May Day.
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Boston joins 130 rallies

Popular German historian earns tenure
Pendas,from A1
He's excited and it looks like he
can barely contain himself. This is
probably why he recently received
his tenure at Boston College.
"There are two reasons why 1
teach, I teach because 1 think that
it is probably in many ways the
more important part of the job
than the scholarship,"said Pendas.
"In teaching over the course of a
career 1 will encounter thousands
of young men and women and
have the opportunity to help them
to think intelligently and critically
about the world that they live in
and how it got to be the way that
it is by thinking about the past.
And 1 think that it is a civic duty
in a sense of the highest order, to
help people think for themselves.
The other reason why 1 teach is I
love it."
Pendas' concentration is on
German history, especially in
relation to modern Europe and
the devastation of World War 11.
He is currently finishing a new
book about the criminal trials after
World War 11.
The book, titled The Frankfurt Auschwitz Trial. 1963-1965:
Genocide, History, and the Limits

of the Law,

will discuss the events
ofthe Nazi trials and the problems
that West Germany ran into while
attempting to prosecute their
crimes.
"What 1 like about history is
...it doesn't have a particularly

clearly designed methodology,"
said Pendas. "It doesn't have a
particular clearly defined subject
matter, it really can be virtually
that
anything about human life
open-endednessof history as a discipline 1 find very appealing."
At BC, his classes are among
some of the most popular in the
history department, regularly filling up within the first day of class
registration.
And it is in these classes that
Pendas feels most at home, like
his work is making the greatest
impact on lives.
"1 really enjoy interacting with
students. 1 find that they often force
me to think in new and interesting
ways about things that 1 thought
1 already knew what 1 believed
about. It's very energizing and it's
fun. 1 laugh in class, my students
laugh in class, at least they are supposed to," said Pendas. "There is a
moment that I think every teacher
recognizes when you are teach...

ing when you can almost literally
see the light bulbs going off over
students heads, as some issue that
had been perplexing them or that
had resisted their attempts to make
it make sense for them, falls into
place ... that moment is incredibly
rewarding."
Students of his describe him as
extremely knowledgeable about
history, and his reviews, both
official class evaluations and the
UGBC's PEP's are consistently
high.
"He definitely knows his stuff,"
said Eileen Puzo, A&S '08. "He
knows everything he talks about
inside and out."
His favorite lecture to give
is on Primo Levi's famous book
Survival in Auschwitz, the story of
Levi's survival of the concentration camps and the after effects of
their suffering.
"1 think it's one of the most
powerful, if somewhat depressing,
books ever written, it's a text that
allows students to encounter the
moral complexity oflife in one of
the most profound articulations of
that complexity. So helping students wrestle with the incredible
ambiguity of that text, is,1 think,
one of those areas where 1 can see

their own intellects growing in the
process and that for me is one of
the things 1 find most meaningful
as a teacher to see my students
not only thinking but thinking
increasingly well."
But whatever the topic is, it is
-

clear that Pendas loves to enter
the classroom each day. "He's a
really exciting lecturer," said Ashley McLaughlin, A&S '08. "It's
obvious that he greatly enjoys his
field and he never comes to class
bored."
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'Living wages'
paid by dining
Dining, from A1
stresses that this is the nature of

the business.
"Our goal is to get as many students' balances to zero as we can,"
she said. "There is sort of a myth
out there about how or why Dining
Services prices things. In the end
the way we figure out our meal
plan and what to charge you is by
our expenses. Dining Services is
self-sustaining; we aren't funded
by tuition dollars. Whatever you
pay for the meal plan that's our
budget. At the end ofthe year, I'm
Santi Bunce and Justin Nunez join Christian Cho and Veronica Joseph of GLC and Akinseye Akinbulumo and Noelle Green of ALC as UGBC leaders next year.
charged to break even. What we
hope to do is providestudents with
exactly, the right amount ofmoney
to eat about three meals a day."
But for many students, the meal
plan doesn't fit quite right. For
political scene, though they do sadly enough, at this school," said ty's addition of sexual orientation heavy eaters, the money allocated
UGBC, from A1
have extensive experience in reAkinbulumo.
to the school's non-discrimination
for each semester may fall short,
treats and service trips. Nunez said
Green noted panels during this clause. While it was a victory for forcing them to either add money
UGBC
that the relationships they've built past year, such as the one on the the GLC and its supporters on the to their cards or rely on the genersurface, Joseph and Cho consider osity of their friends.
In the short time since their so far have been invaluable. "We
use of the "n-word" in the media
election, Bunce and Nunez have take on the leadership qualities and pop culture, along with the it a token change. "The change that
"I ran out of money first sealready begun working toward and characteristics of the people boat cruise in the fall and the ALC has happened has made no differmester," said Keith Dungo, A&S
their goals, already establishing around us," he said. "There is a ball in the spring, as events which ence in how the University sees '09. "I don't eat a ridiculous
mutual trust and confidence that raise the issues concerning AHArelationships with students, adminhomosexuals," said Joseph, who amount three full meals a day
istrators, and other organization has helped us to grow as leadNA students while at the same time then pointed to the University's and maybe a snack. I had to either
leaders. "We've spent time meeters."
bringing students together as one cancellation of a GLBT dance use the optional Eagle Bucks on
Bunce and Nunez believe the community. Contrary to popular based on what GLC said was uning with Dr. Presley, Fr. Leahy,
my card or mooched off girls who
Dean Sherwood, and Dean Darcy, new administration to be more than' beliefs, Green explained that "We
warranted grounds.
had like a thousand bucks left [on
pushing diversity issues, pushing just a change of the guard. "There do put on social events that bring
Joseph and Cho said that they their plans]."
academic issues as well," said is an excitement already, starting people together. ARANA and nonare realistic about the situation.
For others, small appetites and
Nunez.
with the people appointed, that AHANA [alike]. Our events are "We are not asking BC to believe frequent calls to Pizza Etc. leave
Most of the action they've this is a breath of fresh air, a new the most diverse on campus."
in the gay lifestyle. What we are them with balances in excess of
taken has been internal. "The main life for UGBC. There's a level of
Green and Akinbulumo have saying is that even if you don't $200, $300, or even $500 at the
excitement that just hasn't been been pushing to bring similar believe in something you cannot end of the year. The nature of the
thing we were focusing on was efficiency," said Nunez. By cutting there in the past."
events to campus.
discriminate against residential dining hall plan does
it,"
37 positions within the UGBC,
The two are curexplained Cho. A not allow outstanding balances to
"We are trying to culture
Bunce and Nunez have started to ALC
of discriminarently interviewing
carry over into the next year.
on bursting tion will bring worse
"Since I'm not getting [the
streamline communication and esGreen and Akinbulumo of the applicants for the
leftover money] back at the end of
tablish a coreofdedicated people. ALC are aiming at improving the ALC and hope to be the'BC Bubble.'To problems. "Harass"We really want kids in there who
ment comes out of the year, it makes me spend in huge
quality of life for all AHANA finished by the time
connect AHANA
discrimination," said amounts," said Joe lndelicato,
are going to be motivated to stick students in the upcoming year, they take office on
students here on Cho.
A&S '09. "It feels like Monopoly
with it the whole year, that are planning events like an inter-colMay 4. They plan
The new GLC money. A lot of the girls I know
working with the students' desires legiate AHANA conference at the to use the summer campus with the city
have tons of money. It makes me
and needs in mind," said Bunce.
to plan programs,
leaders will be pursubeginning of the year.
Boston."
Both Green and Akinbulumo train their memwonder where it all goes."
ing several major iniTo further improve-efficiency,
tiatives during their
Wechsler answered that quesBunce and Nunez have partitioned believe that they can draw from bers, and start the
the communications department of their personal and academic exadministration. They tion by stressing Dining Services'
organization off in
Akinseye
commitment to catering to the
the UGBC. They believe that by periences to help them with their the right direction.
are currently estabAkinbulumo,
majority of students.
lishing contacts with
Green's and
placing communications members new leadership positions, having
President
ALC Vice
"Students tell us three things
the Human Rights
in each branch of the government been active members in the BC Akinbulumo's bigCampaign, a national are important: Quality of food,
gest initiative for
instead of grouping them together, community
gay rights organization that they breadth of service [which transSpeaking of the greatest issue the upcoming months is the crethere is more direct contact and
hope will "serve as a liaison to lates into hours of operation], and
quicker response.
concerning BC students and more ation of an inter-collegiate AHReaffirming their campaign specifically AHANA students, ANA conference, compromised us and advise us how we can best flexibility eating what they want,
platform, Bunce said, "Students Green said, "We are trying to fix of the universities throughout implement programs and provide when they want, where they want,"
she said. "I'm responsible to find
support to students."
at BC are very passionate about BC's human problem. It's not a Boston, to discuss issues concerna way to provide all those services
addition,
said,
are
In
Cho
they
to
black
it's
not
an
AHANA
AHANA
students.
"We
thing;
ing
what's important
them. Sometimes respect drops out of that. thing. At the heart of it, we are in trying to focus on bursting the intend to reach out to the greater to you in a responsible manner.
We have to target to the middle.
the BC community and we are all
'BC Bubble.'To connect AHANA Boston community.
That's one of the biggest things
I have to please as many people
"Harvard, BU, and Wellesley,
we want to work at."
people, so i f we can'trelate to each students here on campus with the
Because the UGBC represents other as people ... that's what we city ofBoston to see that the issues all have established resources that as possible in order to make the
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Rock Star Energy Drink $6

Cramming for finals made easy
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sound and does not support the
operations the way 1 want to run
the operations. The majority makes
the decision [how to run our operations] for us."
She advised all students to
make use of the tools available
to budget their money. "We have
a meal plan calculator students
should take advantage of online.
It helps you know very personally how your balance is going
and how you can manage your
money throughout the semester
and that's been very helpful," said
Wechsler.

Pricing
A little shopping at the local
Star Mart quickly reveals that in
the price category, the dining halls
are no grocery stores. Faced with
completely different quantity and
labor issues, the markup of items
in the dining halls is substantially
more than in a typical grocery
store.

The BC Dining Services meet
almost all industry standards in
the price of food and operation.
What drives the price up, according to Wechsler, is the cost of
maintaining ethically sound labor

practices.
"Where we exceed the industry
standard is in our labor," she said.
"It's very simple. Because we pay
a living wage at Boston College,
which is over $10 an hour, and
entitle all our full-time employees
to the same benefits as a professor
or staff member, our prices are
higher. But we are really proud of
that. We think it is in keeping with
the Jesuit mission."
Still, the high cost of the meal
plan leaves those not required by
their housing situation to be on
the plan often to eschew the added
expense.
Louis Eppich, A&S '08, who
lives in Edmond's Hall, says he's
glad to be off the meal plan. "1 can
buy and cook my own food, which
is a lot cheaper," said Eppich. "If
1 need a quick meal 1 can go to the
dining hall, but I'm not tied into
the $1,825 each semester."
When looking at changing their
pricing, Michael Kann, associate
director of restaurant operations,
said that the Dining Services
looked to its customers to make
a decision.
"The student voice was addressed last year when we looked
at the meal plan and had to raise
it," Kann said. "We went to the
student groups and actually stood
in front of a whole UGBC council
and said, do we reduce hours or do
we raise the meal plan. Loud and
clear, they said raise [the price of]
the meal plan."
The dining hall business is
more than simply putting food
on a plate. It involves workplace
ethics, flexibility in service, and
attention to customer needs in addition to the pressures of a breakeven budget.
Even as the grumbling crescendos and students scramble either
to spend their large surpluses or
get their parents to add money to
their cards, Wechsler says she is
protecting "the sacred cows" of
dining an a la carte program that
provides quality food, long hours,
and a variety of options.
-
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Wechsler. "Frankly, for students
to eat with us less than two times
a day is not always nutritionally

Multi-Service Center and was ap-

pointed executive director of the
Massachusetts Office of Refugees
and Immigrants.
The last recipient, White, Doctor of Letter, came to BC as a professor in the English department
and the honors program when the
University merged with Newton
College in 1975. She will be honored for her commitment to teaching as a Religious of the Sacred
Heart professor since 1942.
This year's ceremony will
continue the new tradition of
having the seniors walk as a class
from the eagle statue on Linden
Lane to Alumni Stadium, where
the commencement will be held.
Conte Forum will be thesite in the
case ofrain.
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Stand up for rights,
boycott class today

"Talent is a flame. Genuis is a fire."

?

Bern Williams

THE ISSUE: Demonstrations to protest for immigrant rights
WHAT WE THINK: Students have unique chance to help

If

for one day, one person boycotts
work, doesn't buy a thing, and
instead goes to a park in their city
and holds a sign or speaks out for
a cause, nothing is likely to change. For
the rest of us, life just goes on.
Now multiply this by 11 million.
All of a sudden we're in a quandary
11 million people suddenly taking a
leave of absence from the economy; 11
million people not showing up to work;
11 million people coming together, rallying, and speaking out for change; now
that'sbound to make a difference or so
organizers of today's "Day Without Immigrants" hope. If all 11 million illegal
immigrants were to take a hiatus from
the economy for a day, so the thinking
goes, the absence would be striking.
But there are a few difficulties. For
one thing, skipping work for the day
-

-

-

political statement

especially to make a
could mean losing a job that an entire
family is dependent upon, or worse, it
could call unwanted attention upon an
immigrant somehow contributing to his
-

or her deportation. The

concerns are

legitimate and underscore an important
point: These people .who come to this
country in hope of a better life for themselves and their families, these people
who take jobs that no American wants,
these people who want nothing more
than a piece of the American dreamface
serious challenges if they try to speak
out in the way that is most American.
This is why it falls to the rest of us to
take up their cause. For us, uie risks of
speaking out are less pressing. Missing a
day ofclass is not going to cost anyone a
job or gravely hurt anyone's family. But
consider this -the risks of not speaking
out are far greater.
Think about this first: Why should
illegal immigrants be forced to leave
the country? Well, for one thing, the
obvious answer is that they are here
illegally. The other point worth making

is that they don't pay income or social
security taxes.
Now let's consider why they should
be allowed to stay, and more, why
Congress needs to pass responsible,
comprehensive immigration reform.
The types of people who are willing
to uproot themselves from everything
and everyone they knew for their entire
lives, to travel to an entirely new country in search of a better life, are not just
ordinary people - they embody a spirit
that one can suggest is almost expressly
American. What's more, is that they
are coming to this country, not only to

improve themselves, but so that their
children can lead a better life. And in
coming here, they are taking jobs that
Americans don't want to perform, but
want
-

done.

In other words, they're here because
whether people are willing to admit it
we want

-

them here.

All of this leads us in several different directions and to multiple facets of
the problem. What it conies down to is
this: The 11 million people here illegally
are largely benefiting the country. It is

completely impossible to suggest that
we kick them all out of the country
particularly when many of them are
well established, and their children,
who have been born in the country, are
in every sense of the word, American.
The fact that they are not contributing to
the tax base is a result of our own failure
to accommodate a group of people that
our economy is clearly dependent upon
(which may very well be demonstrated
today). By continuing to allowthem to
fall into this void, we deprive immigrants of the justice and fair treatment
that legal American workers are granted;
and legal or illegal, exploitation is never
okay. The fact that these people are here
illegally demonstrates that we need
to improve our border security while
still allowing honest, hard workers the
chance to come to this country and make
a better life for themselves; after all,
that's how many of our grandparents
and great-grandparents got here.
And what does this mean for us to-

day? The current wave of immigration is
going to change the face of this country,
whether people like it or not. Instead of
clinging to unfounded xenophobia, we
need to embrace this change, to realize
that these people are largely honest individuals trying to build better lives for

themselvesand their families.
Today you have two options, and
unlike many immigrants, you can afford to make these choices. You can
choose to ignore this issue and in doing
so deny these honest workers the liberties they deserve, or you can choose to
make a difference byparticipating today
even if it is only a small contribution
by wearing white, or refraining from
purchases, or by boycotting classes, or
by marching on the state house.
Hopefully you choose to stand by the
libertiesthat allow you to even have this
choice and by the privilege that lets you
have a class to skip, show solidarity, and
in doing so speak out to make sure those
liberties are extended to all.
-

-

Politics put aside,
Rice is right choice
THE ISSUE: Secretary Rice to give commencement speech
WHAT WE THINK: Embrace uniqueness, ignore politics

Jim

Lehrer. Anderson Cooper. Jodie
Foster. Tom Brokaw.
All four of these prominent
figures will be giving commencement addresses at some of the top universities in the county over the next few
weeks - Harvard, Yale, University of
Pennsylvania, and Stanford to be exact.
But as prominent as each of those
speakers are, each pales in comparison
to Boston

College's speaker, secretary of

state Condoleeza Rice.

It is a rare year when BC can land
a speaker that trumps its Cambridge

neighbor, not to mention practically
every other university in the country.
If landing Kanye West for the spring
concert was impropable, bringing in the
most powerful woman in America- and
possibly the world is nothing short of
miraculous.
-

The

Bringing in speakers like this is just

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Kanye knocks down walls for us
In Thursday's editorial. The
Heights wrote that the sense of
community generated by Kanye
West's performance was much
needed on this campus, "even if
all that togetherness was centered
around a hip-hop star."
When we have to start apologizing for uniting behind any artist who dares to provide some of
popular music's most refreshing
lyrical commentary on American
consumerism, race relations, homophobia, and self-consciousness,
we risk losing sight of art's greater
purpose - its ability to inspire.
And who's to say that we're not
allowed to have fun while doing it?

There are certainly more talented
lyricists out there, but none of them
challenges us to knock down this
wall more than West. If we continue
to keep that structure in place, then
this inspiration will remain confined
to stuffy art galleries and fancy
concert halls, the last places that
smart, young, concerned people like
ourselves want to be.
So the next time you hear Kanye
being played at a party, just know
that someone's made it alright for
bumpin', grindin', and thinkin' to
go hand-in-hand.
Nick Chory
A&S '07

Inclusion of reflection space in
Master Plan paramount for BC
In reply to Kevin Brady's
I want to offer these comments in
"Failed Plan," I feel that it is parareply to Thursday's "Failed Plan."
mount for the new Master Plan to
1 support the maintenance and
include a clear statement about the enhancement of reflective spaces
need to enhance reflective space on on campus.
campus. There are a few benches
During freshman year, I lived
tucked in O'Neill Plaza on which I on Newton Campus and had long
often sit to reflect and relax.
breaks between classes. Rather then
Even with people walking by, I go home, 1 usually went to Bapst
can sit, undisturbed, and gather my
Library to work on homework.
thoughts. When I am overwhelmed, Sometimes I didn't really have any1 find solace sitting peacefully thing to work on, so on nice days, 1
while the tolling ofthe Gasson bells
would go out and sit in the middle
of the Bapst lawn.
puts me at ease.
When the weather was warm,
Sitting on these benches, I often
think of advice that my brother this was a great place to sit and
gave me before he passed away:
appreciate a nice day. The green
"First of all, have fun. Be safe, top of the building was strikbe responsible, but always have ing in contrast to the blue sky.
fun, for happiness is the key to I would usually reflect on all the
success. Secondly, wake up in the ways in which I have been blessed.
morning with an optimistic attitude Taking the time to reflect on the
and take the world headon. Live lawn was always a great way to stay
every day to the fullest. Finally, happy and humble.
listen to your heart, not your mind.
Remembering how blessed my
Simply allow your mind to offer life has been has helped me appreadvice, because what is in your ciate everything that 1 had (family,
heart is always right." 1 sincerely friends, health, a great college, etc.)
hope that the Master Plan will and it was nice to take a little time
take into consideration the imporout of my day to thank God.
tance of having treasures like this
It would be a shame for such
throughout campus in order to give reflective places to become scarce
students the opportunity to reflect at Boston College.
and further appreciate the amazing
gift that we are given here.
Tom Case
CSOM '06

one part of what can potentially make BC

Kaitlyn Farley

the premier national university it hopes
to someday become.
Some will admittedly be upset at the
selection based simply on politics or
Secretary Rice's involvement in the war
in Iraq. These are legitimate concerns
in evaluating her policy or her job performance, but not as a commencement

A&S '06

wanted: opinion columnists for fall '06

speaker.

cannellak@bcheights.com for

We encourage students to see beyond
politics in this case. Embrace her role in
and love for the academic world. Embrace her as just the second woman to
become U.S. secretary of state. Embrace

her as the leader of American foreign
policy, a policy that is taking up the front
pages of newspapers more and more.
Besides, we can always listen to Jim
Lehrer on PBS.
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Strike and rally

for immigrant
rights reflect
being for others'
By Katrina Quisumbing King
and Stephen O'Connell

Don't

buy anything. Don't go to class.
Don't go to work. Wear something white.
Join the rally today in O'Neill Plaza at
11:30a.m. to show your opposition to oppressive
and racist legislation trying to be pushed through
our Congress.
In the efforts of legislators to reform immigration policies, House Bill H.R. 4437, Senate
Hagel-Martinez Substitute, and Senate KennedyMcCain Immigration Bill have been proposed in
Congress in the past year.
Today the organizers of last months' millionstrong Los Angeles protests have called for a general boycott, walkout, and strike by all those who
are against unjust immigration legislation and in
support of the preservation of human rights and
dignity for all immigrants. As students at Boston
College, this issue is most pertinent to any and all
groups, organizations, and individuals.
The issue of immigration rights is relevant to
this school because of its (supposed) commitment
to social justice. Although we all came here for
many varying reasons, as students who attend a
Jesuit institution we need to question if we are
dedicated to the same values espoused by BC. If
we are, it is necessary to critically analyze how
these values should manifest themselves in our
daily lives and work.
Evidenced by the many service groups on
campus, BC does exude the aura of a dedication
to justice. In the spirit of discerning the meaning
of social justice in our lives, however, we must
question the true goals and ends toward which we
work. Therefore, we are called to wonder whether
the increasingly insidious cultural plague of immediate gratification pervades even volunteerism.
Do we just need something to keep us busy for
four to six hours a week? Is it simply something to
make us feel better about our abundantprivilege?
Do we volunteer to feel better about ourselves,
to get that warm, fuzzy feeling when we help
someone out? Is it only to paternalistically provide food, blankets, or decent shelter to "those
people" to whom we feel we "owe" something?
If so, then volunteer work is only a method of
propagating a system of dependency by which
the marginalized remain dependent on the charity
of the privileged class.
We hope that this is not the case. Ideally,
volunteerism provides a frame of reference for
individuals to challenge the inequalities inherent
to and necessary for the continuation of the oppressive system in which we live. Because the
Jesuit values of social justice upon which our
University is founded provide us with such an
opportunity, we believe that immigrant rights is
an issue that many groups can and should rally
around. If we truly believe in being women and
men for others, in preserving and restoring the
humanity of all people, then we must realize
that it cannot be feasibly done by isolated acts
of service. We need to stand in solidarity with
those for whom we espouse to work for as they
attempt to affirm their human dignity in the face
of oppressive legislation. With this in mind, the
importance of all of our participation in today's
actions become strikingly evident.

Katrina Quisumbing King and Stephen
O 'Connell are juniors in the College ofArts
and Sciences.
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OPINIONS

The Cup's
appeal

Making BC a better place

Gregory

White

Summer

During Spring Weekend's "Carnival in the
Dustbowl," The Heights asked students
to jot down their suggestions for Boston
College. Here's what they had to say.

The death and life of great Catholic colleges
By Rev. James J. Fleming, S.J.

This

past Saturday, when so many across the
country were remembering the work and spirit
of Jane Jacobs, author of The Death and Life of
Great American Cities, I found myself resting beneath a
grove of budding trees on Upper Campus reflecting on
the life and death of great Catholic colleges.
Jacobs shaped American thinking about architecture
and planning as much as any 20th century figure. When
she came to Boston College to lecture in 1993, Richard
K.eeley, associate dean of CSOM, said that one of Jacobs' greatest contributions was her belief that "people
living here-and-now know what needs to be done and
we need to respect that local knowledge."
As one who has lived here-and-now for seven years,
I offer this local knowledge for your consideration
regarding the current University Master Plan.
We want to support and enhance the spiritual growth
of everyone at BC (my particular focus in this column is
our undergraduates). Eighty-five percent of undergraduates regularly discuss their faith-life with their friends.
Two-thirds pray at least once a week. They attend religious services at a higher rate than the national average.
The latest BC Senior Survey found that the two most
popular places to pray on campus were "in my room"
and "outdoors" ("on-campus Chapels" was third). Follow-up interviews revealed the importance of"reflective spaces on campus." The wall next to the bronze

"Tree ofLife" fountain, the Reservoir running path,
and the "simple and reassuring" statue of the Blessed
Mother on the Bapst Library lawn were often cited as
"places where I pray."
This surprising reverence for "holy ground" at BC
stands in stark contrast to the current Master Plan.
Many of the phrases in the plan seem to be weak echoes
of previous master plans from other institutions: encourage faculty collaboration; integrate academic, social and
spiritual; series of connected quadrangles.
The plan limps toward limited results while other
plans soar in the direction of "enhancing places on campus that hold particular meaning in order to set them
apart as worthy ofrespect" (North Carolina State). The
BC plan pales in comparison to those of our competitor
schools that speak about "the creation of a collection of
memorable places on a human scale with distinct character" (Duke) or the establishment of "an environment
for sacred space" (Georgetown). Master plans at other
institutions suggest innovative mixed uses and creative
flexibility. The current BC plan seems to be stuck in
muck, single-use ball fields, and the repetitive pattern
of peripheral vehicular movement systems. (Not that
these are unimportant, only that they would be more
meaningful in the context of BC-specific principles with
higher ideals in mind.)
As my Saturday morning reflections came to an
end, 1 realized that there are at least two detrimental
repercussions that could result from the implementation

of the current version of the Master Plan:
The spiritual life on campus would suffer debilitating setbacks. In recent years, competent management
and creative use of space has produced impressive
growth in several programs that support the mission
of the University Kairos retreats have doubled; the
number of students involved in Appalachia Spring
Break trips has also doubled; CURA Prayer groups have
grown from six to 24. In each case, the growth of these
programs has been stunted not by lack of desire or hard
work but by limited space.
2. BC could lose its distinctive personality causing
some of the more talented in our "niche" applicant pool
to look elsewhere for an institution that knows who it is.
Several combined forces caused the increase of applications to BC in the '90s. An important one was the ethos
of the University sometimes expressed in the phenomenon called the Hail Mary Pass. I wondered, as 1 walked
across the glade Saturday, if there could be another Hail
Mary Pass at BC. Since the current Master Plan turns
over control all the playing fields to varsity athletics
and makes no allowance for "sacred space" outdoors, 1
concluded that there will always be room for the Pass in
Chestnut Hill; however, there may not be any place for
a Hail Mary.

1.

-

Rev. James J. Fleming, S.J., is assistant to the vice
presidentfor program evaluation in the Office of University Mission and Ministry.

A case for affirmative action
By Joseph Al-Shanniek

Why

should there be affirmative action? Should
there be it at all? The reasons why affirmative action exists are almost self-evident, or
are they? Inequalities among citizens exist in nations
across the world. In the United States, minorities
(Blacks, Hispanics, Asians, Native Americans) often
have less opportunity in the socio-economic scheme
of life. Competition regarding academics and socioeconomics is not perfectly competitive. Worldwide, the
stigma ofracial discrimination and racial profiling of all
minorities prevents people from having equal opportunity.
The academic world has dealt with some of the
most difficult questions regarding affirmative action.
In 2003, Supreme Court Justice Sandra Day O'Connor
decided to uphold affirmative action. Education and
life, she said, are not perfectly competitive, and until it
is, affirmative action will stand to help balance inequalities facing minorities. O'Connor referenced scores of
high-ranking military and business leaders to support
her statement and decision.
Countering O'Connor's ruling is the 1992 Michigan
Law Review, which found that 90 percent of students
who identified themselves as "black" on their LSAT
in 1991 would not have been admitted into law school
if admissions had only taken into account their undergraduate GPA. This underscores O'Connor's ruling, or
does it?
O'Connor did not state that affirmative action admits

the most book-smart people into law school, but did
make reference to the overall goodness it carries in our
ever-diverse population. There is no question that a diverse set of leaders, leading a diverse set of followers, is
best. The Court expects that race-conscious admissions
policies will be limited in time, and eventually, they will
be no longer necessary.
Boston College was one of my "reach schools,"
alongside West Point, New York University, and Syracuse University. BC and Syracuse all did the same as
West Point. 1 do not have the formula for BC's admissions office, but speculate that 1 was considered for
admission, first based upon my grades, then extracurriculars, then my background and race. My college application essay, along with all ofmy awards, had to do
with leadership and overcoming adversity. One award 1
received was from Congresswoman Sue Kelly (R-N.Y.),
who cited me for achieving success despite of odds.
If some parents knew 1 was a beneficiary of the
affirmative action movement in higher education, they
would be dismayed. Parents might argue that 1 was unfairly given the upper hand, compared to their children
who graduated in my class, but they do not know the
dreadful situations students like me overcome to be
glanced at by a school like BC. My lower SAT score
may have carried me farther than their kids, but their
kids did not have to live in the "system."
There is still much room for argument. If a minority
student living with both parents who are neurosurgeons
gets into a university like Harvard over other students
who may have higher SAT scores and a higher GPA is

one example ofaffirmative action serving students unfairly. This argument can be constantly counter-argued
and perpetuated because there is no basts to ground an
intelligent debate due to the covert inequities minorities
face in society.
According to Ronald Crutcher, provost at Miami
University of Ohio, "race is considered" in the admissions process, "but is considered in context." Crutcher
also says that "that's why 60 major American corporations
filed briefs supporting the University of Michigan's enrollment policies as did 28 retired, high ranking
officers from the U.S. [military]." It is misleading to
think that schools admit students to their universities for
the sake of filling quotas.
The many inequalities in society are meliorated by
social initiatives like affirmative action. Until educational and socio-economic opportunities become
perfectly competitive, as said by O'Connor, affirmative action will balance out the inconsistencies in the
educational system. It allows for the enrichment of the
workplace. It is close-minded of people to think that
universities randomly accept minority students, as this
puts a school's reputation in jeopardy.
As O'Connor said in her ruling, in the future there
will be no "use ofracial preferences" as they "will no
longer be necessary to further the interest [ridding the
educational system completely of affirmative action]
approved today."
...

Joseph Al-Shanniek
and Sciences.

is afreshman in the College

ofArts

speculation is rife on
campus. As students declare
what a great internship they
got (I do not have one), who is summering where (I do not verb seasons), and planning visits to friends
nationwide (I work six days a week,
so not happening), I feel sort of left
out. While having a job as a postman is rather posh, not having the
glory of a Washington, D.C. internship where I could learn to submit
myself to party politics at a tender
young age disappoints me. But this
summer still holds a specter of hope
for the DVR-enabled internationalist: the World Cup.
America hates the World Cup,
by and large. There are countless
books on why we, as a people,
despise the sport of soccer, but
there is really only one answer. We
hate things we do not come up with
ourselves. Although this does not
apply to small Japanese electronics, because we love them. (I think
everyone has a Razr now, no?) Particularly clever things, like a sport
with your feet.
Germany is the host of this
summer's tournament, in which
teams from Africa, Asia, Europe,
and the Americas, including the
United States, will compete for the
world's most sought-after championship. While the United States is
not quite the "Joga Bonito"? side
that Nike talks about in its marketing campaign, where top talents
like Thierry Henry of France are
featured, we do have some pace and
chemistry. Unfortunately, 1 just do
not see us getting past the Czechs
and Italians in our group stage.
To me the success of the U.S.
team is not of great importance.
This is not because 1 hate America.
1 do not hate America. It is because
the World Cup provides an opportunity for Americans to commune
with their heritage, and I love my
heritage. We all came from somewhere else prior to our Americanization. With the World Cup, there
is an opportunity to support an
ancestral side of choice. Conveniently, those teams usually have
talented superstars who are more
entertaining to watch than some of
the Major League Soccer players on
the U.S. National Team. In my case,
1 will be backing England along
with the United States, because 1
like England (obviously) and all my
other ancestral sides failed to make
the competition (Russia, Scotland,
and Ireland).
For myself, as an American,
coming into communion with my
ancestral heritage is just as important as enjoying the sport. It seems,
as time has transpired, many of
us have lost touch with where we
came from. Modern middle-class
America has, in many ways, done
away with cultural identity. Besides
the odd Guinness on St. Patrick's
Day or seven fishes for Italians
at Christmas, we seem to have
lost that connection to the mother
country many had coming off the
boat. Instead, we have chosen to
homogenize ourselves in some sort
of sick, plasticized, shopping mall
manner in which we deny who and
what we are of.
This loss of ancestral identity
has left many Americans feeling
culturally detached at times. The
World Cup is an opportunity to
rectify that fault and, at the same
time, become more attuned to the
world around you. For instance, 1
am certain most were unaware of
the Ivory Coast's presence in this
year's tournament. With that nation
bitterly divided and in recurring
conflict, it may present an opportunity for unity among its people.
So if you are like me and have
little more to do this summer than
save massive amounts of money,
sit back and enjoy the World Cup.
You might learn something about
yourself, or, at the least, some other
country. Or you might reconnect
with your redcoat past and fly your
Cross of St. George flag out front
for a few weeks.
Greg White is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at whiteg@bcheights.com.
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Giant selection highlights draft

Three BC seniors Mathias Kiwanuka (94), Jeremy Trueblood (72), and Will Blackmon (1) were taken in this weekend's NFL Draft. Kiwanuka was taken by the New York Giants, Trueblood by Tampa Bay, and Blackmon by Green Bay.
-

-

Trio of BC alums picked by NFL franchises
Dan Schwartz
Sports Editor

By

It only takes one team to make a player
a first-round pick, no matter what the
experts say.
When the New; York Giants made the
32nd and final pick of the first round at
this weekend's NFL Draft, the selection
came as a bit of a surprise, including to
the player himself.
"I was waiting throughout the whole
draft and knew somebody would take me, I
just didn'tknow who," said former Boston
College defensive end Mathias Kiwanuka
to reporters. "When it got to that point, I
was surprised that the Giants took me, but
I wasn't surprised that I went."
The Giants made Kiwanuka the first
of three BC seniors taken in the league's

annual draft, adding the Eagles' all-time
sack leader to their defense.
"We're excited about this pick," said
Giants head coach Tom Coughlin, who
coached at BCfrom 1991 to 1993. to reporters. "It's truly a valuable pick."
The Giants traded down seven spots
from No. 25 before selecting Kiwanuka.
According to general manager Ernie Accorsi, Kiwanuka was the highest-rated
prospect on the Giants' board before they
traded down.
"He is just a big, fast pass rusher," said
Accorsi to reporters. "He will probably
get bigger weight-wise. There are games
he just dominates. He can run around the
corner. He has great speed. And [pass
rushers] are just hard to find."

See Draft, B6

New blue family for Kiwanuka

Dan Schwartz

Big Blue has a new member in its
family. Go ahead put in the order for
your No. 97 jersey and welcome him
into the family.
Mathias Kiwanuka is heading to
a situation in which he can grow and
develop under some of the best in the
business.
Realistically speaking, one could call
it the best fit for him.
-

Then again, for selfish reasons, I
just wasn't done with one of Boston
College's best.
I may bleed something closer to BC
maroon than Giants blue, but the boys
from the Meadowlands are my team.
Make no mistake there.
A hat emblazoned with the "NY"
logo sat securely stationed atop my head
when Kiwanuka's name was called as
the final pick of the first round.
It came as a pleasant and intriguing
surprise to this fan of the G-Men.
The pundits, who have a habit of being wrong on occasion, talk about things
like numbers at the scouting combine
and performance at postseason all-star
games like the Senior Bowl.
Kiwanuka's performances at those

Weinstein

By

Dan Cagen
For The Heights

Assoc. Sports Editor
National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Constitution, Article 2, Section 2.4: The Principle of Sportsmanship
and Ethical Conduct:

Boston College earned its first-ever
ACC home 'series win, and it happened
against one of the best teams in the nation.
After dropping the first game of the
weekend set in a 12-4 blowout loss, the

"For intercollegiate athletics to promote the character development of
participants, to enhance the integrity

all
of

Respect, fairness, civility, honesty,
responsibility these are all qualities that
Duke University looks for in its studentathletes.
In Duke's "Mission Statement for
Intercollegiate Athletics," the university
demands "excellence general conduct
that brings credit to the University and is
a source of pride and enthusiasm for all
members of the Duke community."
Duke's men's basketball team, the face
ofthe university's idealistic mission statement, made many believe that Duke was
the model for the NCAA's ideal studentathlete institution.
But under the scrutiny of the public
eye, the blemishes under the face of
-

on the weekend
BC juniorreliever Kevin Boggan slammed the door on visiting Georgia Tech, pitching two and two-thirdsscoreless innings

...

Partying,

Eagles (25-21-1, 717 ACC) took two
ofthree from Georgia Tech, No. 5 in the coaches' poll.
In the final two games of the series,
the BC bullpen was the story, holding
the Yellow Jackets (33-12, 14-10 ACC)
scoreless for the final three and one-third
innings in both a 5-1 triumph Sunday and
a 5-4 victory Saturday.
"The wins are a credit to our players,"
said BC head coach Pete Hughes after
Sunday's game. "Our players are grinding
it out everyday."
Georgia Tech got on the board first in
the third inning Sunday, when Jeff K.i ndel
took BC starter Nate Jeanes deep, but it
was the last scoring of the weekend for
the Yellow Jackets.
After tying the game in the third, BC
broke through with a four-run fifth inning.
Senior first baseman Dave Preziosi
delivered the decisive blow with a tworun, two-out triple, scoring the go-ahead
Boston College 5
No. 5 Ga. Tech 1

higher education, and to promote civility
in society, student-athletes, coaches, and
all others associated with these athletics
programs and events should adhere to
such fundamental values as respect, fairness, civility, honesty, and responsibility.
These values should be manifest not only
in athletics participation but also in the
broad spectrum of activities affecting the
athletics program."

See

See Schwartz, B6

BC pulls off
upset series
victory

Party culture
lives beyond
Duke
By Jeffrey

help his cause, as he fell,
in the eyes of the so-called experts, to a
second-round value.
The Giants saw it otherwise.
After trading down seven spots,
Kiwanuka was still available for them at
No. 32.
By the sound of things, they had him
rated as the best player available when
they were set to pick at No. 25.
There might be some serious headscratching there. When looking at their
needs, the Giants aren't exactly thin at
defensive end.
With Michael Strahan and Osi
Umenyiora combining for 26 sacks a
year ago, tops among tandems in the
events did not

Eagles not intimidated by Georgia Tech
By

Mike Swets
Asst. Sports Editor
The secret is out.
The Boston College baseball team is
certainly no pushover and can hang with

B5

See Baseball, B5

INSIDE SPORTS
THIS ISSUE

the best of them.
Even in a conference which boasts six
teams in Baseball America's top 25 and
another that dropped from last week's
rankings, BC is not an easy win for the
juggernauts.
Over the past two weekend conference
series, the Eagles are a combined 3-3.

Davies brings back EC's swagger

After missing last fall with a knee injury, Charlie
Davies is set to rejuvenate BC soccer B3

While the record may seem modest at
best, consider the two teams they faced,
Clemson and Georgia Tech, ranked
No. 9 and 8, respectively, by Baseball
America.
The victories included a home series
win two games to one against Atlantic
Coast Conference juggernaut Georgia
-

runs.

Jeanes was lifted in the sixth, after
providing five and two-third innings of
four-hit, one-run pitching.

-

Women's lacrosse ousted in tourney

No. 5 Maryland takes down BC for the second time in as
many weeks, ending the Eagles' ACC run. B4

See Yellow Jackets, B5

Softball
Draft Analysis

B4
B6
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NOTABLE QUOTABLE
"We had a group ofplayers that we really
liked and from that group, without a doubt,

Short

he's the highest rated player. We're excited
because of 11.5, 11.5, and 9.5. Those were
his sacks over the last three years."

Sports

Taking AIM

?New York Giants head coach Tom
Coughlin, on the decision to select Mathias
Kiwanuka in the first round of the NFL Draft

in

GAME OF THE WEEK
Baseball
No. 15 Florida State at Wake Forest
Where: Winston-Salem, N.C.
When: Friday-Sunday, May 5-7
?

Williams top pick in draft

Sports Calendar
DAY

The prestigious Penn Relays were held this past weekend at the
University of Pennsylvania in Philadelphia, and several Boston
College runners took part in the festivities.
Senior Anne Hessberg qualified for the championship heat
in the steeplechase, coming in 15th place among a loaded field.
Hessberg's time of 10:53.93 left her 48 seconds behind the winner, Abilene Christian's Trina Cox, who blitzed the field to win
going away. Fellow senior Alexis Lake registered a 10:53.99 in
the later heat of the race, good for 12th place.
Four BC distance runners took part in the distance medley
relay, as the team ofJames LaGreca, Chris Caulfield, Dan LaFaue,
and Patrick Mellea logged the fourth-best time in their heat with a
9:57.02 time across the 4,000-meter event, finishing just seconds
behind heat winner Army.

Maryland

TBA

@

North Carolina

4 p.m.

@

Massachusetts
@

All Day

All Day

N.E. Champ.

@

NCAA Champ.

@

WOMEN'S TRACK

Fri.-Sat., May 12-13
Fri.-Sat., May 26-27

All Day

All Day

N.E. Champ.

@

NCAA Champ.

@

WOMEN'SLACROSSE

Wed., May 3

5 p.m.

Dartmouth

WOMEN'S ROWING

Sat., May 6
Sun., May 14

TBA

Worcester
Camden, N.J.

@

TBA

@

SAILING

Sat.-Sun., May 6-7
Wed.-Fri., May 24-26
Sun.-Wed., May 28-31

TBA
TBA

TBA

@

Providence

Women's Champ.
@ Team Champ.

Each week the sports
section will ask three BC
athletes six questions
unrelated to sports.
This way you'll know just
a little bit more than the
average BC fan.

Jim Granello.
Men's Golf

Johnny Ayers,

Baseball, Football
What is your dream car?
Which is the better city, Boston
New York?

or

The best part about playingyour

Margot Spatola,
Women's Lacrosse

Black on Black Porsche Carrera
GT

Lamborghini Murcielago

A Porsche Boxster

N
v
N6WYOrk

I'm biased on this one, New York,
but Boston is cool too

Boston, no questron
?

I

QUICK

Harvard (DH)
ACC Tourn.

@

TBA

Fri.-Sat., May 12-13
Fri.-Sat., May 26-27

The University of Illinois lost its appeal to the NCAA to keep its
mascot and may soon have nothing more than diehard fans painted
in orange to support the team.
Illinois can keep its Fighting llhni nickname, as it does not specifically refer to a Native American tribe, but Chief Illiniwek, a buckskinclad student mascot, will no longer be allowed at postseason games.
The Illini are also not allowed to host postseason games.
North Dakota, on the other hand, has lost its appeal on the use
of its Fighting Sioux nickname, which came as a rather unsettling
surprise to the school.
In its appeal, North Dakota had submitted a letter from a highranking member of the local Standing Rock Sioux Tribe in support
of the nickname, which other schools used to win appeals.
A letter from Standing Rock's chairman that opposed the use of
the nickname was the factor that led the NCAA's executive committee
to deny the Sioux's appeal.

SIX

3 p.m.

MEN'S TRACK

Schools lose on mascot appeals

.

sportis...

Seeing the ball so well it seems there's
nothinga pitcher can do to get you out

Every day you have the chance to
play the best round of your life

Who is the best opposing player
you ever played against?

BJ Upton

Chris Nallen. He's been on the PGA Tour,
and he's also from New Jersey.

Kristen Khellman (Northwestern)
in high school

What was your worst
related injury?

broke my rightfoot duringthe
fall of my senior year.

I

I've broken a few bones playinghockey,
and a biggash in my arm from football.

Spondiolysis, the chronic lower back

sports

What is your most embarressingon-field moment?

I

Any time strike out looking.

i

I

North Carolina, ranked No. 3 in the Baseball America poll
and No. I in the coaches' poll, maintained its ACC Coastal
Division lead by rolling over rival Duke in a weekend series.
The Tar Heels (39-8, 18-6 ACC) have now won 10 straight
conference games, after capping off the sweep with a 7-1 win
Sunday.
Carolina won the second game 8-2, and prevailed 8-4 a
night earlier, as junior ace Andrew Miller picked up his 10th
win, tied for the best in the nation.
UNC also locked up the annual Carlyle Cup, an all-sports
contest between the two Tobacco Road rivals, the second
straight year that the title will go to Chapel Hill.

Maryland
Maryland

Ip.m.
Ip.m.

Wed., May 3
Thu., May 4
Thu.-Sun, May 11-14

I

Tar Heels roll on against Duke

Dartmouth

@

SOFTBALL

The United States' national team will be on its way to Riga,
Latvia for the International Ice Hockey Federation World Championship beginning Friday, and three Boston College alumni have
been named to the initial American roster.
Defenseman Andrew Alberts, who made the jump from BC
to the Boston Bruins after graduating a year ago, was named to
the team. Alberts logged a goal and six assists in 73 games with
the NHL club.
Pittsburgh's Brooks Orpik, who was a member of BC's 2001
national championship team, and Boston's Marty Reasoner, a
first-team All-American at BC in 1998, also made the team.
Both Orpik and Reasoner have younger brothers who recently
completed their freshman year on the BC hockey team.

AC

Quinnipiac

5 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

Thu.-Sat., May 18-20

Former Eagles on national hockey team

North Carolina State, behind a pair of 3-2 road wins over
North Carolina Friday night, claimed the regular-season title
in the ACC for softball, and with it clinched the top seed in
the conference tournament, which kicks off May 11 at UNC's
home field in Chapel Hill, N.C.
Starting the day a game behind the Tar Heels in the conference, NC State edged the No. 22 Tar Heels in the first game,
then jumped out to a quick lead in the nightcap. A three-run
homer by junior Miranda Ervin gave the Wolfpack a 3-0 lead in
the first inning.
Ervin's twin sister, Shaina, held UNC at bay to improve to
16-3 on the year and to give the Wolfpack its first ACC title, in
just the third season in the history of the program.

EVENT

3 p.m.

Fit, May 5
Sat., May 6
Sun., May 7

BC competes at Penn Relays

Wolfpack take softball crown

TIME

BASEBALL
Tue., May 2
Wed., May 3

.

BC

NATION

:

SPORTS

Seeding in the upcoming ACC Baseball Tournament
will be at stake next weekend. The Demon Deacons
are just a half-game behind Clemson in the Atlantic
Division, and the Seminoles are within a game of the
lead. The division winner will receive one of the two
top seeds in the conference tournament.
Florida State has been in a tailspin in recent weeks,
tumbling from the top of the division after losses to
Miami and Georgia Tech. Expect plenty of power in
the series. ACC home run leader Allan Dykstra keys
the Wake lineup with 14 round-trippers. The two teams
have combined for 99 homers thus far in the season.

I

The Houston Texans surprised many in the football world by
selecting North Carolina State defensive end Mario Williams
with the No. 1 overall pick in the 2006 NFL Draft Saturday at
the Radio City Music Hall in New York City.
By agreeing to a six-year, $54 million deal the night before
making Williams the top pick, theTexans passed on USC tailback
and Heisman Trophy winner Reggie Bush, who was subsequently
taken by the New Orleans Saints with the No. 2 pick.
Tennessee grabbed Texas quarterback Vince Young at No. 3,
taking the signal caller from the defending national champions
over USC's Matt Leinart, who was bested by Young in this year's
Rose Bowl.
The New York Jets, whose quarterback situation is clouded, also passed on Leinart, taking Virginia offensive tackle
D'Brickashaw Ferguson with the fourth pick. Leinart, who stayed
in school despite being projected as the top pick a year ago, was
finally taken at No. 10 by the Arizona Cardinals.

I

I

When whiffed on the first tee when was
little with 30 peoplewatching.

The fast pace, fluidity, and
contact

I

condition will always have
Having my kilt fall off in a
game in high school
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Davies set to lead
Eagles back to top

Jeff Weinstein

Coming off of an outstanding
2004 season, which included a
trip the Sweet Sixteen that ended
with a 1-0 defeat to eventual
national champion Indiana, the
men's soccer team had set the bar
high for its 2005 Atlantic Coast
Conference debut.
But losing star sophomore
forward Charlie Davies for the
season to a knee injury in the
first game of the season was an
ominous sign of the unfortunate
things to come later on in the
season.

Davies' torn meniscus in his
right knee only began the parade
of the injured for Boston College, which resulted in little, if
any, continuity at many positions
on both sides of the ball, and a
thin bench.
The on-field results were
thus, highly disappointing, as the
Eagles were winless in the ACC,
outscored 19-7 in the combined
second halves of their games,
and had a 5-9-1 overall record
for the year.
A total of 19 goals in 15
games, including a stretch of nine
games to end the season in which
they only tallied two goals, is not
exactly going to get it done in
one of the most prolific scoring
leagues in the country.
While the 2005 season began
with a national ranking (No. 15)
and much promise, for all intents
and purposes, it ended when
Davies was injured in game No.
1 of the season at Farleigh Dickinson, which the Knights won by
a 3-1 margin.
After the Eagles' Oct. 22 4-0
loss at home to eventual national
champion Maryland, BC head
coach Ed Kelly summed up his
frustrations with one sentence:
"We need better athletes,"
quipped Kelly.
The sour taste left by last
fall's campaign still fresh in their
mouths, the Eagles have committed themselves to producing
a better version of themselves in
2006.
Davies has become the vocal
leader of a team that desperately
needed one last year.
Not to knock on departing
senior defender and captain Billy
Arnault, but he had large shoes
to fill in, trying to replace two
vocal, character guys, Hermann
Award (best player in collegiate
soccer) finalist Guy Melamed,
and All-Big East first-team de-

fender Pat Haggarty.
Davies and a smattering of
teammates had a series of scrimmages over the winter and in the
early spring under the bubble at
Alumni Stadium.
The high intensity of each
game was set by the Eagles'
overly exuberant striker, as he
yelled words of encouragement
and instruction on almost every
tackle, pass, shot, and save.
It's almost as if Davies singlehandedly feels he controls the
intensity of his team's play, and
accepts the responsibility, and the
challenge it will take, to lead his
team to consistency in the brutal
ACC.
By the way, this is a conference that sent eight teams to the
NCAA Tournament, leading all
conferences, and relegated the
NCAA championship game to an
in-conference match-up between
the No. 1 (Maryland) and the
No. 7 (Clemson) teams in the
conference.
Perhaps the beginning of a
promising 2006 season, marked
by a scrimmage April 24 against
the New England Revolution of
Major League Soccer, is a sign
that 2006 will be the antithesis
0f2005.
In the very first minute of the
game, freshman midfielder Greg
O'Neil capitalized on a Revolution turnover.
He fired a low 20-yard shot
past starting goalkeeper Matt
Reis, and the Eagles were off on
the right foot.
Davies gave the Revolution
a glimpse of what he may bring
to MLS if he does not wind up
playing in Europe.
With a scissor-kick goal from
the top of the penalty area in
the last minute of the first half,
Davies put the Eagles up 2-0
heading for the intermission.
He would add another goal
from close range in the 55th minute to give the Eagles a 3-0 lead.
From there BC cruised to an
impressive 3-1 victory over the
local professional squad, last
year's MLS runner-up in the 70minute scrimmage.
Opening up The Boston
Globe on Tuesday, 1 saw the final
score of the Eagles' scrimmage
with the Revolution and 1 was
stunned.
Just as stunned as I was last
season when I saw the Eagles
had lost to Farleigh Dickenson
by the same score.
Maybe it's a sign of things to
-

~

~

benefits

Mike Swets

I figure this is as good a time
as any to express my resentment
over professional drafts.
The NFL Draft blanketed
television coverage the past two
days.
The list of who's in and who's
out for the NBA draft in June is
growing by the minute.
The talk around campus is
whether 6-7 forward Brian Boyle
will opt to leave school early for
the NHL.
Before 1 go on, however, 1
would like to make the point that
I don't claim to be anything close
to a Division 1-caliber athlete;
that's why I write. But the one
thing I can't figure out for the life
of me is why amateur athletes
feel the need to leave college
early for their respective professional drafts.
People say college is the best
four years of your life. Why
would anyone want to give those
years up?
I'm certainly not the only
one either. Renowned college
basketball analyst Dick Vitale
has expressed his discontent
countless times for players
leaving school early and is even
an advocate for the "three-year
rule," which would force players
to stay through their junior year
before a potential draft decision
could be considered.
Because I'm a basketball
junkie, I'll use it as an example.
For every Kevin Garnett
and Leßron James that comes
around, there are countless high
school players that either go
undrafted or slip to the second
round that you don't hear of.
DeAngelo Collins, Lenny Cooke,
C.J. Miles, James Lang, and Ousmane Cisse, just to name a few.
Same goes for college freshman and sophomores.
Remember St. John phenom
Omar Cook or Alabama's Mo
Williams? How about California's Jamal Sampson? Michigan

High schoolers like Leßron James taken in the 2003 draft would be college seniors this coming fall.
State's Marcus Taylor, anyone?
They all left school early only to
go undrafted or fall to the second
round where they never earned a
NBA contract.
Even for those who did get
drafted in the first round, most
would have benefited from at
least a couple years learning
the fundamentals in the college
ranks.
High schoolers Tyson Chandler, Eddy Curry, and Kwame
Brown have made a combined
zero All-Star appearances since
being drafted in 2001.
One guy who knows a thing
or two about this dilemma is
former Duke star Jason Williams.
As a sophomore, he was the 2001
National Player of the Year and
won the NCAA Championship.
He was predicted as the No.
1 pick in that year's draft, yet
decided to stay in school where
he graduated.
"The decision to stay in
school was the best thing I ever
did, and that's what 1 would tell

anyone who asks. You don't
get a second chance at those
college years. You have to take
advantage of that opportunity
and every single facet of it," said
Williams in an article he wrote
for ESPN. com.
But even with all my ranting about why players shouldn't
leave, that's not to say there
aren't exceptions, because there
are. If the money that player
would stand to make will have
a positive effect on the lives of
his family and closest friends,
then by all means, support your

family.
If you are physically and
mentally ready and will make
an impact right away (see James
and Amare Stoudemire), then go
for it.
But the point is, most players
these days are too worried about
the name on the back of their
jersey and not the name on the
front.

They don't realize "the
Leagues" aren't professional

Jeff Weinstein is the associate
sports editor of The Heights.
He welcomes comments at
weinsteinj@bcheights. com.

~

~

~

sports but rather professional
businesses.
Most players aren't physically
or mentally ready when they're
18 and 19 to compete with guys
who are in their 20's and 30's. 1
mean, these players can't legally

buy alcohol.
There is a reason the NFL
makes players wait three years.
And don't get me started on
the new one-year-out-of-highschool draft rule. It does nothing
for the college game or the
players themselves. Kids who
would have left after high school
will leave a year later while the
college game gains nothing but
a one-time Syracuse championship.
But enough; the drafts are
here. I'll just watch them knowing 1 still have three more of the
best years of my life ahead.
Mike Swets is the assistant
sports editor of The Heights
He welcomes comments at
swetsm@bcheights.com.
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Staying in school has its

come.
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Terrapins send
lacrosse packing
appeared to be set to mount a
comeback when Spatola picked up
the first goal ofthe new half to cut
the Maryland lead to nine.
After the Terrapins responded
with three quick goals, BC would

ACC Tourney run
ends at hands of

Maryland
By

Mike Swets
Asst. Sports Editor

go on a small run of its own, scoring three unassisted goals in just
over three minutes of play, includ-

It was a tale of two stories.
The women's lacrosse team had
played the University of Maryland
a week ago to end their regular
season leadMaryland 21
ing up to the
Boston College 8 conference
championships and lost a downto-the-wire match 13-11 on their
home turf in Newton.
Five days later on Thursday, the
Eagles played in their inaugural
ACC Tournament as the No. 5
seed, losing to No. 4 Maryland
again, this time by a 21-8 margin
down in Baltimore, Md.
In the first match-up, BC took
an early first-half lead before the
Terrapins mounted a second-half
comeback to win by two.
Thursday was a different story.
Maryland came out firing on all
cylinders, as they took a 12-1 lead
with a little over two minutes to go
in the first half.
The Eagles leading scorers, senior Elizabeth Kadison and freshman Margot Spatola, were both
shut out in the first half for only
the fourth time all season.
The Terrapins opened the game
by scoring two quick goals in the
first three and a half minutes by
Delia Cox and Katie Princiotto
before freshman Lauren Fitzpatrick registered her 15th goal of the
season to make the score 2-1.
Maryland then ripped off 10
straight goals in the next 20 minutes including three by Brooke
Richards.
BC would get another goal
by junior Katherine Wagoner
with 1:02 left in the half to make
the deficit 10, proving the new
conference is a step up from the
Big East.
"There are no 'sure-wins' and
every ACC team is strong, fast,
and very talented. Each and every
game is a fight from the beginning to the end," said tri-captain
Kadison.
In the second half, the Eagles

ing Spatola's second and last goal
of the contest to close the margin to
16-6 with 15:11 remaining.
The Eagles, however, would
not get any closer. Over the next
10 minutes; Maryland added five
more goals to their total.
Bowen Holden's club managed
to score the final two goals of the
game in the last 3:39 to make
the final score 21-8 as BC fell to
Maryland for the second time in
six days.
"I think the biggest difference
between the two games was the
second time they was prepared
for us. The first time we played
them 1 think they were expecting
a different team. Against the other
top ACC teams we played earlier,
we tried to slow the ball down and
against Maryland we went right at
them. 1 think the second time they
knew what they were up against,"
said head coach Holden.
But with the loss comes valuable experience gained for these
young Eagles, and the future is
certainly bright as the team returns
nine freshmen (five who rank
among the top six in overall points)
and four sophomores. Spatola who,
with one game left, leads the team
in goals with 31 and is second in
points at 37 to Kadison's 40, leads
the crop of underclassmen.
"With our first season in the
ACC is behind us, I think next
season will be even more exciting.
Everyone really came together and
the majority of our team is returning next year so we'll be able to
start right back up in September,"
said Spatola.
And the freshman isn't the
only one eager about next season
either.
"We brought in a strong freshman class when 1 came in and we
have another strong incoming class
again next year," said Holden,
the first-year head coach. "There
should be great things ahead for
BC women's lacrosse."

BC's Britney Thompson (18) is congratulated by her teammates after hitting her team-best 10th home run of the year against Virginia Saturday.

BC drops home finale to Virginia
Eagles take two
Saturday to win
final ACC series
Dan Schwartz
Sports Editor

By

After taking a doubleheader
Saturday to secure a series win
in its final ACC contests of the
season, Boston College dropped
its last regular-season conference game, losing 1-0 to Virginia

Sunday.
The Eagles close out their conference slate with a 6-15 record,
and will
Virginia 1
be seeded
Boston College 0
eighth for
the ACC Tournament, which kicks
off on May 11.
Their opponent will likely be
regular-season champion North
Carolina State in the first round of
the tournament.
The final game was marked by
dominant pitching, as only a fifthinning solo home run by Virginia
left fielder Lindsey Preuss.
Freshman Amanda Klimczak
pitched exceptionally, the lone
blemish coming on the Preuss
homer.
Virginia's Coty Tolar was
slightly better, scattering four hits
over six and two-thirds shutout

News )
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2
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Boston Collage
Hopkindp/If
Allain3b
Macchi ss
Obrestc
Ramos 2b
Brooks pr
Ferrero p/1b
D Pandolfo pr
Thompson If/dp
Klimczak p
McNary cf
A. Pandolfo ph
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R
0
0
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0
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0
0
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McKeandp

Larquier ss
Preuss If
Sorber 1b
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Holstun rf
Greer rf
Salmieryc
O'Leary 3b
Totals

Ramos 2b
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Brooks pr
Thompson if/dp
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Boston College
Klimczak (W)

IP
80

H
4

R
0

ER
0

BB
0

SO
8

Virginia
Hom(L)

IP
72

H
3

R

ER
2

BB
4

SO
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UVA
BC

2

R
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

-
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IP
H
6 15
02 0

Virginia
Tolar (L)
Horn

IP
H
R
ER BB SO
30 7
4
4
3
1
3031113

UVA
BC

innings.
BC posed a threat in the final
inning, putting two runners on base
against Tolar, before she ceded to
Erin Horn, who recorded the final
out to lock up the win for Virginia
(27-23, 7-13 ACC).
The day before, BC pulled out
a 2-0 win in extra innings in the
first game of a Saturday doubleheader.
Klimczak threw all eight in-

R
2
0

ER BB SO
118
0
0
1

Boston College
Lloyd (W)
Thompson (S)

Boston College
Klimczak (L)

IP
70

Virginia
TolarfW)
Horn

IP
H
62 4
010

UVA
BC

1234567RHE
00110002 50
11 2 0 0 1 X 5 10 2

nings, allowing just four hits and
striking out eight to pick up the
win.
Virginia posed a serious threat
in the top of the seventh inning,
when a double seemed poised to
bring home the go-ahead run. The
relay throw by BC third baseman
Kristin Allain was on the money.
Elea Crockett went headfirst
into the plate to avoid the tag, but
the umpire, after pasuing for a

H
2

R
ER BB SO
1117
R
0
0

ER
0
0

BB
0
0

SO
2
1

1234567RHE
00001001 20
0000000041

second, punched her out.
BC won it in the eighth when
freshman Renee Ramos delivered
a two-run walk-offhomer to left.
The Eagles broke open the second game, a 5-2 BC win, with runs
in each ofthe first three innings, including junior Britney Thompson's
10th home run of the year.
Freshman Savana Lloyd picked
up the win on the mound, improving to 8-6 on the season.
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O'Leary 3b
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Tolar p
Greer rf
Totals

E - O'Leary. LOB UVA 2, BC 7 2B Larquier, Macchi. HR - Ramos. HBP - A. Pandolfo
SH - Ramos. SB - Sorber CS Taylor
-

VIRGINIA 1, BC 0

BC 5, VIRGINIA 2

BC 2, VIRGINIA0
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BASEBALL

BC plays inspired
baseball in wins
Georgia Tech, from B1

BC junior southpaw Matt Meyer helped BC to victory in the weekend series against Georgia Tech, providing scoreless relief in both of BC's wins.

Tech this past weekend.
The Eagles have now won six
of their last eight games.
BC dropped a tough 12-4 loss
to the visiting Yellow Jackets
Friday.
Ask anyone who saw the game
and many would say the Eagles
looked like they didn't belong on
the same field, especially after the
Jackets dropped a 10-spot in the
fourth inning.
But Peter Hughes' club bounced
back with authority, taking the
next two games, and with it, their
second conference series win of
the season.
It's not like Tech was in the
midst of a cold streak either.
The Yellow Jackets were coming off a weekend in which they
swept No. 15 Florida State down
in Tallahassee, Fla. and were up
to No. 5 in the ESPN/USA Today
coaches' poll.
"Before this week, [Georgia
Tech] was playing better than anyone in the country." said Hughes
about their weekend opponent.
In Saturday's afternoon game,
the Eagles, who got five and twothirds strong innings from sophomore starter Terry Doyle, used
consecutive big offensive innings
in the third and fourth to take out
the Jackets 5-4.
In the rubber match played on
Sunday, Eagle pitchers senior Nate
Jeanesand juniors Matt Meyer and
Kevin

Boegan

shut down their

opponent allowing just five hits
and one earned run through nine
innings while getting four runs
in the fifth highlighted by senior
Dave Preziosi's two-run triple.
After Sunday's game, as the
players crowded around each
other near the dugout, there was a
palpable sense that when the team
all yelled "Birdball" at the same
time, they were saying it with a
little more energy, knowing that
their talents were finally shining

through.
Senior catcher Shawn McGill
led the complete team effort and
finished the three-game series
going 7-for-ll (.636), including
two doubles, a stolen base, and
three RBls.
"Our whole approach has always been just about our team and
our players. We don't look at the
name on our opponents jerseys,"
said the eighth-year head coach.
But just because the Eagles
have been flexing their muscles at
the plate lately doesn't mean the
coaching staff will let them coast
through the next few practices
and games.
"There's no room for us to feel
good right now. We put ourselves
behind the eight-ball early in the
season and now we have to come
out each day," said Hughes.
You can bet that when Maryland comes to town next weekend
for its three-game series, the Terrapins will have gotten the memo.
There are no easy wins when
you play the Eagles.

Eagles take down Ga. Tech
Baseball, from Bl
Juniors Matt Meyer and Kevin
Boggan shut down Georgia Tech
the rest of the way to preserve the
BC win.
After Friday's debacle against
the Yellow Jackets, BC looked
doomed for a repeat performance

Saturday. Yet improbably, the
Eagles turned the momentum to
their side with a stunning display
of clutch hitting and gritty pitching
on their way to the 5-4 win.
Despite struggling with his control early, BC starter Terry Doyle
picked up his second straight win
over a top-10 team after beating
No. 9 Clemson the weekend before
at Shea Field.
After a shaky start, Doyle
gave the Eagles a very solid effort
against the ACC's highest scoring
team, surrendering just four earned
runs over five and two-thirds innings.
"He kept believing in his approach and kept his emotions in
check," said Hughes of Doyle's
gritty start.
Trailing 3-0 in the third inning,
the Eagles strung together six consecutive two-out hits off Yellow
Jackets starter Tim Ladd to tie the
game, highlighted by RBI singles
by Shawn McGill, Ryan Hutchinson, and Eric Campbell.
In the fourth, the Eagles took
advantage of some shoddy Georgia
Tech defense.
Pete Frates led off the inning

with a single to left and advanced
to second when the ball got past
Jackets leftfielder Wally Crancer
for an error.
BC second baseman Johnny
Ayers followed with a roller to
the shortstop Michael Fisher, who
promptly allowed Ayers to reach
with a poor throw while Frates
advanced to third.
After a Jeff Schomaker sacrifice fly gave the Eagles a 4-3 lead,
Ayers' hustle led to a throwing error by Whit Robbins, the Jackets'
third of the inning, and scampered
home to put BC ahead 5-3.
Hughes called on Meyer to get
BC out of a jam in the sixth when
Tech had two runners on with two
outs, only trailing by one.
Meyer came through with a big
strikeout to end the threat.
He and fellow reliever Boggan
combined to pitch three and onethird scoreless innings, surrendering only two hits in the process.
Boggan picked up his fifth
save of the season when he forced
Matt Wieters into a game-ending
double play.
Friday's game belonged to
Georgia Tech as they pounded the
Eagles pitching stafffor 15 hits in
the visitor's 12-4 victory.
The Ramblin' Wreck lived up to
its nickname with a 10-run fourth
inning as they sent 14 men to the
plate, nine of whom recorded a
hit.
Five of the runs were unearned,
as errors by rightfielder Ryne

Reynoso and a rare catcher's
interference call cost the Eagles

dearly.
Wes Hodges and Kindel each
had two hits in the inning, while
Robbins knocked in the inning's
first runs with a two-run homer.
Georgia Tech's Blake Wood
improved his record to 7-3 on the
season by stymieing the Eagles for
seven innings of one-run ball while
allowing a meager five hits.
Mike Swets contributed to this
report.
BC
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Shawn McGill's 7-for-ll weekend at the plate included this swipe of second base Saturday.

Student misconduct hard to avoid, even at BC
Partying, from Bl
men's basketball became apparent, in a
sport garnering scant national attention,
a culture of disrespect and disobedience
was brewing.
Entering the spring semester, about half
the members of Duke's men's lacrosse
team had campus records for alcohol
violations, disruptive behavior, disorderly
conduct, and similar infractions according
to a statement released by Sue Wasiolek,
Duke's dean of students and assistant vice
president for student affairs.
The team's head coach, Mike Pressler,
had been warned to get his kids in line,
but the culture of boorish behavior was
already in place.
On the night of March 13, when all 47
members of the team gathered at an offcampus residence in Durham, N.C., where
there was alcohol and entertainment in the
form of two exotic dancers, the team's
uncontrolled behavioral problems culminated, and the result was disastrous.
Charges of sexual assault, national
headlines, two indictments, the cancel-

lation of the team's season, Pressler's
resignation, and the ruin ofa program and
a reputation followed.
The incident has also raised concerns
of far-reaching effects on admissions applications at Duke and decrease in athletic
department donors.
The Duke community was left to
wonder: How could this have happened,
here, at Duke?
Here, at a place where student-athletes
perform as well in the classroom as they do
on the fields and basketball courts?
Here, at a place where athletes have a
near 100 percent graduation rate and rank
near the top every year in the NCAA's
Academic Progress Report?
The lesson for Duke: It can and did
happen here.
Seven hundred miles north, Boston
College Athletic Director Gene DeFilippo
was stunned along with the rest of the
nation by the events unfolding last month
at Duke.
His colleague. Duke's athletic director
Joe Alleva, was facing a firestorm of criticism for his lack of foresight and a grow-

ing movement calling for his resignation,
despitenine generally positive years at the
helm of Duke athletics.
"1 have no idea why people are calling
for him to resign. Joe Alleva has done a
wonderful job down at Duke. I've talked
to Joe on several occasions in the last fewweeks, just to be a friend," said DeFilippo.
"1 wouldn't begin to think about how we'd
handle the situation differently."
Harrowed by the events unfolding in
Durham, DeFilippo has thought about the
question of why such an incident won't
occur at BC.

"Our coaches do a really good job
communicating to our student-athletes,
telling them to be responsibleand accountable for their actions. It helps our student
athletes to think about the ramifications,"
said DeFilippo.
In many ways, BC and Duke are
alike.
Both are excellent academic institutions with high student-athlete graduation
rates and nationally prominent athletic
programs.
BC's mission statement also calls

for a "committed quest to excellence
promoting the development of the whole
person intellectually, physically, socially,
and spiritually
and preparing [students]
for citizenship, service, and leadership."
But BC has also had blemishes under
a reputation of excellence.
Former punter Jeff Gomulinski was
arrested in March 2004 for kidnapping
charges after forcefully detaining his girlfriend in his room for over two hours.
Men's basketball player Akida McClain was arrested for using counterfeit
$20 bills in his hometown of Penn Hills,
Pa., in May 2005.
During that same month, teammate
Sean Williams was arrested for possession
of marijuana on campus.
"No two situations are alike; you have
to handle incidents firmly but fairly," said
DeFilippo of the recent arrests.
At BC, the isolated incidents were
handled swiftly.
Gomulinski was issued a summary
suspension from campus, an indefinite
suspension from the football team, and he
subsequently transferred to the University
...

...

of Missouri.
McClain was slowly allowed back into
the team's playing rotation this past fall,
because his situation turned out to be little
more than a misunderstanding.
Williams was treated more harshly
for his offense. He was suspended from
the University for the fall semester and
allowed back only after taking fall classes
at the University of Houston tft maintain
his eligibility.
Perhaps because of BC's zero-tolerance stance, athletes at BC have tempered
their weekend behavior, knowing the

consequences.
But DeFilippo admits that there are
many lessons that will be learned if such
incidents are treated lightly.
"Something like this could happen
anywhere. We have to remind our studentathletes what's right and wrong. Just look
how quickly a season can be gone," said

DeFilippo.
\u25a0'We have to be proactive and continue
to reeducate, reeducate, and reeducate."
It can happen anywhere. Even at BC.
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NFL DRAFT

Where BC's draft picks are headed
Mathias Kiwanuka

-

Jeremy Trueblood

New York Giants

-

Tampa Bay Buccaneers

The Buccaneers spent

Kiwanuka, the first-round
pick of the defending NFC
East champions, joins an
already-talented defensive
line. The Giants may have
had more pressing needs at
receiver and linebacker, but
with Kiwanuka still on the
board when the Giants were
set to pick at No. 32, the
opportunity was too good
to pass on.
"It is my philosophy and
is shared by the people in
our organization, you never,
never have enough pass
rushers," said Giants general
manager Ernie Accorsi to
reporters. "And he is a pass

both their first and second-

rusher."

The two starters at de-

fensive end for the Giants,
Michael Strahan and Osi
Umenyiora, had the most
sacks ofany teammate tandem in the NFL a year ago.
Umenyiora, a third-year
player for the Giants, had
14.5 sacks, good for the second-best total in the league,
and Strahan was not far behind with 11.5.
Kiwanuka recorded 37.5 sacks during his career
at BC, and it was that kind of raw production that
impressed Giants head coach Tom Coughlin, as well
as Accorsi, enough for the team to select. With a bevy
ofyoung talent along the defensive line, the Giants
expect Kiwanuka to contribute immediately in passing situations, where his pass-rushing skills will be
beneficial to the team.
"When you have a young man with this kind of
talent, you're talking about all the second-and-long,
third-and-long situations that are presented in our

Will Blackmon

-

game," said Coughlin to reporters.
The team is already considering the possibility of
filling the line with four defensive ends, Kiwanuka
included, for such situations.
"They just told me not to worry about it and to
come in and play hard and they'd find a spot for me.
It's kind ofthe same situation that I went into Boston
College with," said Kiwanuka to reporters.
In time, under the tutelage ofthe veteran Strahan,
who is entering his 14th season in New York, the Giants hope Kiwanuka could develop into a top-flight
end, much in the mold of Urhehyiora.

round selections on offensive
linemen, committing the
team to the protection of its
young quarterback, Chris
Simms.
Though Tampa Bay won
the NFC South division a
year ago, the team made an
early exit from the playoffs,
when defensive pressure
forced Simms into several
crucial mistakes.
Picking at No. 23 in the
first round, the Buccaneers
went with Oklahoma offensive guard Davin Joseph,
and, a round later, spent the
59th pick of the draft on
Trueblood.
"The guy that we selected,
we felt, without a doubt, was
thebest player on theboard at
the time Tampa Bay selected.
At the end of the second
round, we felt the same about
Jeremy Trueblood," said
Buccaneers head coach John
Gruden to reporters after taking Joseph and Trueblood.
Trueblood noted that he
and Joseph had been teammates during the Senior
Bowl, a postseason all-star game for the best outgoing
seniors and draft prospects.
"1 was excited for him," said Trueblood to reporters about Joseph's selection. "I hoped that 1 would
get drafted, and that we would get to play right next
to each other for a few more years."
Though Trueblood was Boston College's left
tackle during his three years as a starter in Chestnut

Notes from the draft

Green Bay Packers

Blackmon showed a great deal
of versatility in his four years in
Chestnut Hill, helping Boston
College on offense, defense, and

Dan Schwartz
Sports Editor

came from the defensive side ofthe football, with six
defensive linemen, one linebacker, and three defen-

Ending the run

sive backs. Virginia offensive tackle D'Brickashaw
Ferguson and Maryland tight end Vernon Davis
represented the offense.

By

special teams.
While the fourth-round pick
by the Packers still has room to
grow as either a cornerback or
as a wide receiver, he may serve
as the immediate solution to a
major need.
Green Bay had the league's
worst kick return game in 2005,
averaging a meager 18.9 yards
per return.
Blackmon, the 115th overall
pick in the draft, racked up 2,803
yards on kickoff returns for his
career, good enough for a 24.6
yard average.
Having taken a handful of
other wide receivers earlier in
the draft, the Packers have listed
Blackmon as a corner, and his size
has already drawn comparisons to
another present Packer - cornerback Al Harris.
"Everything 1 think is in front
of him," said Green Bay secondary coach Kurt Schottenheimer
to reporters. "I don't think he has
any limitations. He has a world of talent. He is a very
I think we can get him started
bright young man
and his development will come quickly."
Blackmon does not appear overly concerned about
in what ways he can help the Packers, but only that
he is a part of the equation.
"I'm going to be there wherever they need me in
order to help them get back to the top," said Blackmon to reporters. "The fact ofthe matter is that I just
wanted to get into the NFL and now that I'm there.
...

Houston's selection of North
Carolina State defensive end Mario Williams with
the No. 1 overall pick Saturday ended a streak. Six
consecutive quarterbackshad been taken with the top
pick of the draft. Seven of the last eight No. 1 picks
before this year had been signal callers, with the other
exception coming in 2000, when Cleveland took a
defensive end, Penn State's Courtney Brown, as the
top pick of the draft.

Draft, from Bl
The Giants have a deep defensive line, but Coughlin and
Accorsi have made it clear that
Kiwanuka will fit into the defense
for the team.
"I'm assuming that the New
York Giants felt like they saw a
good athlete that they couldn't pass
up on," said Kiwanuka. "From my
standpoint, I'm not exactly sure
how I'll fit in; I just know that I
will somewhere."
The Giants announced Saturday
that Kiwanuka will wear No. 97.
The second BC player to be
selected in the draft was offensive
tackle Jeremy Trueblood, who
went as the No. 59 overall pick in
the tail end of the second round to
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers.
Trueblood, who did a fair share
of run blocking with the Eagles,
steps into a system that includes
the NFL's reigning Rookie of
the Year in running back Carnell

-

ACC at the top Williams became the first ACC
player to be selected No. 1 in the NFL Draft, though
other ACC schools can claim top picks. Virginia's Bill
Dudley was the top pick in 1942, but the NFL Hall-ofFamer left UVA a decade before the conference was
founded. NC State'sRoman Gabriel was theAFL's top
pick in 1962 and Boston College quarterback Jack
Concannon was the rival league's No. 1 choice two
years later. Both Miami and Virginia Tech have had a
pair of No. 1 selections in its pre-ACC days.

Pipeline

-

Williams.

Tampa Bay head coach John
Gruden felt that Trueblood was
the best professional prospect on
the board when the Buccaneers
came up for their pick in the second round.
"We try not to get into the
addressing of needs so much as,
'Let's take the best player that's
there,'" said Gruden to reporters.
"And if we can address a need that
we feel we have in the process,
that's a bonus."
Will Blackmon, who began his
BC career as a cornerback before
converting to a wide receiver, came
off the board early on the second
day ofthe draft, going in the fourth
round as the No. 115 overall pick
to the Green Bay Packers.
Green Bay expects to use
Blackmon more as a corner than
as a receiver, but his prowess as
a kick returner serves as the most
intriguing part of Blackmon's
game.

-

Big Least - The Big East did not have a player
selected until the top of the third round of the draft,
when Houston took former University of Pittsburgh
offensive lineman Charles Spencer. By the time the
sixth and final major conference had a player taken,
19 ACC players had come off the board. In all, 11
Big East players were taken, with eight going on the
second day.

-

I'm willing to do whatever."
Schottenheimer knows that Blackmon has plenty
of upside, and for a rebuilding team like Green Bay,
he will have plenty of time to become a top-notch
player.
"He is a guy to be excited about," said Schottenheimer. "We know there is a learning curve, but we
love to get a guy like this and look forward to being
able to bring him along in our system."

BCS is the best Only one of the 32 first-round picks
did not hail from one of the six major conferences
that receive annual bids to the Bowl Championship
Series. Memphis tailback DeAngelo Williams, who
tore up Conference USA in his college days and went
to Carolina at No. 27, was the lone exception.

Hit or miss When a defensive end goes at the top
of the draft, much like any No. 1 pick, there has been
a fair share of both boom and bust. In 1985, the Buffalo Bills took Bruce Smith as the top overall pick,
getting a future Hall-of-Famer in the process. On the
other end of the spectrum, Brown never lived up to
expectations, and was cut by Cleveland before the
2005 season.
-

Three from BC
picked in draft

Hill, the front office in Tampa currently expects him
to play on the right side of the line as a right tackle,
alongside Joseph, who projects as a right guard.
"These are two good collegians that love football,
that have the size, strength, 1 think, the stamina and
the production," said Gruden of the two picks. "The
inner drive and self-motivation that we want to put
together here on this offensive line."

Big 12? A dozen ACC players went in the first round
of the draft Saturday, establishing a new first-round
record for a conference. The bookend picks, Williams
at No. 1 and BC defensive end Mathias Kiwanuka at
No. 32, showed that defense dominated the selections
from the conference. Ten of the conference's players
-

New York Giants Tom Coughlin only
coached at BC for three seasons (1991-1993), but the
connection with the University appears to be undeniable, with three ex-Eagles on the roster. Kfwanuka
will join offensive guard Chris Snee, a 2004 secondrounder, and backup quarterback Tim Hasselbeck,
whose older brother, Seattle Seahawks signal caller
Matt, was recruited to play at BC by Coughlin in the
early '90s.
-

Buffa-low blow: Virginia offensive lineman Brad
Butler, who landed the now-infamous chop block
against Kiwanuka when the two schools met in October, was a fifth-round selection by the Bills. Anyone
worried about a rematch will have to wait until the
2007 regular season, when the Bills and Giants are
slated to play.

Newest Giant comes with BC's approval
Schwartz, from Bl

an inch and 25 pounds, and also
greater upside, presumably.
Otherwise 31 teams wouldn't
have passed on a player with a

league, there isn't exactly a hole
in the lineup for Kiwi to fill.
But forget about the depth
chart.
What put Kiwanuka snugly
within the top 25 players on the
G-Men's radar, when the experts
saw him as top-50 at best?
Here's your hint: It runs
deeper than Tom Coughlin's BC
connection.
Some people draft on more
than measurable numbers and
upside. Those people are not in
Houston.
Friday night, a friend asked if
1 would ever tell future generations about having seen Mario
Williams, the North Carolina
State defensive end who went
No. 1 the next day, play in person

strikingly similar physique and
skill set.
If the chip on his shoulder
from being passed on wasn't
enough inspiration for Kiwanuka, he gets to learn under the
sage gap-toothed .one.
Strahan holds the single-season sack record, and Umenyiora,
who broke out for 14.5 sacks this
year, credits his emergence to
Strahan's teaching.
Who knows? Maybe the latest
BC product to join Big Blue will
take the 34-year-old Strahan's
place on the line someday.
Kiwanuka and Umeniyora.
Kiwi and Osi.
1 like the sound of that.
And if it happens, I'll tell
everyone I know that 1 saw him
in person.

at BC.

Williams is a great player.
There is no doubt.
But 31 picks much less
notches on the pay scale better
than Kiwanuka? That's a tougher
sell.
Kiwanuka had 3.5 sacks when
-

Mathias Kiwanuka became the New York Giants' first-round pick Saturday.

-

NC State came up lo Boston on
Nov. 12. Williams had none.
Score one for the Eagle.

Both ran 4.73 40-yard dashes.
Williams is, by measure, marginally stronger, and also has about

Dan Schwartz is the sports
editor of The Heights. He
welcomes comments at
schwartzd@bcheights. com.
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Behind the scenes
By

Lisa Cook
Asst. Features Editor

Thousands of people, cheering, and clapping. A crowd
of viewers on their feet, captivated by the show in front of
them. No, it wasn't a rousing basketball game. It was the
Arts Festival.
Catchyjazz, skilled dancers, and colorful flames entertained
thousands of visitors to O'Neill Plaza and the surrounding
buildings this weekend. The eighth annual Arts Festival fea-

tured dance shows, a cappella performances, student galleries,
and a variety of other events to showcase Boston College art
and creativity. "The Arts Festival is meant to demonstrate to
people how much talent there is at BC, how much vibrancy in
the arts there is here," said Jeffery Howe, professor offine arts
and chair of the Arts Council, which coordinates the event.
Behind the lively sights and sounds of the festival was
a year of hard work and an arts council deeply dedicated to
developing the arts at BC. "Our purpose is to promote the
arts, to make their presence known. We're made up of all

individual departments scattered about the University," said
Howe of the council.
Expanding the arts at BC was a passion of the late Rev. J.
Robert Barth, S.J., former dean of the College ofArts and Sciences, and in 1997 University President Rev. William P. Leahy,
S J., furthered his goal by establishing theArts Council. The 19
appointed members are faculty and administrators from various departments dealing with the arts. Its first major task was

See Festival, C3

Students start service trip to Argentina
By

Denise Ekenstierna
Features Editor

By May 18, the exams and papers
will be handed in. The textbooks will
be packed away. Summer will be on the
minds of most Boston College students.
But not for Milagros Bernabo, CSOM
'08. On that day, Bernabo and a group of
11 students from BC, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, and Emerson will travel to
Lujan, Argentina for eight days of building
houses for Habitat for Humanity, just in
time for the Argentinian winter.
Bernabo, who was born in Argentina,
created and organized the trip, which is
independent from BC. The idea for the
trip came to her last summer.
"Essentially how it all started was my
dad has always wanted to do something.
We were all born in Argentina, and we
moved to New York when I was two and
a half. Since then we visit every year, but
there's always still been that disconnection, feelings of wanting to do something
for our home," said Bernabo. "Over the
summer, probably around this time in
May, my dad found out that Habitat for
Humanity had an affiliate in Lujan, which
is about 45 [minutes] to an hour outside of
Buenos Aires."
The Bernabo family has traveled back
to Argentina nearly every year since the
move to the United States and they got
involved with Habitat over the summer
when Bernabo and her father organized
a benefit dinner to raise money for the
Habitat affiliate in Lujan.
The organization in Lujan is run

through Habitat's Global Village program
that has sites all over the world. Anna
Cutts, the national director for the program
in Argentina, attended the Bernabo's dinner and gave a presentation. The dinner
raised $40,000 that went directly to fund
the Habitat program in Lujan, which was
huge for a country that has a difficult time
raising funds.
"In some countries, like Argentina, it's
hard because no one really knows what
Habitat is; it's not a well-known name like
it is here," said Bernabo.
The Habitat program in Lujan began
in 2003 to address the pressing need for
housing after the Argentinian economic
collapse in December 2001. According
to the Habitat for Humanity Web site,
one-third (3.5 million homes) of the
population lives in "inadequate housing
conditions."
After the success of the benefit dinner, Bernabo contacted Cutts and started
working with Global Village coordinators
to plan a trip to Lujan. She also attended
a Habitat training session to prepare to be
a trip leader.
"When we were organizing the dinner, I was also thinking in the back ofmy
head that 1 would like to do a trip down
there. I did Appalachia last year and that
kind of got me in the whole service trip
atmosphere," she said.
Bernabo told her friends at home and
at BC about the trip, and eight from BC
Kimberly Carey, Michaela O'Brien,
Maddie Carson, Shannon Sullivan, Sarari
Rail, Meghan Hart, all A&S '08; Kaitlin
Wagner and Nell Riccio, both LSOE '08
-

INSIDE FEATURES
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Book club
promotes

diversity
By Lauren Gerber
For The Heights

A shanty town in Buenes Aires, similar to homes in Lujan where students work for Habitat.
in addition to three friends from home
that go to Emerson and RPI expressed
interest.
The group at BC has been meeting
weekly for the past two months to become
familiar with the country and discuss topics relating to the trip. Each group member
is responsible for making a presentation
ona particular aspect of Argentina; so far
they have covered the history of Habitat
for Humanity in Lujan, safety and customs in Argentina, the culture, politics,
and economics of the country, and the
history and current atmosphere of Lujan
and Buenos Aires.
"We actually take it pretty seriously,"
said Carson, "everyone is present at the
-

The names behind the buildings

This week read about Welch Hall, a sophomore
residence hall on College Road. C2

meetings, not counting the three guys
from different schools, and we do [a]
Powerpoint presentation and then have
Q&A sessions afterward."
The group has also completed a successful fundraising campaign. They set up
a Web site through Global Village and put
the links in their AIM profiles to encourage people to take notice of the trip and
donate. They also started a letter-writing
campaign, modeled after the Appalachia
Volunteers, around Christmas time. The
trip received donations ranging from $5 to
$2,500 from organizations like the Conrad
Hilton Foundation.

When Boston College was founded in
1863, it served as a haven for the Catholic
students in Boston who were being discriminated against by other universities.
Rev. John McElroy, S.J., first fostered
the idea of creating an open-minded and
tolerant university. Since then, the Jesuit
community at BC has worked to maintain
this openness to religion, race, and faith.
One of these newest ways to promote
on openness on campus is the Daughters
of Abraham bookclub, founded by Emily
Neumeier, A&S '08.
Neumeier gathered her inspiration
from two women, Edie Howe and Rev.
Anne Minton, who helped start The
Daughters of Abraham book club in Boston suburbs.
Howe and her peer founders created the
first group at First Church in Cambridge,
Mass., as a response to Sept. 11. She aspired to create a support group in which
women could cope through the tragedy
together and share their own stories. The
group consisted of the three female descendants of Abraham: Muslims, Jewish,
and Catholic women.

See Daughters, C4

See Argentina, C4

Horoscopes

What's in your future? Love? Happiness?
Good grades? Find out inside. C3

Student Life Column
Food Column

Pop Quiz
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C2
C2
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The Name Behind The Buildings

Goodbye

Welch Hall

to Boston

favorites
Tim Czerwtenski

Welch Hall is namedfor Rev. Edward Holker Welch, S.J., a founding trustee of Boston College who helped to create and define the University.
By Natalie Horbachevsky
Heights Staff

The Jesuit beginnings ofBoston College are evident
everywhere on campus, from the names of the buildings of the Quad to the statue of St. Ignatius in front
of Higgins Hall. Even the residence halls are named
after prominent Jesuits. On College Road, Welch Hall
bears the name of Rev. Edward Holker Welch, S.J., a
convert to Catholicism and one of the five incorporators of BC.
Welch was born May 20, 1822. The son of a wealthy
Boston Protestant family, he was educated at Harvard
University. He graduated in 1840 and promptly went to
Europe. He studied abroad for a few months, as was the
custom at the time, and became interested in Catholicism. He returned to the United States and converted
to Catholicism in 1841.
Once a converted Catholic and back in the United
States, Welch sought to study law and once again
enrolled at Harvard. While there,he made the acquaintance of Rev. Joseph Coolidge Shaw, S.J., a fellow
Catholic convert with Boston roots, after whom the
Shaw House is named. They became close friends
and both later entered the Society of Jesus. Shaw left
Harvard Law School to pursue his religious vocation,

while Welch completed his studies and earned his law
degree in 1846.
After completing his degree, Welch returned to
Europe to study for the priesthood. He chose to enter
a Sulpician seminary in France instead of a seminary
in Rome, as many of his fellow religious peers chose
to do. Run by the Society of Saint-Sulpice, the Sulpician seminaries were known for a strict adherence to
orthodox and moral traditions. He was ordained as a
priest there in 1850 and then returned to the states to
enter the Jesuit novitiate in Maryland in 1851.
Around this time, Shaw was dying. Both training to
be Jesuits, Welch witnessed the signing of Shaw's will
and promised to donate Shaw's large book collection to
BC, though the school was yet to be created. He kept
to his promise and began a relationship with BC that
would extend far beyond Shaw's dying wish.
In 1863, Welch began to act as a trustee for the stillunopened college. The trustees sought to incorporate
BC, to transfer the land from the private property of
Rev. John McElroy, S.J., to facilitate loans, and to
receive tax-exempt'status. Five incorporators, Welch,
McElroy, Rev. John Bapst, S.J., Rev. James Clark, S.J.,
and Rev. Charles H. Stonestreet, S.J., brought their
case to the Massachusetts legislature and BC became
an incorporated institution.

STUDENT LIFE

The spring semester review

Jen Schiffner
"It's time to come together. It's
up to you! What's your pleasure?"
That's right, Boston College! It
is the most wonderful time of the
year finals time! What? Does that
sound out of place?
Regardless of the 12-page paper,
take-home final, and group project
you have this week, I know once
Thursday rears its ugly head, many
of us undergrads will be shakin' our
tailfeathers and crumpin' with style.
And really, what's not to celebrate?
It has been a spectacular semester
overall.
Want proof? Well, here's my
salute to a fabulous spring semester
in review.
Cheers to you large, black, sunglass-wearing females out there. Try
and look trite and disaffected as you
may, those hunks of plastic frame
your faces in all its flashback '80s
glory. I know deep down under that
UV protection there is a smile and a
wink that says, "I'm good enough.
I'm smart enough and doggone it,
people like me!" ?
Let's have a standing ovation for
the men's basketball team. Truth is
guys, you can hack it after all. More
than sheer objective accomplishment by the statistics, 1 would like
to thank you all for helping me realize that athletes are real people, too.
Sometimes, we see you on the in
the shiny reflection of the hardwood
court and are shocked and awed by
your ability.
But then again, y'all come down
off your pedestal and play flip cup
with us lowly non-athletes in the
Mods.
I'd like to send out a round of
applause to all of those who shook
what their momma gave them at
the Kanye concert last week. It
obviously doesn't matter if you
are practicing that disjointed booty
dance in the badly-lit mirror of your
bathroom or putting that bump 'n'
grind face to work in a public forum
with a few thousand of your closest

Location: College Road
Size: 40,725 gross square feet

Date of construction: 1965
Additional Info: Both Welch Hall and Welch
Dining Room in Lyons Hall were named in
honor of Rev. Edward Holker Welch, SJ.
Source: bc.edu

Welch continued to act as a trustee for BC, becoming
secretary of the Board of Trustees. He also served as the
assistant parish priest at the Immaculate Conception
Church, the BC parish church at the time. His wealthy
family supported the school, despite the fact that they
were not Catholic. In Welch's name they donated $ 10,000
in 1869 to help reduce the school's rising debt.
Welch went on to have a long teaching career. In addition to teaching at BC, he also taught at LoyolaCollege
in Maryland and Holy Cross College in Worcester, Mass.
He was a long-time faculty member at Georgetown,
where he taught Ethics and Constitutional Law. He left
many of his writings, diaries, and books to the Georgetown Library upon his death Dec. 2, 1894.

POP QUIZ...
My

peers - BC knows the boogie that
be.
Can I get a "Hells yes" for the
Frisbee-playing, bocce-ball-fhrowing, wiffle-ball-batting members of
our community?
It's springtime, baby, and
although we are a fit and trim undergraduate population, that doesn't
mean we have to be pumping iron
inside the pit of despair that is the
Plex. Come outside, bask in the
sunshine, and prove to everyone
else that small balls don't always
have to land in red cups.
Here is a shout-out to all the
fabulous workers, laboring day in
and day out in the Hillside Cafe.
How do you do it?
You slice that cranberry bread
so concisely and service hundreds,
maybe thousands, of people during
the business week! Through the
cell-phone-talking, iPod-listening
line, and overcrowding hassle you
deal with every day, you have never
forgotten to ask me if I want chips

Welch Ha 11... at a glance

name....Y£vT

C/..J

My school and ycar....f\*..r<.
My major

or a pickle.

Oh Lordy, how could 1 forget the
rest of you? All of you? This is as
best a time as any to celebrate the

awesomeness that is BC. Whether
you rocked the stage at the Arts
Festival by salsa-ing the pants off of
each jaw-dropped spectator, proved
your political side by voting in the
UGBC elections, or just got a bunch
ofyour friends together and play
50-cup beer pong, it was shown that
we rock.
Now, at the zenith of our stressful and gut-wrenching semester, it is
time to celebrate. Take that work-related anxiety and toss it to the wind.
Rejoice in the completion ofyour
final research paper. Throw your
hands up, because you survived
yourfirst year of college. Revel in
your last few weeks as an Eagle,
realizing it's the last time you could
wear that dazzling gold Superfan
shirt without getting hassled by the

My dream job

I

5/

The issue I care most about..
The best class I ever look

man.

My favorite place to

"So take your good times and
your laughter, too. We're gonna
celebrate your party with you."

The '1' line I take most often

Jen Schijfner is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments as schiffnerj@bcheights.com.
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My favorite place in the world
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The anthem of my life
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The food column will forgive
you if you have to wipe an errant
tear from your cheek. After all,
it's the last week of classes, then
finals, and then all of a sudden,
you're done. The chapter on another
school year will be closed, not to be
reopened until next September.
But what about guys like your
friendly neighborhood food columnist? In less than a month, it'll all be
over: graduation. The creme brulee
will have been finished. The digestif
will have been drunk. The check
will have arrived.
Sure, the food column will miss
its friends, and all the good times
we had at Boston College. The food
column will miss things like sleeping until noon and not being labeled
a slacker, or going out to the bars on
a Wednesday night. Or a Tuesday
night, for that matter.
However, comma, who are we
kidding? It's the food that will
always have a special place in this
lonely columnist's heart. So, in
honor of the last digestive dissertation of the year, here's a top five list
of the things the food column will
miss about the BC experience.
5) Harpoon IPA on tap. It'll be
like going into battle without my
wingman. At almost every bar I've
been to (you'll forgive the food column for dropping the third person
antics. It's getting a little ridiculous),
Harpoon IPA has been my go-to
choice. It's my all-time favorite
beer, and the plain truth is, it's not
nearly as common in Jersey bars as
it is in Boston. This loss is going to
hit me pretty hard, I can tell.
4) The chowder. I know it may
sound cliched and unoriginal, but
can you go anywhere in America
where a soup is taken so seriously
by so many people? I'll tell you
this: In Manhattan, Manhattan clam
chowder is a joke. Now, allow me to
take this time to give a shout-out to
another Boston institution, Modern
Pastry, which consistently has better
cannolis than Mike's. Yeah, I said it.
3) Roggie's nachos. Maybe 1
can get nachos anywhere. They're
not hard to make. Just a few simple
ingredients, slapped together and
melted. Here's one ingredient that
will be hard to reproduce, though:
$6 drafts under my belt, and the
company of great friends, in the
middle of the day. OK, that may
have been three ingredients, but
the point is clear. Roggie's nachos
aren't about nachos. They're about
the experience.
2) Late Night. We're getting into
tear-jerker territory here. Late Night
is the friend that you can always
count on, as long as you're not trying to count on him after midnight
on weekdays and after 2 a.m. on the
weekend. There are old standbys,
like the buffalo chicken wrap, and
new favorites, like cheese fries. If
sitting down and dipping a chicken
finger into that delicious honey mustard sauce doesn't elicit a Proustian
remembrance of great times, well,
then I feel bad for you.
1) Anna's Taqueria. What can I
say about Anna's that hasn't already
been said about Franklin Delano
Roosevelt, Mother Teresa, and Doug
Flutie? Truly great. Transcendent,
even. A super burrito from Anna's is
a lot like Voltron. It brings together
a collection of relatively simple
elements, none too powerful on their
own, and turns them into an unstoppable robot fighting machine. Or a
delicious burrito. 1 consider myself
a relatively strong person, ofrugged constitution, but I can envision
myself breaking down into childish
weeping the first time I realize that
Anna's isn't a short train ride away.
I'll say this, in keeping with our
Jesuit-Catholic traditions: My taste
buds tell me that the holy influence
of Divine Providence is made manifest in a super burrito from Anna's.
Thanks for reading, guys. Keep
eating, and keep smiling.
Tim Czerwienski is a staff columnist
The Heights. He welcomes com-

for

ments at czerwienskit@bcheights.
com.
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HOROSCOPES
By Andy

Mauro

and

Matt (ianas

Capricorn
Dec. 22

Jan.

-

20

Coldplay is fine by you.

Aquarius
Jan. 21 -Feb. 18
Your "just be yourself dating philosophy ruins

yet

another first date.

Pisces
Feb. 19 March 19
-

Try to avoid thinking altogether this week; after all, it hasn't gotten you anywhere in a long time.

Aries
March 20 April 19
-

Secretly, you and your friends find your roommate's recent break-up
to be hilarious.

Taurus

April 20 May 20
-

You should probably check a few away messages before starting
your philosophy paper this week.

Gemini
From top to bottom: Members of Dance Ensemble perform at this year's Arts Fest; the sculptures from the events fifth anniversary in 2003; Rev. J. Robert
Barth, S.J., celebratesthe Mass for the arts in 2004; student art workis displayed in O'Neill Plaza over the weekend; students line up to meetAmy Poehler.

Arts Festival
grows over
eight years

May 21

June 20

-

Trey Wingo will have made your weekend with his irreverent
NFL Draft commentary. He is also your biological father.

Cancer
June 21-July 22
One ofyour friends will need your help this week, but you should
stay clear. It's not that you don't want to get sucked in by their problems, you just can't get over their crappy birthday present.

Leo
July 23 August 22
-

Festival, from CI
to publish a "State of theArts"

report discussing the status of
art programs at the University;
its second was to launch an
annual arts festival.
In 1999 the festival consisted of one day, Thursday,
and had fewer than 1,000
visitors. It has since grown
to a three-day, 12,000-visitor,

1,000-participant extravaganza.
A notable change took
place at the fifth annual Arts
Festival: sculptures, decorated
by student clubs, joined the
ranks of the paintings and
performances. Big, threedimensional number fives
stood on the steps or sat in
the plaza.
"We wondered what we
could do to celebrate the fifth
annual [festival], celebrate
that we've made it this far,"
said Cathi Fournier, the program director ofthe Arts Fest.
Inspired by Chicago's 1999
"Cows on Parade" exhibit
in which ornamented cow
statues adorned the streets
the Arts Council decided to
introduce statues to the BC
festival. After much discussion, they chose the form of
the number five.
"It's clean, it's easy it's
the number five. It drives
home the point that we made
it," said Fournier. "The project was so successful that we
knew we had to do it every
year." The following year it
was umbrellas to scare away
possible rain, the next year it
was trees. This year, the statues take the shape of flames,
in honor ofthe Ignatian charge
to "set the world aflame."
"People have embraced [this
theme]; they love it. It's the
best one yet," she said.
Another addition to the
Arts Festival was the presentation of the Alumni Award,
given to an inspirational BC
alumnus every year since the
fifth annual festival. "From
the beginning we gave faculty and students awards,"
said Fournier. "So we got to
thinking about alumni. Basically it's a way ofrecognizing
alumni for their contributions
to their fields."
The first distinguished
graduate to be honored was
actor Chris O'Donnell, BC
'92, of Batman Forever (and
many other films) fame. This
year the award was presented
to Saturday Night Live's Amy
-

-

-

Poehler, BC'93.
Despite the celebrity presence, the focus ofthe Arts Festival is on the work and talents
of current members of the BC
community. "Our mission is
to showcase Boston College
student artists. You have to be
a BC student to participate,"
said Fournier.
Approximately 250 students exhibited works of art
in this year's festival, according to Howe, and most are
not art majors, just students
with an interest in creative
endeavors.
But students don't have
to produce pieces to get involved; close to 100 are participating as volunteers this
year, said Fournier. "A lot
of them are artists; most of
them are people who are just
interested in the arts and want
to get involved, but they aren't
in a group," she said. The
Arts Fest has such a big draw
because it is a far-reaching,
inclusive event, and "it brings
together all different creative
and artistic facets of the University," said Fournier.
"1 hadn't done anything
with the arts in a while, so
I thought it would be fun to
do, and it's on campus," said
Manama Eghan, volunteer
and CSOM '09.
Volunteers do behindthe-scenes work for every
facet of the event. "My job
was to set up and run the art
tent, and 1 put up artwork on
the fourth floor of Devlin
[Hall]. A volunteer is a go-tofor-everything person," said
Jen Barborek, volunteer and
LSOE '09.
This year's Arts Festival
ended Saturday, but the planning for next year's festival
has already begun. The Arts
Council will convene in early
May to review this year's
celebration and start drawing
up plans for next April, when
hopefully the fest will continue to expand and draw more
attention to the arts. "Every
year it attracts more participants and a larger audience,"
said Howe. "It's inspirational,
and it's been effective in demonstrating the need for better
arts facilities on campus."
And it is one of the more
popular events at the University. "It's just really great to
see this many people come
together for the arts instead of
sports" said Barborek.

You shouldn't try to do everything by yourself; some things are
just too big for one person. And this way, you always have someone
else to blame when you fail.

Virgo
Aug. 23

-

Sept. 22

Your attempt to make amends with other underclassmen by offering free massages just comes off as creepy and further isolates you
from the student body.

Libra
Sept. 23

-

Oct. 22

It can be very difficult to break bad habits and get out of a rut, but
Dateline's latest "To Catch a Predator" just may keep you out of chat
rooms.

Scorpio
Oct. 23 Nov. 21
-

Active communication has always been a weakness ofyours, but
things are not likely to change with your newly severed larynx.

Sagittarius
Nov. 22 -Dec. 21
Before you insult someone, you should walk a mile in their shoes.
That way, you're at a safe distance, and they don't have shoes.
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Habitat trip in

Women share backgrounds
Daughters, from CI
Minton, a retired Episcopal
priest, reminisces on the beginning
moments of the club.
"We saw a group of multicultural women meet at a church
to talk and empathize over the
tragedies of 9/11. 1 thought to
myself, here is a group of women
from different faiths just talking
and comforting each other. They
understand each other. They've
gone through the same things.
Why can't we do this again?" says
Minton.
So in September 2002, Howe
and a group of women sat on
couches and over cookies and
refreshments in a private church
home, and words flooded, feelings divulged, and stories were
told. Each woman felt completely
at home.
Neumeier made this fantasy a
true story on BC's campus. With
the help ofBC staff members Adeana Bregman and Fadiat Husain,
Neumeier held the group's first
meeting April 6.
The group is the first ever college-based Daughters of Abraham
club and includes students, faculty,
and staff members.
"I always wanted to bring
together different religions and
cultures," says Neumeier. "What
really motivated me though was
a trip I took to Israel and Palestine with the Episcopal diocese

of Massachusetts. 1 saw religious
groups butting heads first hand, and
it really pained me. So 1 came back
and knew: This is my mission."
Neumeier's group, like in Minton and Howe's branches, consists
of Muslims, Jews, and Catholics.
Their common relation to Abraham
brings the women together and allows them to bond over the beautiful similarities and bonds between
their faiths.
The one group the club does not
include is men.
"1 figure we are tackling down
three religious groups who are discussing personal issues. 1 thought
throwing gender into the mix would
just be too much," says Neumeier.
The members ofthe club certainly have enough on their agenda.
The books that are assigned each
month set expectationsfor vigorous
discussion. The books tend to dance
around the topic ofreligion and the
women's main goal is to draw from
the texts a connection to their own

religious experiences.
Although BC's club has only
read The World's Religion by Houston Smith, the Cambridge and
Newton branches have read about
40 novels and documentaries including The Red Tent by Anita Diamant, The Chosen by Chaim Potok,
Cloister Walk by Kathleen Norris,
and Believing Women in Islam by
Asma Barias. '
Each book evolves from one
religion but almost always produces

connections to other religions.
Being a religious guru is not necessary to be effective in the group.
"This club brings everyone to
one level. You don't have to know
a whole lot. We are big on interreligious dialogue. Everyone who
comes is not expected to be a representative of their religion. We want
it to be an opening experience," says
Neumeier.
"You must immediately realize
everyone's religion is individual.
We then just ask everyone to bring
their own experiences to the table,"
says Minton.
Neumeier also spoke about the
similarities between the women
in the group. "We have more in
common than we do not [have] in
common," she says. "The more we
understand about each other the better the world will be. We are ripping
the world apart. The way to get over
that is to get together, to talk about
what we are all about."
At each meeting, the women
articulate how the book differs or
is parallel to their own faiths. These
discussions enliven surprising similarities between the women.
"You come to the meeting and
ask yourself, 'What did you learn
about your own religion?', 'Were
you surprised by others?'" says
Minton.
And usually there are a lot of
responses to those questions. The
matter of self-realization and cultural awareness to others creates a

Latin America

beautiful symphony of understanding and friendship.
Although only one official meet-

ing has taken place, the Daughters
of Abraham plans to meet for the
second time May 4 in the Irish Window Room in Bapst Library.
Once there, the women will
enjoy refreshments, mingle, and
talk, and eventually get down to
discussion.
Both Minton and Neumeier
share the same dream that women
of all faiths will eventually be able
to sit down together in total comfort and talk without any cultural
baggage.
"The most wonderful part of the
groups are the depths of relationships developed among women of
the three faiths and the realization
of how much we share. Just to see
those surprising moments, when
two women make that connection,
it makes it all worth while," says
Minton.
Neumeier synthesizes the idea
of her aspirations in one concluding goal.
"My dream is that faculty members and students can just talk. The
whole point is really just to open
up," she says. "Hate comes from
fear, and fear comes from lack of
understanding. The more we understand, the better people we will be.
So let's just get over it, get together,
and talk about what we are all about.
It is such an easy way of handling
such a large problem."

Features is looking for humor columnists

Argentina,from CI
"1 think we were a little
worried at first if we could
actually fundraise all the necessary money on our own," said
Hart. "We stayed positive and
with the support of family and
friends we have far surpassed
our goal."
"It was amazing," said Bernabo, referring to the fundraising efforts. "We raised a little
over $13,000, which was our
budget, and most of it came
from that letter campaign."
While in Lujan, the students
will build homes "brick by
brick," said Bernabo, since they
don't construct houses with
wood and nails like most Habitat projects in the United States.
The group will sleep in a school
and also have an opportunity to
spend time with the people of
the community. Following the
eight days in Lujan, they will
spend four days sightseeing in
Buenos Aires.
"I'm really looking forward
to working with the people of
Lujan," said Rail. "We will
have community events each
night with the families we are
building for and other members
ofthe community. I think it will

be a great chance to interact with
people from a new culture, even if
I don't speak Spanish."
Bernabo would like to continue
the trip in the future and also increase the outreach to volunteers.
"The first trip I wanted to be
with people that 1 was comfortable
with in case 1 messed anything
up. If this one goes well, I would
definitely love to open it to the BC
community," she said.
Bernabo's fellow group members have no doubt that the trip
will run smoothly under her lead-

ership.
"1 think we are so lucky to have
Milo [Bernabo's nickname] as a
trip leader. She has shown great
initiative and dedication and the
trip definitely could not have happened without her," said Carson.
For Bernabo, the true success
in the trip will be the spread of

awareness.
"My goal with it is that I don't
really care what we do with it in
terms of physical labor," she said.
"If we go there and lay one brick,
it's not a big deal to me. I just
think it's important for people to
know where Lujan is located on
a map, that the place is there, that
the people exist, that people live
very differently than we do around
the world."

Ideas? Suggestions for Features?

Interested?

Send them to ekenstie@bc.edu

E-mail Denise at ekenstie@bc.edu

Wheelock College Graduate Open House

Explore the professional advantages of a Wheelock
advanced degree or licensure program. Talk with current
students and faculty and investigate our internship and
professional development opportunities.
For more information, contact Andrea Goggin
at 617-879-2797 or register online at
http://www. wheelock.edu/admissions/

g_admregister.asp
Offering programs in:
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Elementary Education (MS, Licensure only)*
Leadership, Policy, and Administration (MS)
Special Education (MS, Licensure only)*

njuj

M

Early Childhood Education
(MS, Certification Options)*

Reading Specialist (MS)
English Language Learning (Licensure only)

Eats flies. Dates a pig.

Hollywood star.

¥*

f\ I

Child and Family Studies
(MS, Certification Options, Certificate of
Study in Parenting Education)
Child Ufe (MS, Eligibility for Certification
Examination)

1/

Birth to Three Development and Intervention

J

(MS, Certification Options)
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Pass It On.
THE FOUNDATION LM A BETTER LIFE
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Social Work CMSW)
*Paid internships available

200 The Riverway, Boston, MA 02215

Wheelock College is accredited by the National Council forthe Accreditation of TeacherEducation and
the Council on Social Work Education.
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Energetic, athletic guy needed
to run around with a 414 yr. happy
boy. Kicking and hitting a baseball, soccer or just hanging out.
Afternoons: any two hours in the
afternoon; very flexible. Good pay,
very close walking distance from
lower campus. Call The Bachmans:

Want To Be A TV Star? Production
co. for major cable TV network seeks
cast (age 18-30) for Collegetown, a
reality series about Boston. We're
looking for the essential Boston
college/after-college experience.
We aren't ruling anyone out. Make
us a tape immediately and tell us
about your college life in 3 minutes
or less. Send VHS tapes/DVDs to:
Powderhouse Productions, 212 Elm
St., Somerville, Mass. 02144 www.
powderhouse.net. Absolutely no emails, phone calls or walk-ins.

(617)232^t426.

Energetic, happy person needed
to help with two children: a 7 yr. old
girl and a 4 54 yr. old boy. Swimming at the pool, playing outside,
playing with dolls, painting, and
helping with bathes are the usual
duties. Afternoons: anytime, most
needs are 4ish Bish. Some Saturdays: 6ish 11 ish p.m. Pick your
day(s), hours, etc! Good pay, very
close walking distance from Lower
Campus. Call The Bachmans: (617)

EAGLESNEEDJOBS.COM. We
need paid survey takers in Chestnut Hill. 100% free to joinl Click on
"Surveys."

HAPPY 22nd JEN MARSH! We hope
you have an amazing year
you
are wonderful! Love, Appalachia
Council.

and
OFF-CAMPUS
HOUSES
sublets! Still looking for that perfect junior year apartment??? Call
GREENLINE REALTY today! (617)
731-5434. Or just stop by to see us
at 1956 Beacon St. (next to City Side

HEY REEVESIII It's your birthday
today and we would like to wish you a
happy one. Even though you wrecked
your party yesterday, we would still
like to tell you that you are terrific.
Oh and you better stop being sick.
We like you happy, and salsa dancing, and Kansas City loving, not sick.
Have a HAPPY BIRTHDAY. Love
Cate, KK, and Dave, and a whole
host of other people.

in the heart of Cleveland Circle). We
still have premium apartments in all
of the best locations.

BECOME A JETBLUE CAMPUS
HIRING FOR FALL. Run
REP
events and create promotions on your
campus for Jetßlue Airways. Earn
great incentives and gain amazing
experience for your resume! Go to:
Repnation.com/Jetßlue to apply.

-

3 BR SUMMER SUBLET available
June through August. Single bedroom
or group sublet options available.
First floor of house. 3-minute walk
to Main Gate. Three free parking
spaces. Washer/dryer included. One
bathroom. Living room/dining room.
Spacious backyard with back porch.
$2,000. Call Becca at (617) 527-0326
or e-mail at shawrf@bc.edu.

EPSON STYLUS PRINTER with two
ink cartridges printer needs some
repairs but the parts are good. Can
be bought together or separately. Ink
cartridges are brand new, black ink.
Call Pilar at (760) 518-5282.
-

Moving off campus in the fall?
Need furniture (beds, desks, dressers, couches, chairs)? Tons of great
furniture in perfect condition for sale
now, for pick-up when fall leases start
way easier than bringing it from
-

26.2 never looked so hot. Congratulations, Kaitlin and Milo! You are
amazing! Love, the Keyes 2 Family

home! Prices start at $10. E-mail Liz
at stendere@bc.edu to come shop
before school ends.

-

-

-

232-442.

Happy Birthday Tom Wiedemanl
Say goodbye to the teens, you're an
adult, well almost. Keep up all the
great work at The Heights'. I love you.
-

Joe Kwiatek

*
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Student Organizations
O Can be placed for
\u2756 Formal Organization Meetings or Events
O Cannot be placed for
\u2756 General Recruitment
\u2756 Events where drugs/alcohol will be served
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Academic Groups
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\u2756 Study groups/Class preparation groups

-
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Health & Science

With summer ahead, some helpful advice

Site has

products
for ecoconscious

Alexis Mark
Clear blue skies, beautiful
beaches, no school, and the hot
summer sun. Summer months
are quickly approaching and that
means more time spent outdoors,
but it also means higher levels of
exposure to the sun and harmful
UVA and UVB (ultraviolet A and
ultraviolet B) rays.
So we all know that the thing
to do is put on some sunscreen and
stay out of the sun as much as possible during peak sun hours. But,
let's be realistic, it's too tempting
to not stay outside during the summer, therefore protecting yourself
from the sun should be one of the
most important things to have on
your to-do list.
Beware that while most sunscreens have a SPF that protects
you from UVB rays, there is
scientific evidence, according to
a webmd.com article "Sunscreens
and UVA Rays: What You Need
to Know" by Jane Schwanke, that
UVA rays can factor into aging
skin and can add to skin cancer
risk. The trouble is that currently
there isn't any conformity among
sunscreen manufacturers concerning how to measure a UVA
protection factor in their products.
In other words, despite applying
sunscreen, the longer you stay out
in the sun, the more UVA rays can
penetrate your skin.
As for the protection that is provided in sunscreens, the American
Academy of Dermatology (AAD)
recommends using "a broad-spectrum sunscreen with an SPF of 15
or greater year-round for all skin
types." The SPF rating number
is computed by comparing how

Alum,from C8
of food," he said. "It would be
much more efficient to buy food
from a nearby farm rather that one
halfway around the world."
Although locally-grown produce is often produced and distributed in a manner that is more
efficient and convenient, the costs
are usually offset by the low prices
large commercial growers are able
to charge despite shipping it a long
distance.
Commercial growers are able to

produce at more cost-efficientprices because of the incredibly low
wages they pay their workers. In
addition to guaranteeing that their
produce is organic, consciouslifestyle.org also guarantees that their
produce is produced by farmers

With the summer months approaching, many will be spending more time outdoors but should be aware that suncreen may be a complete protective.
-

much time is needed to generate
a sunburn on skin protected by
sunscreen to the amount of time
needed to bring about a sunburn
on unprotected skin.
Sunscreen should be applied at
least 30 minutes before going out
in the sun and should be applied to
all exposed skin, including scalp
neck, ears, and lips. According
to webmd.com, approximately 1
fluid ounce (30 mL) is what should
be used for an adult's body. Sunscreen should be reapplied every
2-3 hours while in the sun or after
swimming or sweating a lot. Water
reduces the amount of sunscreen
protection, so sunscreen should
be applied more often while in
the water.
WebMd also recommends not

using a product that combines
sunscreen and insect repellent with
DEET. Instead, apply sunscreen
first and then insect repellent with
DEET.
The AAD warns against tanning booths and claims of "safe"
tanning. The academy's Web site
reports that the booths give off
UVA radiation, which have shortand long-term affects, "including
cataracts (eye damage), sunburns,
skin cancer, and premature aging
damage to the body's immune
system and reactions to certain
fragrances, lotions, moisturizers
...

and medications."
If you do end up getting a
sunburn this summer, there are
some common treatments. First,
there are two types of sunburn:

first-degree and second-degree
burns. For first-degree sunburns
the AAD recommends taking cool
baths and using moisturizers or
over-the-counter hydrocortisone
creams. Second-degree sunburns
blister and can be medical emergencies, especially if a large area
is affected. If the burn is accompanied by headache, chills, or fever,
the AAD suggests getting medical
help immediately. In either case,
increased risk for melanoma is
associated with sunburns.
The number of skin cancer
cases has increased in the United
States. In 2002 alone, malignant
melanoma (the most life-threatening form of skin cancer) was
diagnosed in 44,582 people, and
7,513 men and women died of the

disease, according to a citation on
the Cancer Prevention and Control department of the Center for
Disease Control from the United
States Cancer Statistics: 19992002 Incidence and Mortality
Report. The most common form of
cancer among people ages 25-29 is
melanoma. The adverse affects of
the sun are often forgotten, so it's
important to remember to apply
sunscreen. So even though June
21 marks the beginning of summer,
it's never too early to start using
sunscreen. Have a great summer
everyone!

Alexis Mark is a staff columnist for
The Heights. She welcomes comments at marka@bcheights.com.

Mandelbaum warns against American withdrawal
Goliath, from C8
In one of his most extensive
discussions, he looks at the United
States' current role as the world's
debtor and monetary benchmark,
contrasting it to Britain's 19th
century position as the world's
creditor. In the 20th century, the
major source of economic growth
was consumption, and after slumps
seen in the Great Depression and
other milder recessions, the British
economist John Maynard Keynes
prescribed a solution of government spending.
As it did domestically, the
U.S. government reached out,
most recently to Asia, to serve as
a dominant consuming power, in
part driving the growing economies of the region and indirectly
the international economy.

The same can be seen in America's role in the Middle East;
through a partnership with Saudi
Arabia, the United States keeps
a hand on the controls of the
global oil supplies, as well as the
political climate of the region.
What would happen, though, if the
United States pulled back into its
shell, withdrawing its dollars, aid
(wanted and unwanted), and influence from the vast regions of the
world that it currently touches?
Mandelbaum draws on the past
to hazard a guess, looking at the
outcome the last lime the United
States was simply marginalia in the
accounts of international relations
during the interwar period. This
is certainly an extreme situation, as
he argues that the Great Depression
and a second World War resulted,
and it would not be a huge leap to

American troops on a relief effort in the countryside borderKabul,
Afghanistan. Mandelbaum warns against withdrawing inward post-Iraq.

deduce a new set of catastrophes
should the United States abandon
its role as a stabilizing, or at least
regulating, force.
While The Case for Goliath
is an easy-to-follow, pro-U.S.
account of recent foreign policy,
suggestive of the main points of
the last few lectures of professor
Jacob's Foreign Policy 11, the only
point needing clarifying is the title
itself.
Designating the United Sates
as "the world's Goliath" takes a
bit of a stretch. While the United
States does resemble this biblical
Philistine giant in strength and
size, the author presents a case
for a benign giant, unchallenged
in its role of global governance,
furnishing services to other nations
that are often providedby domestic
governments.

who receive a "fair-trade" wage,
which is well above the norm.
The site seeks to promote more
than just produce and clothing,
advocating an entire "lifestyle"
centered on being environmentally
and socially conscious.
"We're very involved in global
justice, and the sweatshop debate,"
said Del Ponte. Detailed in the
pages of the Web site are various
political issues surrounding sweatshops and the companies that operate them. Readers are advised for
how they can "takeaction" and are
informed of what events related to
organics or fair-trade products will
be happening in their area.
Some of the clothing manufacturers promoted by consciouslifestyle.org are American Apparel, A.S. Tees, Fairtrade, and No
Sweat. Each company has been
investigated by consciouslifestyle.org, and been determined to
exceed the requirements for the
organic and fair-trade industries.
In addition to food and clothing
products, consciouslifestyle.org
also recommends books, movies,
and other Web sites that deal with
the issues of organic products
and sweatshops. News updates
are regularly posted in a section
titled "Latest Updates," which lists
anything from "Organic options
on U.S. campuses" to reports on
"Bangladeshi Factory Fire. Teenage girls risk lives for 7 cents an
hour." Readers can learn about
these situations and find out how
they can get involved.
Del Ponte is eager to improve
and expand the site in the future.
"We're just in the start-up
phase," he said. "We plan to
expand the number of farms and
clothing companies we endorse.
We're really just laying the ground
for things that are inevitable, fairtrade and organic products are the
wave of the future."

Tech Journal

Bidding adieu (with a few tech tips)
Chris Cahill

A Blackberry displays Google Local for Mobile (GLM), a specialized version of the Google Maps Web site.

So after a year and a half of
keeping you all up to date on the
latest and greatest in technology (because you read this every
week, 1 know it), my time with The
Heights officially comes to a close
with this column. It's pretty sad,
the end of an era. The thing is, so
much has happened that concerns
a bunch of the topics that I have
written on that 1 thought it could
be fun to end on an update with
a couple of new joints mixed in.
(Sorry, I've been to too many hiphop shows this week.)
For one, there's Google. Sure,
their standards may be too high
for me to get a job with them,
but maybe that's because they're
so damn busy doing cool things.
Google Maps is something that
has replaced my use ofany atlas.
1 mean, it even maps out directions
for you! Plus. Google has now released the API for the maps code.
What exactly does that mean?
Well, now anyone who wants to
build a Web site that has the interactive Google Maps program can

do just that. It's riot terribly exciting for everyone, but 1 guarantee
that you'll be seeing more and
more Web sites with the familiar
map view.
Speaking of Google, they have
also come out with a new dynamic
calendar. It's pretty well designed
and easy to use, especially because it works cooperatively with
Gmail.
If you don't use Gmail, however, and want to try something
that focuses totally on the calendar,
check out kiko.com. This site was
co-founded by a recent Boston
College grad and has a great
handle on the online personal planner notion. It gives you all sorts of
options, which is something that 1
am always looking for. One thing
that I specifically noticed are the
multiple color codes for events.
Birthdays can be one color, professional engagements another, etc.
Both calendars allow you to view
the calendars of others (which
means others can view yours, too
so be careful what is public
and what is private). Also, they
both have built recurring events
into the framework. That is, if you
have a weekly meeting or a yearly
birthday that you don't want to forget, it can be put into the calendar
multiple times automatically.
FireFox still rocks my socks,
...

but rumor has it that Internet
Explorer 7 will be a dominating
return to the market for Microsoft.
Perhaps MS will decide to actually follow conventions this time
around instead of making Web
developers assume that people are
using a browser that goes against
everything established.
Moving on, Apple continues
to make me happy. One of my
roommates bought a Powerßook
and loves it. I have to say, though,
I'm honestly not that impressed
with the iPod Hi-Fi. Seems like
a hell of a pricey boom box. At
least Apple owned up to the fact
that the screen of the iPod Nano
has been cracking. But hey, don't
we all have some dirt that we like
to sweep under the carpet?
So thanks for reading, folks, I
know that I've had fun with this.
1 want to thank my various editors-in-chieffor letting me do this
and, of course, Andrew Buttaro
for putting up with my eonstantly
late submissions. I hope that my
occasional rants and raves brought
you some sort of knowledge and
gave some insight into the world
of technology.
Stay classy, Boston College.
Chris Cahill is a staff columnistfor
The Heights. He welcomes comments at cahillc@bcheights.com.
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Polemical 9/11 film sheds light on events

Bestsellers
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Marley and Me. John Grogan.
Morrow, $21.95.

2

Don V Make a Black Woman Take
Off Her Earrings. Tyler Perry.
Riverhead, $23.95.

2

44

3

Giada's Family Dinners. Giada
De Laurentiis. Clarksbn Potter,

4

43
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2
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Cesar's Way. Cesar Millan and
Melissa Jo Peltier. Harmony,
$24.95.

5

The World Is Flat: A Brief History
of the Twenty-first Century.

Thomas L. Friedman. Farrar, Straus,
&

6

Giroux, $27.50.
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Rule #1: The Simple Strategy
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I
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Town. Crown, $25.

The Gospel of Judas. Rodolphe
Kasser, Marvin Meyer,
and Gregor Wurs. National
Geographic, $22.

9

8

Freakonomics. Steven D. Levitt
and Stephen J. Dubner. Morrow,
$25.95.*
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9

American Theocracy. Kevin
Phillips. Viking, $26.95.
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10 A Death in Belmont. Sebastian
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13
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8
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Junger. Norton, $23.95.

11 American Gospel. Jon Meacham.
Random House, $23.95.

12 Cobra 11. Michael R.Gordon.
Pantheon, $27.95.

13 Game of Shadows. Mark
Fainaru-Wada and Lance
Williams. Gotham, $26.

14 Manhunt. James L. Swanson

42

-

Morrow, $26.95.

15 The Jesus Papers. Michael
Baigent. Harper San Francisco,

Michael O'Brien
"Hi Mom. I'm on one of the

$32.50.

4

7
Politically Speaking

Hardcover Nonfiction
This
VVcck

Heights

146

-

$27.95.

*Indicates title has been reviewed by The Heights.
Compiled from data from independent and chain
bookstores, book wholesalers, and independent
distributorsnationwide by Publisher's Weekly.

planes that's been hijacked," an
adolescent girl tells her mother
over an airfone. "This nice lady
just gave me her phone and told
me to call you. I just wanted to
let you know that I love you."
Paul Greengrass' polemical
film on United Airlines Flight
93, the only hijacked plane to not
hit its target on Sept. 11, titled
United 93, successfully proceeds
with morbid conviction as it
attempts to recreate the al-Qaeda
terrorist takeover and alleged
passenger rebellion against four
hijackers.
A plethora of understandable
opposition has been swarming
since the film's announcement.
Why would anyone want to see a
film explicitly about death? What
right does Hollywood have to
consecrate an American tragedy?
Occurring less than five years
ago, the political, economic, and
social ramifications of Sept. 11
are still being felt today. A friend
of mine likened United 93 to
John Alan Schwartz's Faces of
Death, calling them both "snuff"
films. 1 understand his point and
originally opposed the film, but
after seeing it, 1 distinctly disagree with the opposition and, in
fact, encourage everyone to see
United 93.
The film begins early Sept.
11 as the terrorists are praying,
kneeling on the floor, and reading
the Quran. One of them says to
the others, "It's time," and an
accepting fear freezes over their
ironically pious faces. Minutes
later they amble out of the room
carrying few possessions, determined to bring their nefarious
plans into fruition.
They arrive at the airport
and uneasily assimilate with the
passengers. Greengrass makes
use of the banal talk between the
waiting passengers all unrecognizable faces - as viewers hear
numerous conversations dealing
with mundane people and topics.
Greengrass' rocking, handheld camera zooms up into the
-

The film is emotionally rough, yet thought-provoking as it recreates the unruly struggle on United Airlines Flight 93.
faces of passengers from angles
above and below, instilling an
intimate, emotional attachment.
One knows they are going to
die, but dreads the moment.
Their anonymity says something
special: That it was a tragedy for
the common American person.
No one wants to see Harrison
Ford beating down terrorists or
Samuel L. Jackson shouting "Yo
muthaf?aK'
The film's other scenes take
place in air traffic command
centers. It's enraging to see the
official's dismissing reactions
many of them laugh at the possibility of a hijacking.
"We haven't had one of those
in 20 years!"
On an emotional level, United
93 might not be for everyone.
There were moments were I suddenly felt weak moments during which my mind got the best
of me as I anticipated the terror 1
knew was about to occur.
And as the terrorists finally
make their move, an array of
depressing emotions terror,
pain, sadness, hate attacked
my stomach. The inevitable has
occurred, I thought. One of the
terrorists stabs a first class passenger. Screams erupt as other
first class passengers flee their
-

-

-

seats.

"Someone has a bomb!"
Greengrass doesn't illustrate
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clean-cut action. The camera
jumbles and tremors over its
chaotic mise en scene. The drama
escalates statically. There are
no cheesy stunts and the film's
pacing, once on the plane, is in
real-time.
Flipping back to the command
centers, the officials behave like
children confused, afraid, and
hesitant. The first three planes
drop from radars one by one,
but the air traffic controllers still
think they're in flight until a real
CNN broadcast is projected on a
screen. For Flight 93, they finally
ponder action.
"Do we shoot this thing
down?"
Through cell phone calls, the
passengers eventually realize
the situation: the Twin Towers
and the Pentagon have been hit
by planes. Flight 93 is a similar
suicide mission, says a man after
talking to his wife.
"No one is going to help us.
We've got to do it ourselves,"
says another.
There are no Shakespearean
monologues. This man's words
are succinct, but meaningful.
Others speak in similar manners
sometimes rushed, sometimes
fearful, but always conceivable.
Amid this onslaught of terror,
there is a moment of hope as
the passengers rush against the
terrorists. Like primordial men,
-

-
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they barbarously beat one of
their captor's heads and break the
neck of another. The two terrorist
pilots hear the commotion and a
unique strain of fear dawns upon
their faces. It's not the innocent
fear of the passengers, but one of
madness. They fear they will fail
Allah.
The passengers manage to
break into the cockpit, but cannot disengage the pilot from the
yoke. The camera zooms outside
of the plane, swirling toward the
ground, and the screen fades to
black. Silence. I have never been
in a theater that quiet before.
For those that are wary of
United 93's verity, 1 assure you
that it's factually presented.
There are only a few mishaps.
United 93 seems like another
one of Hollywood's schemes to
manipulate the public, but asking one to not earn money for
this film is absurd in a capitalist society. It has convinced me
that Hollywood, despite how
materialist and annoying it is,
is still capable of art, expanding
my imagination on what possibly
happened on Sept. 11.
Have a great summer and God

bless America.
Michael O 'Brien is the assistant marketplace editor of The
Heights. He welcomes comments
at obrienm@bcheights.com.
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CS OM's stock on the rise

The Bottom Line

For the TBL,

the closing
bell is ringing

Undergraduate
program ranks No. 23
in BusinessWeek survey
By Martin Tremwel
Heights Staff

The Caroll School ofManagement is moving on
up, at least in the world ofrankings.
On Thursday, Boston College's undergraduate
business school was ranked 23 rd in the nation by
a BusinessWeek poll. This year is the first time this
ranking has been conducted, and both faculty and
students were pleased.
"This will attract attention," said Richard Keeley,
associate dean ofCSOM. "Students should be enjoying increased success."
With the increased status recognition, graduates
from CSOM should be able to find more success
when applying to jobs and MBA programs a muchappreciated edge in the increasingly competitive
field of business. The world of business is becoming increasingly reliant on reputation and prestige,
so CSOM's increase in its reputation should open
many doors for its graduates.
"This should help attract better and better students," said Keeley. "Recruiters should be more
inclined to come to BC."
The ranking is based upon an all-encompassing
analysis of the school, according to Louis Livel of

John Murray
Friends of The Bottom Line, it is
with great sadness that I author our
last column together. This is the 38th
Monday we have spent together. It is
also our last. I have been reflecting
on what this column should be about
for about a week now. I have spent
hours on Factiva (I know I know,
dork) looking for a topic to close
with. No current events topic has
satisfied me.
Many of us are fans of Billy Joel.
Right now 1 can understand how he
was feeling when he authored "We
Didn't Start the Fire." In the spirit
of Mr. Joel's epic historical list of
a song, I will close out my column
by listing out some of the TBL-isms
which I think I most important. Here
goes nothing.
1. Money does not equal happiness. "Yeah, right" many people say,
but there is so much evidence of this
point 1 do not know where to begin.
Let's look at Mr. Dennis Kozlowski.
He was the CEO who looted his
company out of hundreds of millions of dollars. The one piece of the
puzzle I failed to realize was when he
was doing his most heinous stealing from Tyco, he was being paid
tens of millions of dollars in annual
salary with stock options. This guy
had enough money to live with fiscal
independence and secure a great life
for this heirs, but he had to have that
umbrella holder and Jimmy Buffett
serenading his wife. Now, he's going
to jail. Maybe he'll find happiness

-

BusinessWeek.
"We survey students, look at average starting
salaries, and which schools send students to the top
MBA programs," said Livel. "I think our analysis
is very important; businesses really look at rankings."
While the high ranking may have been news to
those unfamiliar with CSOM, many at BC were

unsurprised.
"This ranking reflects a public acknowledgement
of what we have-long known, that Carroll School of
Management is one of the nation's very best business
schools," said Jack Dunn, University spokesman.
Students agreed. "We already knew how good
CSOM was, but this helps to consolidate our position as a good business school in the minds of other
people," said Justin Aquino, CSOM '09.
This was just the latest accolade that CSOM
received. Associate professor John Gallaugher was
also recognized by Business Week for his teaching
abilities. Professor G. Peter Wilson was the 2005

recipient of theAmerican Accounting Association's
"Outstanding Accounting Educator Award."
Every year CSOM is becoming more competitive, which makes it likely to continue to rise in prestige and reputation. But do rankings really matter?
According to Keeley, universities and employers
look at a lot more than rankings.
"Many people from the top programs may be
book smart but lack true experience," he said.
"BC tries to give the best possible undergraduate
experience."

there.

A national survey conducted by BusinessWeek ranked the Caroll School of Management's undergraduate program No. 23.

BOOK REVIEW

The world's indispensable nation?
By

Lauren Sottile

Heights Editor

'conscious
lifestyle'

Michael Mandelbaum's The Case for
Goliath addresses the post-Cold War issue
of the succession of international policies based on the epic ideological battle
between communism and democracy to
another guiding force. He argues that the
United States stepped in to fill this void
in world affairs as the predominantpower
and pervasive influence on the shaping of
worldwide policies, acting as the world's

By Martin Tremwel
Heights Staff

The grass just got even greener in the
pasture for eco-conscious consumers.
Michael Del Ponte, BC '05, recently cofounded a Web site called consciouslifestyle.org. This new Web site caters to the
market of individuals who want to live a
lifestyle free from dependence on products
mass produced in a way that may not seem
ethical or fair, like sweatshops and large

government.

In 270 extremely well-organized pages,
the author outlines his discussion of the
United States as the world's government,
basing his entire position on a consensus:
The 21st century world favors three great
ideas peace, democracy, and free markets and that unlike any other nation,
the United States is in a unique position
to offer all three.
These ideas, while their opposition
can be seen in every corner of the globe,
are endorsed by most of the world's most
powerful nations and are seen as having
no rivals as plausible alternatives for
organizing political and economic affairs
around.
Mandelbaum notes in his book that a
French architect, when asked where in
Paris he would want to live, replied the
Eiffel Tower, because "this was the only
place in the city from which he would not
have to look at it." The author presents
this scenario to be applicable today as,
"Peace, democracy and free markets are
for the world of the twenty-first century
what the Eiffel Tower is for Paris: towering, dominant, not universally loved but
impossible to ignore and without any

BC alum's
site calls for

-

-

Troops from the 101st Airbone Division involved in reconstruction in Kandahar, Afghanistan.
serious rival."
In a non-partisan, while adamantly
pro-United States, discussion of our foreign policy, the author touches on topics
ranging from nuclear nonproliferation to
oil, the wars and interventions of the 1990s
and present day, as well as international
trade. Mandelbaum presents each topic to
reflect the Unites States' handling of situations as an effort to continue to position
itself as a vital keystone in international
security and wellbeing, providing the
public goods, such as the military forces
used in Bosnia, Kosovo, and Afghanistan,
currency and aid, that the world benefits
from.

See Goliath, C6
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THE CASE FOR GOLIATH
How America Acts as the World's
Government in the 21st Century

Michael Mandelbaum
Public Affairs Books
270 pages, $26

Tech Crash Course

farming plantations.
"The Web site outlines three aspects of
living a conscious lifestyle, convenience,
advocacy, and education," said Del Ponte.
Through the site, people can find information on various organic produce growers
and sweat-free clothing manufacturers, as
well as links to their Web sites. With this
method, consciouslifestyle.org advocates
solely for companies that they have been
predetermined to be certified producers
of organic or sweat-free products. In
addition, the site contains information
that educates the reader about organic
products, sweat-free clothing, and the
advantages of both.
Del Ponte cited the Web site as being an
important development for this time.
"Twenty percent offossilflues are consumed just in the production and transport

See Alum, C6

Departing columnist Chris Cahill recaps some of the more unique emerging technology. C6

2. Doing something you love is
the key to being successful in the
business world. Ask anyone about
being successful and financially fit.
They will tell you that you have to
do what you enjoy and money will
follow. Case and point, Jim McCann,
the founder of 1-800-FLOWERS.
com, was a high school guidance
counselor when he opened his first
floral shop. He now has a company
worth hundreds of millions of dollars.
If you were to ask him if he ever
regretted being a guidance counselor,
I'm sure he would say, "No." Another
case is David Neeleman, Chairman
and CEO ofJetßlue Airways. He
loved travel and would stop at nothing in his quest to make travel sane
and enjoyable. The rest is history.
3. Preserve your name, and stand
for something. The power ofyour
name is something I am never tired
of talking about. Your name can
be the thing that gets you a return
phone call, an interview, or a sale.
A tarnished name is something that
is almost unrecoverable. People
with good names can always call
on a friend for some help even if
the friend is someone they haven't
spoken to in years. Having a good
name benefits your children and their
children. I think one of the reasons
Boston College is so well received
around the world is that BC stands
for something. Regardless of your
GPA or major, stand for something. If
you do not know what you stand for,
find out soon, because if you don't
stand for something you will fall for
anything.
It has been a great ride, friends. I
hope you have found these columns
entertaining.
I would like to thank my peers
at The Heights for allowing me this
honor. I feel compelled to thank my
future law firm partners, Andrew Buttaro and Dan Elliot, for encouraging
me to write this column.
Thank you all, and God bless!

John Murray is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments
at murrayj@bcheights.conL
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For the Heights
it's My
Live from Chestnut Hill
Mother's Fleabag!
Saturday students experienced a different
type of SaturdayNight Live as My Mother's
Fleabag, Boston College's improvisational
comedy group, was joined by BC alumna
and Saturday Night Live cast member, Amy
Poehler, BC '93. Poehler was on campus this
weekend to receive the Arts Council Alumni
Award for Distinguished Achievement at the
eighth annual Arts Festival, and she gave students a treat by performing with My Mother's
Fleabag, a group she was a member of during
her time at BC.
Both of Saturday night's shows were sold
out, and audience members were packed together in the main Arts Festival tent in O'Neill
Plaza. The show was kicked off with an energetic performance by the dance group Synergy, which successfully pumped up the crowd
for a night of hysterical improv comedy.
The cast of Fleabag took the stage after Synergy and did a roll call, and Poehler
emerged onto the stage last, to thunderous applause, apologizing to the rest of the group for
being 13 years late. After a hilarious exchange
between Poehler and the Fleabag cast regard...

ing Poehler's age, the night of improv began.
Before jumping into their first segment, the
members of Fleabag explained to the audience
the rules of its brand of improv comedy.
Nothing in the show was scripted, and
members took suggestions from the audience
for the rules of each segment.
As one would expect, the random suggestions from the audience led to some hilarious .
and interesting situations for the cast. There
was no way to predict which direction each
segment would go, and this was demonstrated
in skits featuring such random things as a pair
of underwear, 185 Jesuits, Charlie Sheen, and
a Game Boy cartridge that held the secret to
curing cancer.
Audience members were anxious to see
if Poehler's improv skills were still sharp, as
her recent work with Saturday Night Live and
movies such as Mean Girls and Wet Hot American Summer has been very different than the
unscripted world of improvisational comedy. She did not disappoint, however, as her
hilarious delivery and perfect comedic timing
often resulted in side-splitting laughter from
the audience. Although the audience would
have liked to see more of Poehler during the
first halfof the performance, as she was only

See D2, Fleabag

Tragic and heavy undercurrents beneath the skin of Cabaret
models?

Why, at the theater department and
Robsham Theater Arts Center production
of Cabaret, that's where.
While the actors and actresses weren't
wearing much, every aspect of the musical - from individual performances, to
the pit orchestra, to the set was full of
substance.
As the lights went down in the theater, a
hand, in all its jazz hand glory, popped out
from the break in the curtain at the middle
-

INSIDE ARTS
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The singing was strong throughout,
especially those numbers including the entire cast, like the opening, "Wilkommen,"
and the closing, "Finale Ultimo."
Ernst Ludwig, played by Will Nunziata, A&S '06, Glynn, and the male
chorus performed "Tomorrow Belongs
to Me," marking the creeping in of Nazi
ideals with their clear, nicely balanced and
blended voices.
After the dancing and upbeat, sexualinnuendo filled numbers preceding it,
"Tomorrow" offers the first inkling that
Cabaret is not all fun and games, and the
actors do a fine job of bringing down the

See Cabaret, D

Adrienne Rich
With nearly 20 volumes of poetry, Adrienne Rich shares her
powerful poems and years of wisdom. D 2

CCE in Law and Murder

When solving crimes, there are two separate but equal
people. Those who act them out and those who laugh. D

Column
What's on your iPod?

D

2

Where can you find girls dressed in
lingerie and boys resembling Chippendale

of the stage. The curtains then parted to
reveal a fully realized cabaret lounge,
complete with performers and guests.
The emcee, played by Andrew Glynn,
A&S '08, started thf evening with a lively
version of "Wilkommen," welcoming the
audience to the cabaret, introducing the
lovely Kit Kat Girls and Boys, and telling
us, "Leave your troubles outside. ... Here,
life is beautiful."
Glynn added much comic relief to the
musical (which gets increasingly somber
as the Nazi influence rises in Berlin, Germany, the setting of Cabaret), appearing in
drag several times, dancing with a gorilla,
and bringing a purposefully over-the-top
enthusiasm and silliness to the role.

3

Denise Ekenstierna
Heights Editor
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Now Playing

Woman Behind the Music

on Natalie Stokes' iPod
The

Simple Minds

-

Don't you

Forget

About Me .

Jeff Buckley Last Goodbye
-

The Style Council Long Hot Summer
Chris Isaac - Wicked Game
Pink Floyd Wish You Were Here
-

-

Aerosmith

-

Cryin'

Gold Days
Truth
Be Ready
Unbelievable
Counting Crows High Life
Sparklehorse

-

-

-

Elliot Smith Miss Misery
Richard Ashcroft So Long for the Lovers
Dashboard Confessional So Long Sweet Summer
-

-

-
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Natalie Stokes. A&S '06, has an interesting taste in
music. It's been a long and winding road this semester. With
greatness comes great responsibility. My campus fame has
grown to new levels and it's been hard to keep up with all
the charity lunches. 1 fear I have let some people down.
Today, 1 publicly would like to apologize to Chris Prottas,
A&S '07, and Kwan, the Corcoran Commons Eagle-one
scanner. I'm going to have an end-of-the-year banquet and
I hope you will join me both at the table of honor. 1 also
would like to wish the senior staffof The Heights good
luck next year. I'll remember you when I'm at the top and
I couldn't have done this without you. For the rest of you,
though, I'll be back in September. Please contemplate this
poem. It will get you through your darkest nights. "I wait
for you where the sun never sets. I wait for you the very
Mike Trapancse
place we met" Until September
...

Pat Irish
Associate Arts

&

Review

In 1997, Adrienne Rich was presented
an honor
by many: the National Medal for the Arts.
The award recognizes artistic achievements and those who inspire the arts in
America. It is given annually in a White
House ceremony by the president and
previousrecipients include MayaAngelou
and renowned painter Chuck Close. Rich,
however, in an act ofprotest, refused the
medal, saying, "I could not accept such
an award from President Clinton or this
White House because the very meaning
of art, as I understand it, is incompatible
with the cynical politics of this adminis-

with what would be considered

tration."
Tuesday evening, Rich humbly said
before the full crowd in Gasson 100,
"When choosing poems for this evening,

I realized I've been writing a lot of war
poems." In her career spanning over five
decades, Rich and her nearly 20 volumes
of poetry have served as a beacon of light
for many.
She has been an advocate for change.
Her work deals with many different types
of war and Rich has continually fought

against inequality, specifically dealing
with women and lesbian rights. Situated
in a big, comfortable armchair next to a
table stacked with volumes of her work,
Rich shared poems, stories, and pieces
of herself with the on looking and eager
crowd.
Rich, a native of Baltimore, Md.,
recalled taking the train many times
between New York and New Jersey. She
spoke of an old garbage dump where
the train would stop every time and how
she would look upon this ravaged piece
of land with curiosity. Eventually, these

countless stops at the dump inspired
"Open Air Museum." As she read, one
could feel her sense for longing something
more, "Seen from a train, stopped / As by
design, to bring us / Face to face with the
flag of our true country: / Violet-yellow,
black-violet, / Its heart sucked by slow fire
/ O my America / This then your desire?"
But every spine-chilling and inspiring
poem came with an intriguing, sometimes
humorous, anecdotee from Rich. Her
charm was a constant presence.
"Do you all know what carbons are?"
asked Rich with a small grin on her face.
After a short pause, "Carbon copies?"
She recalled fondly the days, long before
computers, where she would exchange
carbon copies of poems with other poets.
Rich discussed how she wrote poetry
about current issues. Often, she is unable
to write about a current event until many
years later. The words just don't come to

Torn and clashing allegiances in Cabaret
Cabaret, from Dl
energy and slowing up the pace for this
more serious scene.
Nunziata stuck out among the cast for
his timing and delivery of humorous lines,
as well as his ability to mirror the shift in
tone of the entire play; he seems friendly
and funny, but becomes increasingly
militant and angry as it is revealed his
character works for the Nazis and wears
the arm band with the Nazi insignia.
Stephanie O'Neill, A&S '06, playing
Sally Bowles, was similarly dynamic
one moment a forward flirt, the next
a lonely young woman clearly putting
on a show of happiness. O'Neill's voice
strong and clear, yet husky and seductive
was perfect for the role of Bowles.
The cast was supportedby an excellent
pit orchestra, positioned at the rear of the
stage, so that the actors had the entire front
of the stage to themselves. The set was
designed creatively and efficiently - the
lounge turned into a train car, boarding
house, and fruit shop in seconds due to
rotating pieces so that scene changes
were performed without interrupting the
flow of the production.
Though there were many memorable,
lighthearted scenes throughout, the very
last scene ofthe performance was perhaps
the most effective and chilling.
By this point two relationships have
been destroyed - one because the man
was Jewish and the woman a true German,
the other because the man, an American,
wanted to get out of Berlin, while the
woman, Bowles, was convinced everything would be okay and the playful
attitude of the opening has waned.
As Glynn sang the last lines of the
show, the Kit Kat Girls and Boys, once
dancing uninhibitedly behind him, now
moved like Nazi soldiers, all of them
hailing Hitler. The lights dimmed with
only a spotlight on Glynn as he mournfully finished, and then the light shut off,
leaving the shadows of figures where all
of the fun used to be.

her until then. Her reflection came with
much wisdom.
In the summer of 2001, Rich wrote
the passionate "Equinox," but after Sept.
11 the poem took on new meaning. She
was flying to Minneapolis, Minn, from St.
Louis, Mo. for a reading when the attacks
happened and was grounded under the hot
Missouri sun.
The school where she would have
presented, however, still wanted Rich to
come. What followed was a long drive to
Minneapolis with a retired fireman. After
many hours of listening to public radio, in
a car without air conditioning, "Equinox"
took on a new meaning for the poet.
Over her long span as a poet and political activist, many things have changed
for Rich. She has witnessed war and inequality at its worst, but she has always
remained hopeful. She has never ceased
fighting for change.

Poehler
back with
Fleabag
Fleabag,from Dl

-

-

-

-

-

Sally Bowles, played by Stephanie O'Neill, A&S '06, sings as the cabaret is transformedand
taken over by Nazis behind her.

present in three of the skits, she was a
frequent presence in the second half.
Poehler honed her improv skills
during skits in which she recited a
poem about Nelson Mandela, portrayed
an amorous nail salon employee, and
acted as a foreign contestant on a dating
gameshow. One highlight of the show
occurred during one classic segment
called "185," when five former members of Fleabag from when Poehler was
a member joined the cast and proved
that they still had some comedic skill
left in them.
Although Poehler was the main
draw of the performance, she did not
overshadow the other members of
Fleabag, as they deserve much credit in
contributing to the success of the show.
The members of Fleabag held their own
with Poehler and were main features
in all of the skits. Poehler seemed very
comfortable and at home with the cast,
as she interacted and joked with them
throughout the show.
The cast of Fleabag includes Katy
Flagen, A&S '06, Nijah Cunningham,
A&S '07, Clara De Soto, A&S '07,
Dustin Moore, A&S '07, Janice Pardue,
A&S '08, Peter Sherer, A&S '08, Nick
Ackerman, A&S '09, Walt Hartley, A&S
'09, and Cameron McCall, A&S '09.
After receiving a standing ovation,
Poehler ended the show by thanking
Fleabag and the BC community for welcoming her back and encouraging more
support for the arts at BC. After telling
the audience how happy she was to be
performing again with Fleabag at BC, it
was clear that this was not just another
Saturday Night for Amy Poehler.

The Final Frontier isn't exactly a barrel of laughs
By Lloyd

Arts

&

Liu
Reveiw Editor

In its last show of the year, Asinine's
The Final Frontier consisted of a lot of
jarring blows to the head, both literally
and figuratively. A video portraying the
college career of Woody Tondorf, A&S
'06, featured a series of little clips showing Tondorf getting tackled, clobbered,
and hit in the face by giant inflatable
objects.
While the stunts highlighted Tondorf's
acrobatic and athletic prowess, they, like
the show, just didn't quite make the cut
in eliciting real guttural laughter and just
came off feeling painfully blunt and fairly
obvious.
Asinine's sketch comedy always starts
well and sets an interesting premise but
fails to close with the same clever flair of

its peers, such as Hello
Shovelhead!
For example, a sketch featuring the
story of a phantom bus that takes students
straight off Commonwealth Avenue to
Newton had a lot of potential to be funny.
The former driver of the phantom bus,
played by Nate Hinchey, A&S '08, threw
in some solid puns about drunken students
riding BC buses.
Yet, there was something missing, just
an absent satisfying plot twist. By the
end, the sketch just puttered out, and was
capped off with ajoke about the bus driver
relieving himself with his hook.
The sketches seem as if there's always
that safety valve of fall-back jokes and
that the Asinine members pull for the
predictable dirty joke instead of seeing
their sketch through. Chafed nipples.
Jack Bauer and Agora, and a permanent
voiceoverto a person's life all make solid
...

sketch ideas, but they all fell short of
what this group is capable of achieving.
IfAsinine produced a creative, fresh, and
especially clever sketch in 24 hours as
they did in the 24 Hour Theatre Experiment, then there should be no excuse for
the shortcomings of The Final Frontier,
None of this criticism is to say that
the talent is not there, that these are not
funny people. In fact, these people are
very funny. Perhaps they're victims of
circumstance or bland writing, but with
such leaders as Steve Staysniak, A&S
'06, Scott McGoohan, A&S '06, and
Tondorf, writing should come to them
with ease and those three people aren't
the only ones with the whole funny jive
clicking. At the least, this group should
have its knee-slapping, stomach-jerking
moments. There should at least be a few
times where people are laughing so hard

Yes! Red
Tape: No!

Nicholas

Feeley

-

Road to change paved with poetry
By

Events:

that they're struggling, really struggling,
to breathe. This group's sketches should
be a violent assault on the lungs and

each joke and sketch should potentially
be able to blast the air; out of people's
chests like hitting them in the sternum
with a massive sledgehammer of funny.
As ofright now, that is not the case. Right
now. Asinine is like this year's New York
Knicks, last season's Oakland Raiders, or
the cast of Batman and Robin. They got
all the pieces, they're just not pulling it
together.
They need a lesson from Dr. ScholPs.
Here's the bad: Asinine isn't gellin'. But
here's something not necessarily good or
bad but promising: There's no reason why
they shouldn't be able to turn into one of
funnier groups on campus. For the Knicks,
the Raiders, and Asinine, there's always
next season. Tomorrow is another day.

Back in October, 1 booked four
bands to play a Sunday evening
show in the Eagle's Nest. The bands
included Los Angeles' Mae-Shi, which
was on tour at the time, and likeminded groups like Fat Day, Ho-Ag,
and Protokoll (all of which are from
Boston).
It was a small, intimate event,
with maybe 60 people coming out
to see the bands play. And while that
number may not seem large enough
to justify all the work that went into
it, I couldn't have been happier. For
those 60 people, this was an event that
mattered.
I hadn't really thought about this
until last week's big Kanye West
concert.

Kanye was a big event, a huge
complete with all the necessary

event,

trappings and absurdities and awful
sound that such a huge event requires.
Before you disembowel me for being
an elitist jerk, just know that I thought
he was great. And from my seat all the
way in the nosebleeds, I couldn't help
but think that for a lot of people, this
might be the concert experience that
defines them. I'm still not completely
sure whether that was an absolutely
good or bad thing.
All of this leads me in a very
roundabout way to something that has
bugged me about Boston College since
the day 1 first set foot on campus.
While 1 applaud the UGBC's efforts to bring us quality fall and spring
concerts (and Modstock - or as I. like
to call it, "Gusterstock"), the fact is
that it's simply not enough.
Part of what made me excited
about college was the possibility of
finally being able to set up shows for
bands that, while not necessarily wellknown, meant something to me and
to other people. Yet the fact is that BC
makes this near-impossible.
While other schools have seemed
to be open about the idea of allowing
live bands play on campus (Massachusetts College ofArt being my favorite
example), BC seems to flee in the
opposite direction.
The time and effort that went into
setting up that small show in October
was jaw-dropping. Every step of the
way required not only a signature, but
also an explanation as to what we were
doing and why we were doing it.
It's almost as if BC doesn't want
its student attempting to make things
happen for themselves. 1 remember
the unimpressed look I got from one
member of the Board of Conferences
when we told him what we were doing, and was then told that the event
couldn't happen because the Eagle's
Nest couldn't handle the power setup
required by the sound system. He
eventually relented, thankfully.
This isn't intended as a cheap shot
attack on BC, the Office of the Dean
for Student Development (ODSD),
or anyone else, but rather as a broad
critique.
And it's also not intended solely
as a piece of rabble-rousing for more
on-campus concerts. Why can't we
have student-curated art shows in
classrooms? Why is it that one-act
plays always have to occur solely in
Robsham? Why can't a band play a
show in someone's Mod? When John
Legend came to play a free concert in
the Rat, that was amazing. Some day
I'd like to see a band throwing it down
atop Gasson Tower. Okay, that was
a little over the top, but you get the
point. This campus has so much potential. There are so many other places
where concerts and performances
could be held.
Does everything have to go through
the ODSD? The petition to create a
performing arts space on campus, in
addition to Robsham Theater, was a
step in the right direction, but that effort seems to have run out of gas.
1 could just be one voice crying in
the wilderness, and maybe 1 am.
But it seems to me that until BC
figures out whether it's a university
serving the needs of its donors or its
students, this is going to be a problem
(one among many, mind you) that
won't go away.
Nicholas Feeley is a junior in the College ofArts and Sciences. He welcomes
comments atjeeleyn@bc.edu.
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CCE, back in O'Connell, proves there is no order in murder
By

Pat Irish

Associate Arts

&

Review Editor

Det. Frank McMahon was on top of the
world. He had just recently captured the
infamous murderer "The Unibrower," his
highly anticipated book was about to hit
shelves, and Dominos still had its Fivefor-$5.95 deal.
During his three decades on the force,
the only thing to surpass his laziness and
offensive behavior was McMahon's notorious poor hygiene.
His retirement party was supposed to
commemorate the effective, though highly
unorthodox, tactics used by the man able
to "fart in three different languages."
Though many words could sum up McMahon (egotistical, sluggish, overweight),
only one could sum up his retirement
party: MURDER!
This week, the Committee for Creative
Enactments (CCE) returned home to the
O'Connell House, after a brief stint performing at the Eagle's Nest.
The characters ranged from an Irishman with mob ties to a cyborg cop who
cannot escape the horrifying memories of
the accident that left her half woman and
half cyborg. With McMahon's new "tell
all" book, To Protect and Sen>e, hot off
the presses, everyone is worried the retired
detective will spill the beans on some of
their darkest secrets making everyone a
suspect. CCE delivered a smart story with
a punch line around every corner and a
few memorable parts.
A lot of credit goes to the writers,
MeaghanWhalen,A&S '07,DanMilano,
A&S '06, and Jeff Williams, A&S '07, for
writing such a clever script.
The story tied together right up to
the end where The Unibrower (Milano)
is forced to confess his accomplice in
Frank's death by holding the hand of
Francine Carver (Caite Peterson, A&S
'08) while she delivers her baby. They
also did a great job in creating unique and
humorous characters.
-

In CCE's Law and Murder, Detective Frank McMahon was anything but classy. Just before soiling himself to death, McMahon craved a bag of Doritos and some Dominos pizza.
All the characters were unique in their
own right. Some characters, however,
stood out more than others because those
playing them were irreplaceable. Take McMalion, played

by Rob Spence, A&S '06,

as a perfect example. Years and years of

jelly doughnuts, Applebee's, and Doritos
made McMahon's bowel movements very
susceptible to low vibrations. For lack of
better terminology, Boston's finest soiled

himself to death while dancing. Spence
was able to capture, rather humorously, the
sluggishness that was McMahon.
Other great performances need to be
attributed to J. Theodore Bourassa, LSOE
'08, and Carley Palmer, A&S '08, for
their portrayals of Sean Shea O'Flanagan
McDoogahan and Alexandra Constantine,
respectively. From the moment Bourassa
came on the stage dancing an Irish gig, his

character was golden. Also, Palmer was
able to capture the dual personalitiesof her
character wonderfully: uptight lawyer by
day and sex driven maniac by night.
Though the script is clever and a few
performers do a great job in bringing their
characters to life, "Law and Murder," and
events like it, should not be experienced
alone. Talking to some of the minor characters, known as rumormongers, whose

job is to "lighten" up the crowd, can yield
awkward pauses resulting in someone
saying, "Sooo ..."
In the criminal justice system, there are
two groups of people: those who commit
the crimes and those who solve them.
CCE's "Law and Murder" deserves a
solid "Boom Boom" for its performance
Friday night.

From Dispatch to State Radio
supportive furor from the crowd.

By Matt Unrath
For the Heights

The rumors of Dispatch's break-up
circulated for quite a while before their
separation was unfortunately confirmed
and met with bitter pain.
The beloved indie jam rockers originating in Boston mutually separated to
pursue their own musical interests. It was
difficult for anyone to justify or understand the separation, but after almost two
years since their last show, at least one
product perhaps illustrates that it might
all work out.
State Radio, the brainchild of former
Dispatch guitarist and vocalist Chad
Urmston, performed Friday night at the
Avalon and not only put on an indescribably amazing show, but justified if I can
speak such blasphemous words the end
ofDispatch.
State Radio consisting of Urmston,
Chuck Fay on bass, and Mike Najarian at
the drums is rock, punk, reggae, funk,
and acoustic all in one.
It keeps the great vocals of Dispatch
through Urmston, expands on the hard
rock of latter Dispatch, and loses some
of the earlier folkish tunes. The music is
very appealing to various demographics
and personal tastes.
But what truly delineates State Radio
is its passion. The trio obviously loves the
music they create and the message they
are able to send.
Stemming from Urmston's strong
liberal political ideals and leanings, the
music and lyrics of State Radio most
often deal with strong social and political problems and controversies. The first
three tracks of their first full album, Us
Against the Crown, "People to People,"
"Mr. Larkin," and "Camilo," concern
themselves with the faults of mankind,
the troubles of the senior citizen class, and
the war in Iraq.
Such fury and beliefis unmistakable on
stage. Urmston wore a "Save Sudan" shirt,
leading to a request of petition-signing
at the venue's rear, which was met with
-

-

-

-

The released music of State Radio,
consisting of two EPs and the aforementioned album, often carries liberal politics
and peace and justice protests. Though
similar in message to Bob Dylan and Bob
Marley, State Radio does not necessarily
invent or publicize a sound but takes the
best ofevery genre and wonderfully fuses
the sounds together.
"Us Against the Crown" may not be
today's "London Calling," but it certainly
has the right message as well as the welcome sound to successfully spread their
music and opinions. The influence of
reggae is obvious, as is their use of hard
rock.
Such strong sounds and chord progression allows for the perfect channel
for such messages. Soft yet meaningful
acoustic pieces do not lack, however, such
as the popular "Riddle in Londdntown"
or "Keepsake," which were amazingly
performed Friday.
And thus brings us to the actual concert, which proved that beyond all the
great and attractive aspects of recorded
State Radio, there lay an amazing and
impassioned live show. The set-list featured favorites, "Camilo," "Mr. Larkin,"
"Right Me Up," and "Gunship Politico,"
as well as two strong songs first released
on the same EP, "The Diner Song" and
"Democracy in Kind."
Also played were two songs first released on the last record ofDispatch, Who
Are We Living For? (2000), "Just Like
Larry" and "Time Served," in addition
to covers of Rage Against the Machine's
"Bullet to the Head," and Jimmy Cliffs
"The Harder They Come," which featured
The White Buffalo, an opening acoustic
guitarist with a incredible voice.And even
more pleasing were unreleased tracks
"CIA," "Omar Bay," and "Guatanamo"
all possessing rather self-evident topics
and messages.
While the songs are extraordinary and
most of the crowd knew all the words,
it is deceiving to limit the praise to just
the music.
-

The stage presence of the trio truly
demonstrates their motives and loves.
Najarian played shirtless and at one point
on a crumbling drumset, he refused to stop
the music. Fey broke out into an introductory bass solo and beat boxing, as well
as matching stage jumps with Umrston,
who possessed a complete mastery of his
audience, which cheered at every word
he said.
And in a toast to a vociferous Avalon
crowd, the hometown band extended almost every song and performed two thankful encores. State Radio will certainly be
sweeping through Boston again, and it is
certainly a must-see.
During the show, Urmston thanked
all those fans who had gone to the Axis
shows, an adjacent but smaller venue.
They packed the Avalon, and it would not
be surprising if they continue this climb
of popularity.
Their music crosses numerous musical
genres and barriers to attract as many fans
as possible and provides a strong voice on
important issues which appeals to a very
evident young, vigorous, and rebellious
fan base.
It is not often that a band can inspire
such enormous mosh pits as well as carry a
meaningful political message in an acoustic piece in the same show. But State Radio
is special and very, very good.
1 may have to rely on my old Dispatch
albums to fulfill that special, undying
craving. State Radio is most certainly alive
and producing, however.
The sound is reminiscent and similar to
Urmston's past, but his obvious love for
his work now is truly paying off.
Watching such a satisfied artist and to
hear and see the great music that devotion
and comfort was creating, it was impossible not to feel some contentment with
the idea of Dispatch's absence.
State Radio is worth more than a listen
by Dispatch fans and certainly warrants
a chance by anyone enjoys rock, punk,
reggae, acoustic, catchy chorus, political
and social messages, or just an incredible
live show.

The nationally recognized Bostonians beat out over 200 other groups in the country.

Bostonians win
national awards
Congratulations to the Bostonians, whose latest CD Antiqued was named the Best
Mixed Collegiate Album of the 2006 Contemporary A Capella Recording Awards by
the The Contemporary A Capella Society. The Bostonians also received the awards
for Best Collegiate Soloist (John Creegan, BC '04, for Bon Jovi's "Always") and
were runners-up for Best Mixed Collegiate Arrangement (Amy Buchwach, LSOE
'06, for "Open Your Heart"). The Acoustics were also runners-up for Best Mixed
Collegiate Song with "I'm Your Baby Tonight." The Bostonians and The Acoustics
edged out more than 200 albums from top groups around the country. The prestige of
these awards bring much respect and honor to Boston College in the a capella world,
and the groups are proud to be recognized for all that they have accomplished.

Strokes set the Room on Fire and leave great First Impressions
By Maria Cristina Romero
For the Heights

Upon arriving to Boston University's
Agganis Arena Tuesday to see The
Strokes, 1 was pleasantly greeted by Built
to Spill playing over the loud speakers.
The venue, which holds a little over 8,000
people, was packed with Strokes fans scurrying about to find their seats. After taking
my seat around 8:30 p.m., 1 looked up to
see the stage sitting a mere 30 feet away
from me. 1 was instantly excited.
1 would be able to see every crazy move
Julian Casablancas was sure to execute
and I had a perfect view of the drum

set-up, which meant I'd be able to watch
the skinny, sexy, and certainly talented
Fabrizio Moretti drum away. Before the
show 1 hadn't heard much ofThe Strokes'
new album First Impressions ofEarth, but
1 had been a fan of Room on Fire and of
course, their debut album in 2001, Is This
It an album filled with catchy songs no
one seems able to resist.
At 8:55 p.m., the ceiling lights dimmed
and the crowd hushed as Moretti made his
way to the stage, shortly after followed
the screams from the audience along with
bassist Nikolai Fraiture and guitarists Nick
Valensi and Albert Hammond, Jr. After
Casablancas' entrance and the opening
-

song, the band sang "Juicebox," which is
also their newly released single. The light
displays were flashing while Casablancas
had his way with the stage.
His signature cacophonous howls filled
the arena. Afterplaying "Electricityscape,"
from First Impressions, The Strokes didn't
waste much more time before playing the
crowd-pleasing songs like "Last Night"
and "Take It or Leave It" from Is This It.
The band performed with energy and
vigor throughout the performance, while
the crowd cheered and danced out of its
seats.

The audience was up and dancing from
start to finish. Fellow Boston College

student and Strokes fan Seth Rutman,
A&S '09, exclaimed, "I'd miss Kanye
all over again," when asked how he felt
about going to The Strokes concert in lieu
of the Kanye West show in Conte Forum
that same evening. According to Rutman,
"The Strokes, with their unique sound and
awesome lighting, totallyrocked Agganis
Arena."
The band was kind to its audience by
playing requests and not rushing through
the set. Many girls in my section, including
me (though I hate to admit it), screamed
and reached toward Casablancas after he
winked and waved in our general direction. Later, the lead singer of the opener

sang along with Casablancas onstage
during his favorite song, "Under Control."
Unfortunately, though he did try his best
to imitate Casablancas' raspy, throaty
sound, a slightly whiny voice was the
result. Luckily Casablancas was there to
finish the song.
\u25a0After playing about a two-hour set,
The Strokes were off and everyone rushed
into the streets humming or, in most cases,
screaming along to various Strokes songs
as they hurried toward the T. During the
long trip back on the 8 line, the song,
"12:51" from Room on Fire continued
to play in my head and 1 have yet to stop
raving about the performance.
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11 Prayer book
12 Overly
21 Notable time
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cookies
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28 Asian holiday
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30 Baby's call
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"Do you believe the nerve of that guy
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Just tell your teammates you missed the race because you were getting stoned. They'll understand.
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YouthAIDS and Kiehl's would like to thank Americans for Informed Democracy
for their support of the Kiehl's College Challenge to benefit YouthAIDS.
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